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1. INTRODUCTION
Cancer is largely categorized as a somatic genetic disease. The cancer cell genome
acquire a set of variations in the DNA sequences which is different from the normal
cells counterpart, collectively termed as ‘somatic mutations’ to distinguish them from
germline variations. These somatic changes includes single nucleotide changes,
insertions, and deletion, copy number alterations or large structural rearrangements [1].
Genome sequencing has revolutionized our understanding of somatic genomic
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alterations in cancer. Over the past decades, comprehensive sequencing efforts across
the globe such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA: http://cancergenome.nih.gov ) and
International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC: https://icgc.org) have revealed the
landscape of somatic genomic alterations of the common human cancers types in large
number of samples [2].
Despite advances in sequencing technologies, it is a challenging task to catalog all bona
fide somatically variants in cancer genome [3]. To obtain the complete catalog of
somatic mutation, each human tumor need to be analyzed at higher coverage depending
on normal tissue contamination and known genetic heterogeneity has been suggested
[4, 5]. Thus, it is essential to subtract the germline variants from the ones obtained
during the analysis to get the tumor specific bona fide somatic variants. Although, most
of the germline variants common in human population (>5% allele frequency) have
been cataloged in the public databases, there are myriad of rare inherited single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are not and outnumber the number of somatic
mutation present in the individual tumor [6]. Thus, to deplete the false positive somatic
variants in cancer genome analysis demands development and application of ethnicspecific germline variant databases to filter out low allele frequency variants for the
identification of bona fide somatic mutations.
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is the sixth-most-common cancer
worldwide, with about 600,000 new cases diagnosed every year, and includes cancer
of the nose cavity, sinuses, lips, tongue, mouth, salivary glands, upper aerodigestive
tract and voice box, and is often lethal with a five-year survival rate of 40-50% [7, 8].
The major risk factors known to be associated include use of tobacco related products,
alcohol, and infection with high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPV). The HPVpositive and HPV-negative HNSCCs have been established as clinically and
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molecularly separate entities and later exhibiting an increased resistance to therapy and
poor prognosis [9, 10]. Recently several genome-wide characterization studies
including TCGA, ICGC and others have described the common and unique molecular
alternations associated with HPV-positive and negative HNSCC tumors [11-13].
A subsite in HNSCC, tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC) accounts for two-thirds
of all cancer cases of the HNSCC[14]. Several reports suggest an increase in incidence
over recent years whereas five-year overall survival rates for TSCC remain low
regardless of the advances in detection and treatment modalities worldwide, including
in India[15, 16] and remains the poorest in terms of prognosis in HNSCC [17]. The
genome sequencing studies carried out on TSCC have been restricted to single genes
or gene panels with few genome-wide studies suggesting difference in specific genomic
profile [18, 19]. Notably, studies till focused on HNSCC genomic characterization
considered it as a single entity disease despite known existence of biological and genetic
differences and clinical distinctiveness in different subsites, molecular changes
associated with each site could vary[20, 21]. The presence of HPV infection in TSCC
is almost absent, as shown by several studies from Asian population including Indian
population [22-25].
Importantly, studies carried out till now in tongue cancer include the advanced stage
tumor samples (pT3-pT4) and understanding of early Tongue (pT1-pT2) cancer
genomic alterations is still dismal. Additionally, comprehensive efforts to analyze and
catalogue genomic alterations such as mutations, copy number alterations and gene
fusions in targetable genes in early TSCC is lacking.
2. RATIONALE
The identification of bona fide somatic mutation requires the subtraction of variants
against matched normal sample followed by depletion with publically available
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database (1000 genomes and dbSNP). However, due to inadequate representation of
individuals from Indian populations in public SNP databases and unique genetic
features, low allele frequency variants could not be filtered during somatic mutation
analysis, posing huge challenge to identify the bona fide somatic variants.
Two large efforts has been taken to genomically characterize the HNSCC by TCGA
and ICGC which defined the molecular alteration landscape of different sub-sites. The
efforts by ICGC-India for genomic characterization of HNSCC had been mainly
restricted to single sub-site i.e. gingiva-buccal and revealed distinct molecular alteration
in these tumors as compared to Caucasian populations[12]. The HNSCC tumors has
been shown to be highly heterogeneous and harbor distinct genomic alterations [21,
26]. Most of these studies have characterized the HNSCC tumors derived from
Caucasian and Asian population as a single entity and site-specific genomic alterations
remain to be explored. Despite being such high incidences in Indian subcontinent, lack
of understanding of molecular alteration that govern HNSCC tumorigenesis hampers
the ability to develop effective targeted therapeutics for head and neck cancer.
Similarly, the functional analysis of genomic alterations identified from the populationspecific tumor genome characterization would require the genomically defined tumorderived cancer cell lines from Indian origin. One of the objective of my work is to
genomic characterization and functionally analyze biologically relevant alteration in
Indian patient’s derived HNSCC cell lines using various functional assays.

3. KEY QUESTIONS
1. Can we identify ethnic specific SNPs and develop a SNP database to deplete ethnic
specific germline variants during cancer genome analysis?
2. What are the underlying somatic genomic alterations in human early tongue cancers?
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3. How to elucidate the role of novel genes in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
identified using integrated genomic analysis?

4. OBJECTIVES
 Objective-1: Integrated genomic characterization of HNSCC cell lines.
The availability of genomically defined pre-clinical model systems such as patient
tumor-derived HNSCC cell line has been shown to serve as an elegant experimental
resource for systematic functional analysis of genomic alterations and provides an
improved understanding of biological features and a more rational approach to develop
therapy in HNSCC.
(I) Genomic analysis of tumor derived HNSCC cell lines from Indian patients
We opted for an integrated analysis approach by applying the widely used posterior
filtering strategy to effectively reduce the amount of data obtained from individual
platforms. Furthermore, I performed validation of copy number alterations, mutations
and gene expression changes using orthologous methods. The novel gene with
biologically relevant alterations were functionally characterized using loss-of-function
and gain-of-function approach in HNSCC cell line and NIH/3T3 cells.
• Validation of copy number alterations in HNSCC cell lines
SNP array was performed to define the copy number alterations of HNSCC cell lines
(AW13516, AW8507, NT8e, and OT9 cells). Several hallmark genes were found to be
amplified in cell lines such as CCND1, NOTCH1, and HES1 in all four cells; PIK3CA
in AW13516 and AW8507 cells; hallmark genes with copy number deletion includes
CDKN2A in AW13516; FBXW7 in NT8e, AW13516 and OT9 cells. In contrast, we
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found amplification of NOTCH1 and its target gene HES1 across HNSCC cell line, as
opposed to previously reported frequent inactivation of Notch receptors [27, 28].
• Validation of gene expression changes in HNSCC cell lines
I validated the expression data using quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR).
We observed expression changes in of hallmarks of HNSCC such as CCND1, MYC,
MET, CTNNB1, JAK1, HRAS, JAG1, and HES1 and down regulation of FBXW7,
SMAD4 in at least 3 cell line were observed. I performed correlation analysis and
observed strong positive correlation (R2~0.7) between transcriptome log10 (FPKM+1)
and qRT-PCR CT values across all four cell lines.
• Validation of mutations in HNSCC cell lines
Of 20 HNSCC hallmark variants predicted as deleterious by two of three algorithms
used for functional prediction [29-31], 17 variants could be validated by Sanger
sequencing, including: TP53 (R273H and P72R), PTEN (H141Y), EGFR (R521K),
HRAS (G12S and R78W), and CASP8 (G328E). We have also validated mutation in
novel gene in HNSCC, which includes; NRBP1 (Q73*), DCC (R677H), NETO1
(G402R) and ZNF594 (K758N).
• Integrated analysis to identify biologically relevant genes in HNSCC cell lines
As a proof of principle, we performed an integrated characterization of copy number
analysis, whole transcriptome and exome sequencing of 4 HNSCC cell lines established
from Indian patients to identify biologically relevant alterations from fewer number of
samples. In summary, we identified 38 genes having two or more type of alterations.
Of the known genes in HNSCC includes TP53, HRAS, MET, PTEN and CASP8[12].
Among the novel genes identified in HNSCC cells, Nuclear receptor binding protein,
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NRBP1, harboring heterozygous truncating mutation (Q73*) in NT8e cells was
interesting, as identical mutation has previously been reported in lung cancer [32].
(II) Functional analysis of NRBP1 in HNSCC cells and NIH/3T3 cells
The studies have shown poor clinical outcomes are associated with NRBP1
overexpression in prostate cancer and activating role in drosophila [33-35].
Additionally, it has been also act as tumor suppressive role in the mouse model and
human cancers [36, 37]
I demonstrate that even partial knockdown of mutant NRBP1 expression in the NT8e
cells, but not WT NRBP1 expression in the OT9, significantly inhibited anchorageindependent growth and cell survival. I next tested the oncogenic role of NRBP1. This
work provides the first functional analysis of mutant NRBP1 and establish that NIH/3T3
cells expressing the mutant NRBP1 enhance their survival and anchorage-independent
growth with concomitant phosphorylation of the MAPK, while its knockdown
diminishes survival and anchorage-independent growth by oral cancer cells expressing
activating NRBP1 mutations. Thus, NT8e cells harboring mutant NRBP1 were found to
be consistent with its suggestive role in prostate cancer biology and other model
organisms.

 Objective-2: Integrated genomic characterization of head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma tumors
• Development of first Indian germline SNP database “TMC-SNPdb”
To identify the bona fide somatic genomic alterations I developed the Tata Memorial
Centre-SNP database “TMC-SNPdb” as the first freely available open access Indian
population specific germline variant database which comprises of 114,309 unique novel
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variants obtained from whole exome data of 62 ‘normal’ samples from tongue,
gallbladder, and cervical cancer patients of Indian origin.
Application of TMC-SNPdb in cancer somatic mutation analysis significantly depletes
42%, 33% and 28% false positive somatic events post dbSNP depletion in Indian origin
tongue, gallbladder, and cervical cancer samples, respectively deplete additional Indian
population-specific SNPs over and above dbSNP and 1000 Genomes databases.
Beyond cancer somatic analyses, we anticipate utility of the TMC-SNPdb in several
Mendelian germline diseases.
(I) Exome sequencing analysis of early tongue squamous cell carcinomas
The most of the studies in tongue cancer include the advanced stage samples (pT3-pT4)
and understanding of early tongue cancer genomic alterations are largely un-explored
[18, 19]. To identify underlying genomic alterations in HPV-negative early stage TSCC
tumors I carried out whole-exome sequencing of twenty-two paired and one orphan
tumor (n=47).
• Somatic variants analysis in early tongue squamous cell carcinoma tumors
I observed recurrent mutations in TP53 (42%), NOTCH1 (23%), CDKN2A (12%),
HRAS, (8%), USP6 (8%) and FANCA, HLA-A, PIK3CA, KMT2D and PDE4DIP in
single patients. Overall the frequency of mutations observed in the hallmark genes was
consistent with the COSMIC and TCGA HNSCC data with altered frequency for TP53
and NOTCH1, but consistent with reports from ICGC-India (Gingivobuccal) (8), tongue
from India and Asia (16, 17).
• Somatic copy number alterations analysis using whole-exome sequencing data
Several known genes in HNSCC with copy number alterations were observed in early
TSCC other than previously described for NOTCH1 [38] were amplifications of
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CCND1, EGFR, FADD, PIK3CA, FGF19, ORAOV1, MET, SOX2 and MYC and others
with deletions of CDKN2A, DDX3X, APC and CECR6, as previously described in
HNSCC [11, 12, 18] and candidate genes with copy number amplification and deletions
were validated using qPCR.
(II) Genomic analysis of Notch pathway genes in early tongue squamous cell
carcinoma
Here, I studied clinical and functional significance of Notch pathway alterations in early
stage tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC) by using whole exome and
transcriptome sequencing along with real-time PCR-based analysis of copy number
changes, transcript expression and immunohistochemical analysis of Notch pathway
components, followed by cell-based biochemical and functional assays in HNSCC
cells.
• Notch pathway is activated in early stage TSCC patients and correlates with node
positive and non-smoking habit
The inactivating NOTCH1 mutation (4%) were found at a lower frequency in our
sample set than that reported from the Caucasian population [27, 28, 39] but consistent
with similar finding from a recent Asian study [18, 40]. We found somatic amplification
at NOTCH1 in 12 of 38 tumors; over-expression of NOTCH1 transcripts was observed
in 16 of 45 samples-- consistent with our analysis of the TCGA-TSCC data set (N=126),
which is not reported earlier [41]. Consistent with amplification and overexpression of
Notch pathway components, Immunohistochemical analysis for activated NOTCH1
intracellular domain (NICD) in a set of 50 patients indicated strong immune-reactivity
for active Notch signaling present in 40% tumor samples.
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Clinically, NOTCH1 transcript expression significantly correlate with non-smoking
habit (χ²=7.325, P=0.026) of patients, consistent with previous reports in other
pathological conditions including lung adenocarcinoma [31-33]; and activated
NOTCH1 intracellular domain NICD correlates with lymph node metastasis (χ²=7.10,
P=0.029).
•

Functional analysis of NOTCH1 in HNSCC cells and its role in cancer stem-

like cells maintenance
A significant reduction in cancer stem-like cells features, soft-agar colony formation,
survival and migration of the HNSCC cells was observed post shRNA-mediated
knockdown or inhibition of Notch pathway activation by gamma secretase inhibitor
(GSI-XXI). The expression of NOTCH1 and its pathway genes has been shown to
maintain cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) in various tumors, as determined by their ability
to form spheroids and expression of molecular markers ALDH1, CD133 and CD44 [12,
24]. These findings are consistent with reports where Notch signaling has been shown
to be required for stem cell-like features in several cancer types, including HNSCC [42,
43].
(III)

Transcriptome sequencing to define transcriptional landscape of HPV-

negative early tongue squamous cell carcinoma tumors
•

Discovery and validation of transcript fusions in early tongue cancer

patients
Post stringent bioinformatics filtering 242 unique cancer specific transcript fusions
were identified across 10 tumor and 4 cell lines using Chimerascan [44]. The forward
and the reverse primers were designed to encompass the junction point of the fusion
transcript and validated twelve fusions in cDNA and PCR amplified amplicons were
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sequenced using Sanger sequencing. I further screened twelve validated fusions in large
cohort (N=48) and identified several known recurrent transcript fusions (CLN6CALML4 (9/48), RRM2-C2orf48 (7/48), POLA2-CDC42EP2 (4/48), and CTSC-RAB38
(2/48)) and novel transcript fusion(LRP5-UBE3C (7/48), YIF1A-RCOR2 (6/48),
SLC39A1-CRTC2 (2/48), BACH1-GRIK1 and EXT1-MED30 (2/48) in HPV-negative
early tongue cancer patients tumors. Of the 12 transcript fusions validated, previously
known fusions include CLN6-CALML4, RRM2-C2orf48, POLA2-CDC42EP2, and
CTSC-RAB38, described in various cancer types such as breast, pancreatic, leukemia,
renal cell carcinoma and gastrointestinal stromal tumors and non-tumors samples [4550]. Interestingly, LRP5-UBE3C and FTSJD2-BTBD9 transcript fusions were also
confirmed at the genomic DNA level in NT8e and OT9 cell line, respectively,
suggesting their origin by genomic level rearrangements.
 Integrated analysis of genes and miRNAs in early TSCC tumors and functional
validation
Integrated analysis of genes and miRNAs in nodal based analysis revealed MMP10
(matrix metalloproteinase 10) predicted to be target of two novel miRNAs (miR-944,
miR-183-5p). I further validated the transcript and protein expression of MMP10 in
extended

cohort

of

early

tongue

tumors

using

qRT-PCR

(N=34)

and

immunohistochemical analysis (N=50) and observed significant up-regulation in
proportion of early tongue tumors. Furthermore, miR-944, miR-183-5p expression was
confirmed using qRT-PCR and observed negative correlation for MMP10 transcript and
miRNAs (miR-944, miR-183-5p) expression. To validate MMP10 as a target of
microRNAs (miR-944 and miR-183-5p), I performed cloning of the microRNA (miR944 and miR-183-5p) in pcDNA vector and 3’UTR of MMP10 in pGL3 vector. I
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performed the luciferase assay of protein lysate obtained post transfection in 293FT and
observed that mir-944 significantly reduced luciferase activity and it was recovered post
treatment with microRNA inhibitor compared to mir-183-5p, indicating MMP10 as
target of miR-944.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
This study presents the integrated genomic characterization of Indian patient-derived
HNSCC cell lines. This study identifies mutant NRBP1 to play an oncogenic role in
head and neck cancer. However, in depth systematic sequencing of NRBP1 in a wide
variety of tumor types may help indicate utility of NRBP1 inhibition in human cancer.
This study also present the Tata Memorial Centre-SNP database (TMC-SNPdb), as the
first open source, flexible, upgradable, and freely available Indian SNP database
(accessible through dbSNP build 149 and ANNOVAR. The application of TMC-SNPdb
in somatic mutation analysis significantly depletes false positive somatic events post
dbSNP depletion in Indian cancer samples. Beyond cancer somatic analyses, we
anticipate utility of the TMC-SNPdb in several Mendelian germline diseases.
Using genetic and chemical perturbation of Notch pathway using shRNA and gamma
secretase inhibitors revealed significant decrease in cell survival, anchorageindependent colony formation, migration, and cancer-stem-like features indicating
oncogenic role of NOTCH1 in early TSCC. Clinically, Notch pathway activation was
significantly correlated with greater lymph node metastasis and non-smoking habit of
the early TSCC patients. Taken together, this study suggests that NOTCH1 could be a
potential therapeutic target in early TSCC patients.
Importantly, this study for the first time provides the comprehensive the landscape of
genomic and transcriptomic alterations in HPV-negative early TSCC patients. Of the
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several novel recurrent validated transcript fusions identified here in HPV-negative
early TSCC could be implicated in the initiation and progression of these tumors and
functional analysis of candidate fusion in cells would provide novel therapeutic target
in early TSCC.
Finally, the analysis of deregulated genes and miRNAs revealed common upregulation
of matrix metalloproteases in early tongue tumor and novel microRNA. This study
validates a novel microRNA (miR-944) targeting 3’UTR of MMP10 using luciferase
assay, however, detailed functional analysis in HNSCC cell lines in needed to
understand the implication in cellular system.
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1.1.

An introduction to head and neck cancer biology

Head and Neck cancer is sixth most common malignancies worldwide, with about 600,000
new cases diagnosed annually, of which 62% arise in developing countries [1, 2]. The most
common head and neck cancer type is head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC),
representing >90% of cases [1]. HNSCC is a highly heterogeneous disease because of the
different subsites associated with the variable range of etiological factor, patients outcome,
treatment regimens, and molecular profile [3]. The anatomic subsites include oral cavity
(tongue, lip, and law), pharynx (nasal cavity, oropharynx, and hypopharynx), and larynx.
HNSCC is known to arise due to the interplay of an environmental and genetic factor and is
highly complex in nature [1]. The major environmental chemical risk factors include smoking,
tobacco/betel quid chewing, excessive alcohol consumption, and infection by certain viruses
such as by high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPV) (Figure 1.1) [4-7]. The role of genetic risk
factors include genetic susceptibility to a mutagen and inherited disorders such as Fanconi
Anemia, Li-Fraumeni syndrome, Bloom syndrome [8-11].
In developed countries, an overall decrease in the prevalence of smoking has been associated
with a reduction in the incidence of hypopharyngeal and laryngeal squamous cell carcinomas,
whereas an increased incidence of oral cavity cancers are attributed to increased prevalence of
HPV infection [2, 6, 12, 13]. In the developing countries, an increasing rate of HNSCC,
particularly oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma, in southern and southeastern Asian countries
are often attributed to betel quid exposure [14]. Moreover, an increasing incidence of HNSCC
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is seen in males with >50 years age; with an increasing trend in the diagnosis of HNSCC in
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and treatment modalities incidence over recent years and five-year overall survival rates for
HNSCC has seen only partial improvement over the past three decades [17, 18]. The possible
explanation for this includes clinical challenges in early detection, loco-regional lymph node
metastasis, and distant metastasis, due to which the five-year overall survival rate remains 2565% depending upon tumor stage and primary site (Figure 1.1) [19].
1.1.1 Aetiology of HNSCC: International and National status
A number of etiological factors could be attributed to increase number of incidences in head
and neck cancer. The major risk factors of HNSCC include tobacco, alcohol consumption and
viral infection. The association of tobacco chewing, smoking and alcohol consumption with
HNSCC development has been well established. Among western population a strong
association of cigarette smoking and alcohol usage is known for HNSCC, whereas smoking
and chewing tobacco has been associated with oral cancer in South East Asia, including India.
In India, it is estimated that about 65% of men and 33% of women use some or the other form

I Figure 1.1: An overview of Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma (HNSCC)
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of tobacco [20].
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1.1.2 Genetic progression of head and neck cancer
The multi-step clonal evolution molecular carcinogenesis model of HNSCC describes the
origin from a single genetically altered clone or progenitor stem cell in the normal epithelium
which progresses to a patch, a pre-cancerous field, invasive carcinoma, and finally metastatic
disease (Figure 1.2) [2, 21, 22]. The majority of these genetic alterations involves activation of
pro-oncogenes and/or inactivation of tumor suppressor genes which confers selective growth
advantage and cell proliferation, evasion of cell apoptosis, and increased metastatic capability
[23].
The earliest and the most common alteration in HNSCC is the inactivation of the TP53 (tumor
suppressor protein) by multiple mechanisms such as loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at
chromosome 17p, somatic mutations, which is present in the 40-80% HNSCC cases,
degradation by the E6 HPV oncoprotein in HPV-positive tumors [24-27]. The dysplastic oral
lesions harboring the mutation in TP53 has been shown to be associated with a significantly
higher risk of malignant progression and poor prognosis in HNSCC [28-30]. The subsequent
event in HPV-negative tumors includes the upregulation of oncogene CCND1, by copy number
amplification at locus 11q13 and down-regulation of tumor suppressor cyclin-dependent kinase
inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) [31, 32]. However, concomitant inactivation of p53 and upregulation
of cyclin D1 leads to immortalization of oral keratinocytes suggesting interplay of additional
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alterations for the malignant transformation [33].
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II Figure 1.2: The integrated model of multi-step progression of molecular carcinogenesis
in head and neck cancer squamous cell carcinoma
(Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:[Nature Reviews Cancer] [2],
copyright (2011). Most information has been deciphered from oral carcinogenesis, there are
fewer data on the other subsites of HNSCC. A progenitor or adult stem cell acquires one (or
more) genetic alterations, including a mutation in TP53, and forms a patch containing
genetically altered daughter cells that can be detected by immunostaining for mutant p53. By
escaping normal growth control and/or gaining growth advantage, this patch or clonal unit
develops into an expanding field, laterally replacing the normal mucosal epithelium.
Eventually, a subclone in the field evolves into an invasive cancer, and progresses to metastasis.
Three critical steps can be discriminated in this model: the conversion of a single mutated stem
cell in a patch into a group of stem cells without proper growth control (field); the eventual
transforming event, which turns a field into an overt carcinoma showing invasive growth and
metastasis; and the development of metastasis. Both aneuploidy and the accumulation of
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cancer-associated genetic changes in fields are linked to the risk of malignant progression. The
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stages that progress from a patch of genetically altered epithelial cells to a precancerous field,
to a carcinoma in-situ, and ultimately invasive, angiogenic and metastatic carcinomas. Genetic
and chromosome alterations are indicated in yellow boxes, oncogenic pathways are depicted
in the blue box, tumour-suppressive pathways are shown in the orange boxes. ↑ indicates
overexpression or gain; ↑↑ indicates high-level amplification; ↓ indicates loss; and ↓↓ indicates
homozygous loss. CCND1, cyclin D1; CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase; CDKN2A, cyclindependent kinase inhibitor 2A; me, methylated; mt, mutated; NF-κB, nuclear factor-κB;
PIK3CA, phosphoinositide-3 kinase subunit-α; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-β, high
chromosome instability (high CIN), with few genetic changes (low CIN).

The late stage events include upregulation of oncogenes EGFR, MET, and PIK3CA and
downregulation of tumor suppressors PTEN via copy number alterations and somatic mutations
which promote enhanced tumor cell growth, proliferation, mortality, angiogenesis, and are
associated with conventional treatment resistance and worse clinical outcomes [34-38].
Investigation of the molecular cross-talk of receptor tyrosine kinases and its downstream
signaling network (MET, EGFR and PIK3CA) is still an area of active investigation and are a
potential therapeutic target in HNSCC [1, 39]. The detailed understanding of the way these
pathways interact would catalyze the development of targeted treatment approaches and
discovery of reliable biomarker of treatment response in HNSCC [39].
1.2.

Clinical staging

For the assessment of tumor burden, clinical staging of HNSCC plays a crucial role by
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providing the universal criteria and facilitating the treatment of choice for the patients [3, 40].
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classification systems of the Union Internationale Contre le Cancer (UICC) and the American
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) tumor staging system [3, 40]. Currently, HNSCCs are
grouped into four clinical stage based on the TNM classification which describes the extent of
the primary tumor (T), presence and extent of regional lymph node metastasis (N), and
presence or absence of distant metastasis (M) [40]. When this classification is made before
any treatment, it is called as clinical TNM (cTNM) and when made post histopathological
examination of resected tissue, it is known as pathological TNM (pTNM). All the possible
combination of T, N, and M categories could generate a large number of TNM stage categories
(Table 1.1).
I Table 1.1: Clinical staging criteria for oral cavity carcinomas. (The American Joint
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Committee on Cancer: the 7th edition of the AJCC cancer staging) [41].
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Moreover, the different T, N, and M combination are grouped together in 1 of 4 unique stage
categories (stage I, II, III and IV) (Table 1.2). Stage I and II are classified as ‘early stage’ while
III and IV as ‘late stage’ disease. These staging systems would facilitate two most important
aspect of disease i.e., in the prediction of the clinical course of the tumor, prognosis for the
patient, and choice of the most appropriate treatment. While the clinical staging system of
HNSCCs is unsatisfactory as it stands and is continuously evolving with the deeper
understanding and advances in the ability in accessing the tumor [3, 40]. Due to heterogeneous
clinical behavior and outcome associated with the various HNSCC subsites, the staging criteria
slightly varies for each subsites, yet regional nodal metastasis unequivocally remains the most
important prognostic factor in predicting outcome in HNSCC [40].
II Table 1.2: Staging grouping of HNSCC.
N0
T1

N1

N2

N3

Status

Stage I
Early
Stage II

T3

Stage III

T4a

Stage IV A

(Resectable)

T4b

Stage IV B

(Nonresectable)

Late

Mostly the treatment decision of HNSCC is based on the TNM staging system, anatomical site
of the tumor, age of the patient, and lifestyle factors (e.g. tobacco usages and alcohol
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consumption) [42]. The most important concern while making the treatment decision is to
preserve organ nearby of the tumor in order to provide a better quality of life while obtaining
high cure rate and reducing the probabilities of disease relapse. The early stage disease is
treated with single modality therapy either surgery or radiotherapy (RT) and has favorable
prognosis [42, 43]. Surgery is favored because of its simplicity, low cost, no significant
functional or cosmetic deficit. A randomized controlled trial at Tata Memorial hospital, India,
confirmed that elective neck dissection was significantly better than therapeutic neck dissection
in node negative early oral cancer patients [44]. Locally advanced operable HNSCC tumors
are treated with combined modality therapy, surgery followed by postoperative radiotherapy
or chemoradiation therapy (CRT) [45]. Moreover, the non-surgical approaches such as
chemotherapy (CT) have been shown to offer improved loco-regional control and better organ
preservation in randomized clinical trials worldwide including India [46-48].
The molecularly targeted agents are highly attractive therapeutic option in HNSCC due to their
inherent specificity and are expected to have fewer side effects. A classic example is the
targeting epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-targeting antibody (Cetuximab), which is
the single FDA-approved treatment option for the loco-regionally advanced HNSCC with a
response rate of 15% [49]. The addition of cetuximab with radiotherapy was found to be
associated with significantly higher 5-year survival rate (46%) as compared to the radiotherapy
alone (36%) in a clinical trial [49]. In India, efficacy of the cetuximab in the palliative settings
along with conventional chemotherapy is currently being investigated. The results from the
recent Phase IIb randomized clinical trial reported the clinical utility of nimotuzumab, a
monoclonal anti-EGFR antibody, used concurrently with RT and CRT indicates acceptable
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investigated in pre-clinical and clinical settings with an anticipation that some would serve as
mono-therapies or in combination with RT/CRT to further provide the long-term survival
advantage and better quality of life with minimal toxicity in HNSCC patients [39].
1.4.

Application of next generation sequencing in cancer genome analysis

The rapid advancement in biological research in last three decades revealed cancer to be a
disease, involving the dynamic changes in the cellular genome. The major foundation was set
in past three decades by the discovery of mutations which produces oncogene with a gain of
function and tumor suppressor with the recessive loss of function mutation [51].
The availability of the first draft of the human genome sequence in 2000 and near complete
sequence by 2004 gave rise to a new field of molecular biology as ‘genomics’, which involves
investigation of the biological phenomenon in a comprehensive, unbiased and hypothesis-free
manner to reveal the surprises in biology [52]. In medicine, genomics has provided the first
systematic approach to discovering genes and cellular pathways, especially in cancer research;
it emerged as new revolutionary field ‘cancer genomics’, which involves the systematic study
of the genome to find the sites of recurrent derangements in specific cancer type[53]. Initially,
mutations were identified by traditional capillary-based sequencing for a specific region of the
few genes and copy number alterations using DNA microarrays due to high cost and
infrastructure. Unfortunately, it is was not technically feasible to interrogate the complete set
of these genomic alterations in a tumor in a systematic and comprehensive manner using the
classical Sanger sequencing or Microarray-based approaches due to their limiting resolution.
However, with the recent possibility of using a disruptive next-generation DNA sequencing
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technology allows reading billions of nucleotides in a single run enabling complete genome
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revolutionized the entire genomics community [55, 56]. This tectonic shift in the sequencing
technology in past two decades led to massive increase in sequencing data throughput and a
decrease in per base cost of DNA sequencing, far outpacing Moore’s law of technological
advance in the semiconductor industry (Figure 1.4) [52, 54, 57].
This technological innovation is referred to as “next-generation sequencing” (NGS), or
massively parallel sequencing [58-60]. The most commonly available platforms currently
include Illumina’s GAIIx and HiSeq machines (www.illumina.com), Roche’s 454 sequencer
(www.454.com),

Applied

Biosystem’s

Ion

Torrent

or

Ion

Proton

machines

(www.appliedbiosystems.com), and SMRT sequencing system introduced by Pacific
Biosciences. IN 2013, a human genome with 30X average coverage costs 5-10 thousands of
dollars

[61],

and

in

late

2015

that

figure

had

fallen

below

1,500$

(https://www.genome.gov/27565109/the-cost-of-sequencing-a-human-genome/) . Moreover,
it is expected to drop further to
allow its routine application in
the clinical settings [62] (Figure
1.4).

III Figure 1.3: Advancement
in Next Generation DNA
Sequencing Technologies.

whole genome or only protein coding region (whole-exome) and mRNA sequencing of human
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Figure
showing
the
advancement in next generation
DNA sequencing technologies
in term of per run time, throughput and read length. The axis is not as per scale.
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samples to understand the inherited variations or somatic mutations and gene expression [63].
The parallel advancement in the computational tools and methodology along with next
generation sequencing (NGS) empowered the identification of full range of genetic alterations
in cancer, including point mutation, insertion, and deletion, copy number changes, genomic
rearrangements as well as transcriptome sequencing to identify the gene expression profile
related changes in an unbiased manner [54, 64]. Whole-genome (WGS) and whole-exome
technologies (WES), has been extremely successful in cataloging all the different kinds of
alterations in the DNA of the cancer genome. The Whole transcriptome approach (RNA-Seq)
allows quantifying gene expression profiles and detecting the variant forms of alternative
splicing, RNA editing and detection of novel fusion transcripts. Additionally, epigenetic
modifications of the cancer genome could be studied, viz: DNA changes, histone methylation
patterns using Bisulfite-Seq and ChIP-sequencing.

Year wise cost of sequencing per human genome
IV Figure 1.4: Descending trends of sequencing cost per human genome.
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Figure showing the decreasing cost per human genome sequencing over the years. Cost is
represented in US dollars (USD). The bar graphs are for representation purpose, not as per
scale.
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1.5.

Cataloguing somatic alterations in cancer genome: current prospect and future

challenges
The sequencing of human genome and explosion in genomic research has opened a new era in
genetic research. The field of cancer genetics have applied the advances in the sequencing
technologies because genomic analysis of tumors and affected individuals is not a prohibitive
endeavor anymore, but instead a cost effective methodology to study the underpinning of the
cancer genome. Interestingly, before the advent of large-scale sequencing efforts using next
generation sequencing technologies, there has been several single group based effort which
laid down the foundation of cancer-specific somatic alterations analysis using low-throughput
sequencing approaches in an unbiased manner. One of the first efforts was published by
Sjoblom et al. 2006, aimed at investigating the mutation in 13,203 genes in the CCDS Database
(consensus coding sequence database) of two most aggressive cancer types; breast and
colorectal cancer in 11 cell line and 11 breast cancer and two matched normal samples and
further validated in 24 colorectal or breast cancer tissue samples [65]. The analysis identified
1307 confirmed somatic mutation across 1149 genes. This study provided several key
messages; the difference in mutational spectrum between cancer types, gene and context
specific presence of a mutation in cancer genome, the discovery of known gene which
previously linked to cancer via some other genomic alterations as well as the discovery of novel
candidates which would have missed based on candidate gene-based approach.
After this study, several efforts have followed with increased experience in approaches and
analytical tools led to the first report of the whole genome sequenced tumor in 2008 by Ley et
al. investigating an euploid acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and matched non-affected skin

identified two known somatic insertions in FLT3 and NPM genes [66].
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In recent years, many genome-wide efforts have underlined significant understanding of breast
cancer [67-74], ovarian cancer [75], colorectal cancer [76, 77], lung cancer [68], liver cancer
[78], kidney cancer [79], head and neck cancer [80], melanoma [81], acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) [82, 83]. As an interesting example, six studies by different groups reported their
findings on large breast cancer dataset: TCGA reported sequencing on 510 samples from 507
patients [68], As a compilation of these works, Banerji et al. carried out exome sequencing on
a set of 103 samples and whole genome sequencing on 17 samples [67], Ellis et al. did exome
sequencing on 31 samples and whole genome sequencing on 46 samples [69], Stephens et al.
sequenced exome of 100 samples, Shah et al. performed whole genome/exome and RNA
sequencing on 65 and 80 samples of triple-negative breast cancers [72], and Nik-Zainal et al.
performed whole genome sequencing on 21 tumor/normal pairs [70]. Besides confirming
recurrent somatic hallmark mutations in TP53, GATA3 and PIK3CA, taken together these
studies identified several other novel cancer-related mutations- mainly mutations of specific
genes enriched in subtypes of breast cancers.
1.5.1 Driver versus Passenger alterations
The cancer genome analysis also involves distinguishing tumorigenic "driver" mutations from
their neutral "passenger'' counterparts, which occur as a result of decreased genomic stability
but are not pathogenic. Several methods have already been applied to predict which missense
mutations might be drivers, including CHASM [84], CanPredict [85], MutPred [86],
KinaseSVM [87], SIFT [88], PolyPhen [89], MutationTaster [90] and MutationAssesor [91].
A recent study detailing exome sequencing of 72 colon tumor-normal pairs identified a

expected cancer genes such as KRAS, TP53 and PIK3CA and novel genes such as ATM, which
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magnanimous 36,303 missense somatic mutations. However, statistical analysis for
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regulates the cell cycle checkpoint [77]. In an exome-based study, 224 lung tumor and normal
pairs sequencing identified 15 highly mutated genes in the hypermutated cancers and 17 in the
non-hypermutated cancers. Among the non-hypermutated cancers, novel frequent mutations in
SOX9, ARID1A, ATM, and FAM123B were detected besides the known APC, TP53, and KRAS
hallmark mutations. The downstream analysis of the mutations and functional roles of SOX9,
ARID1A, ATM and FAM123B suggested they are highly potential colorectal cancer-related
genes. Non-hypermutated colon and rectum cancers were found to have similar patterns in
genomic alteration.
1.5.2 Comprehensive cancer genome analysis initiatives
The potential of a comprehensive analysis of human cancer genome was first recognized by
the Welcome Trust Sanger institute in Cambridge, UK, where the Cancer Genome Project was
originally proposed and started (Dickson, 1999). Few years later, in 2006, the National Human
Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) agencies in the
U.S.A launched The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), an initiative comprising of the multiple
research institutions and research groups to study cancer-specific somatic alterations and their
relationship to cancer phenotype and clinical outcomes (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/). Two
years later, the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) was established as an
umbrella to majority of cancer genome sequencing efforts worldwide to provide to the research
community a comprehensive set of somatic genomic abnormalities in cancer and to foster the
discovery of molecular target of cancer, drug and therapeutic strategies, clinical tests and
biomarker development [92, 93]. Both TCGA and ICGC also aims to make the generated data

from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, the Tumor Sequencing Project from the Broad
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available to the public and also to establish guidelines, standards and common approaches for
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Institute, Baylor College of Medicine, and the TCGA effort (Table 1.3).

III Table 1.3: Current statistics of ICGC consortium.
https://dcc.icgc.org/. Last accessed: 21.11.2016
Cancer projects

70

Cancer primary sites

21

Donors with molecular data in
DCC

16,236

Total Donors

19,290

Simple somatic mutations

46,429,997

Mutated Genes

57,658

As the cancer genome analysis field has evolved massively several databases, tool, and
analytical workflows have been developed and matured over recent year and have been
compiled and discussed in detail in several reviews [94-96]. For the identification of somatic
alterations from the whole exome sequencing data of tumor and matched normal sample, a
typical cancer-specific somatic mutation analysis workflow involves following five steps
(Figure 1.6).
1. Quality control
Checking quality of raw sequencing data.
2. Preprocessing of raw sequencing data
Adaptor trimming and coverage analysis
3. Alignment to human reference genome.
Alignment to hg19 human reference genome and generation of .sam and .bam file.
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4. Variant calling
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5. Variant downstream analysis
Identification of somatic variants, functional annotation, and prioritization.

V Figure 1.5: A general framework of whole exome sequencing data analysis.
1.5.3 Challenges in cancer genome analysis

First: Tumors are enormously genetically heterogeneous and complex that imposes huge
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Even with the advances made in sequencing technologies it’s a challenging task to catalog all
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technical restrictions to discern between cancer-causing genomic aberrations (“drivers”) and
innocent bystander mutations (“passengers”) that have no oncogenic potential in the cells [9799]. Several factors lead to the biological complexity of primary tumors: the inter-tumor
heterogeneity arises due to different subtypes with distinct morphological phenotype,
expression profiles, mutation and copy number variation patterns-- for example, 73 different
combination possibilities of mutated cancer genes were recently found among 100 breast
cancers [100-103]; intra-tumor subclonal genetic heterogeneity are driven by multiple distinct
driver genetic events [79]; in addition to the tumor heterogeneity in solid cancers, normal DNA
contamination further confounds the determination of allele fraction of individual driver
genetic events. To overcome these biological complexities of tumor samples, the analysis for
causal genetic event needs to be adjusted for the underlying ploidy, purity and copy number
alterations at chromosomal regions harboring these events.
Second: A comprehensive understanding of the genetic events during tumorigenesis can,
however, be gained only by integrating the mutational analyses at the nucleotide level with
analyses of copy number alterations, methylation status, and translocations. For instance, a
tumor suppressor genes could be inactivated by point mutation or deleted and haploinsufficient
or subject to promoter methylation- it might be deleted in 10% of patients, mutated in another
3%, promoter-hypermethylated in another 12%, and out of frame fused with some other
chromosomal region in 2%. Combining this information would reveal that the gene is altered
in 27% of patients, elevating its relevance threshold. Therefore, an integrated analysis provides
a high-resolution and a global view of the alterations underlying the cancer genome.
Third: Between the two humans, 99.9% of the bases in the genome are similar and 0.1% of
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germline [64, 104, 105] and to identify the bona fide somatic mutation in each tumor variant list
has to be subtracted from matched normal sample to deplete the germline variants [106].
Additionally, a critical aspect of somatic variant analysis involves to deplete the residual
variants from the public databases of common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) such as
dbSNP [107] and 1000 Genomes Project [108]. The 1000 Genomes project has catalogued the
variants at minor allele frequency (MAF) >1% from multiple ethnic groups, however, low
frequency (0.5% <MAF ≤5%), rare (0.1% <MAF ≤0.5%) or very rare (MAF ≤0.1%) variants
have not been extensively catalogued as compared to common variants (MAF>5%) because
lower-frequency variants are population specific [108]. This, ethnic-specific germline variant
databases are required to filter such low allele frequency false positive somatic variants in
cancer genome analysis. Adopting such an analytical approach ensures filtering of pairedgermline and population-specific polymorphic variants from dbSNP and 1000 Genomes
Project for Caucasian population [109]. Two exhaustive initiatives addressing this issue are the
publicly available exome variation datasets:
(https://esp.gs.washington.edu/EVS/)

and

NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project (ESP)

Exome

Aggregation

Consortium

(ExAC)

(http://exac.broadinstitute.org/) [110]. Information gathered from these studies is an integral
part of variant annotation tools like Annovar [111]. Multiple studies such as the Indian Genome
Variation Consortium [112, 113] and HUGO Pan- Asian SNP Consortium [114] have described
the genomic distinctiveness of Indian population based on varying allele frequency of known
SNPs, complex origin, genetic diversity [115-118], and high variation of male lineages (Ychromosome) within the population [119, 120]. However, a concerted effort to
comprehensively identify and catalog novel SNPs present exclusively in Indian population is

cancer genome analysis.
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1.6.

Genomic analysis of head and neck using NGS: International and National status

Several genomic studies have investigated the molecular alteration landscape of HNSCCs as
individual group efforts or international consortia which involve genomic, epigenetic,
transcriptomic and proteomic profile with broadly three expectations. First; to attain a better
understanding of the molecular alteration underlying progression and biological basis of
clinical behavior, second; to discover potential novel prognostic and predictive molecular
signature, and third; to identify therapeutically relevant vulnerabilities as a molecular target.
Several groups have investigated the genomic landscape of HNSCCs and out of 12 studies
published, 10 performed NGS-based WES on primary tumors and normal samples to identify
the somatic mutations. These studies are listed in Table 1.4 (modified from Tabatabaeifar, S.
et al.[121]).
The results from these studies revealed that HNSCC is a heterogeneous disease in nature with
tumors having different mutations in several different genes. Genomic analysis not only
revealed the previously known hallmark mutated genes in HNSCC, i.e. TP53, CDKNA2,
PTEN, PIK3CA, and HRAS, but several novel mutated genes [2]. NOTCH1 is one of an often
mutated gene known to be involved in the regulating the squamous differentiation [122] and
mutated about 11-19% of HNSCC tumors across studies. Moreover, the studies from Chinese
population using deep sequencing showed that it was mutated in 43% (22 of 51) of OSCC
tumors [123]. FBXW7 was another novel gene found to be mutated in HNSCC in about 4% of
patients by Agarwal et al. [80], wherein mutations in FBXW7 were previously reported in
ovarian, breast and colorectal cancer cell lines [124]. The report from ICGC-India investigating

TP53, HRAS with TCGA data, however, novel mutation have been reported in USP9X, MLL4,
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ARID2, UNC13C and TRPM3 with mutation rates ranging from 10% to 16% OSCC-GB [125].
The frequent genomic alterations in several oncogenic and tumor suppressor pathways such as
EGFR, FGFR, Notch and NF-kB were observed via multiple mechanisms involving copy
number alterations, somatic mutations [126]. As expected, mutational signature related to
tobacco exposure were also revealed, where smokers displayed high proportion of C:G > A:T
transversions than non-smokers [125, 127]. Moreover, the TCGA group analysis revealed
overall higher mutation rate in HNSCC [128].
IV Table 1.4: High-throughput genomic studies of HNSCC to identify somatic genomic
alterations.
Cohort

Illumina GAII/HiSeq

74 HNSCC

150×

WES

32 HNSCC

77×

WES

4 LSCC

106×

WES

1 HPV + and 1 HPV-

28.1×

WES

45 HNSCC

N/A

WES

50 OSCC-GB

37×

WES

N/a

306 HNSCC

⩾8×

WES

Illumina HiSeq 2000

38 OSCC

N/A

WES

Illumina HiSeq 2000

40 OSCC

N/A

WES

TCGA, 2016 [135]

Illumina HiSeq 2000

279 HNSCC

95x

WES

Nichols et al., 2012 [136]

Illumina HiSeq 2000

6 HNSCC cell lines

129×

Targeted(535genes)

Lechner et al., 2013 [137]

Illumina HiSeq 2000

N/A

Targeted(182genes)

Seiwert et al., 2015 [138]

Illumina HiSeq 2000

~231x

Targeted(617genes)

Stransky et. al., 2011
[127]
Agrawal et al., 2011 [80]
Fanjul-Fernández et al.,
2013 [129]
Nichols et al., 2012 [130]
Lui et al., 2013 [131]
ICGC-India, 2013 [125]
TCGA/Kandoth

et al.,

2013 [132]
Pickering et al. , 2013
[133]
Pickering et al. , 2014
[134]

Illumina GAIIx/HiSeq
or SOLiD V3/V4
Illumina GAIIx
Applied

Biosystems

SOLiD platform
Illumina Platform
Illumina HiSeq 2000
and Roche GS-FLX

20 HPV+ and 20
HPV− FFPE OPSCC
69 HNSCC

coverage

Approach

LSCC: laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma. OSSC-GB: gingivobuccal oral squamous cell
carcinoma. FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin embedded. OPSCC: oropharyngeal squamous cell
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carcinoma. ICGC-India: International Cancer Genome Consortium. WES: whole exome
sequencing. N/A: Not available.

Most of these studies performed the genomic analysis of HNSCC tumors and cell lines using
samples from the multiple subsites and advanced stage (III and IV) primary tumors leaving a
void space which need to filled by future studies involving site-specific analysis in large
number of samples and analysis of early stage (I & II) primary tumors with their matched
normal samples. Furthermore, sequencing of healthy tissues and pre-malignant lesions to
determine if premalignant could be observed and analysis of lymph node metastasises to
uncover the possible genetic alterations which could promote the process of metastasis in
HNSCC. Genomic analysis from different sites of primary tumors of HNSCCs would provide
an important insight about the intra-tumor heterogeneity as recently reported by Mroz et al.
[139, 140] where patients with highly heterogeneous tumors had a worse clinical outcome.
1.7.

Clinical and molecular classification of HPV-positive and HPV-negative head

and neck cancer
HPVs are epitheliotropic circular double-stranded DNA viruses which infect epithelial cells
and the genome constitutes eight reading frame which encodes for the “early” (E1, E2, E4-E7)
and “late” (L1 and L2) genes [141]. It is well established now that two oncogenes E6 and E7
possess the ability to induce the malignant transformation upon infection with high-risk HPV
types which leads to inactivation of tumor suppressor protein p53 and pRb, respectively,
causing cell cycle deregulation and inhibition of p53-mediated apoptosis. Moreover, E7 binds
pRb and targeting it towards proteasomal degradation, in turn activating E2F transcription
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factor to bring overexpression of CDKN2A resulting in cell cycle progression [141-143].
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The status of HPV in HNSCC patient’s samples mostly determined using molecular testing
based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or in situ hybridization (ISH) to detect HPV
infection at the genomic level or by immunohistochemical (IHC) staining for the tumor
suppressor p16 (CDKN2A) [144]. The expression of E7 mediates the degradation of pRb
leading to overexpression of cell senescence pathway via p16 overexpression, so pRb
inactivation by any other mechanism such as mutation and deletion can also result in the false
assumption that E7 is expressed and false positive detection of HPV positivity. Since the
prevalence of HPV infection is high in the oropharynx, p16 expression pretest probability is
also high, however, for the other anatomic sites such as oral cavity where HPV infection rate
is relatively lower, the true positive detection rates falls below 50 %, rendering p16 as an
ineffective diagnostic tool in other subsites of HNSCC [145, 146]. High expression of p16 also
occurs in 5% of HPV-negative cases and the reason for this is still unclear [147]. Moreover,
the importance of HPV infection in HNSCC is more controversial because no unanimously
accepted detection method exits and reported prevalence of HPV infection in HNSCC varies
from 0-100%. For these reasons, there is common census to ensure proper HPV classification
of tumors by performing detection using multiple methods such as PCR, ISH, p16 staining,
transcript detection and also unbiased NGS approaches has been could be adopted in future
studies [148-150].
1.7.1. Clinical classification
Besides distinction by anatomic sites, HNSCC can be broadly classified into two classes: HPVpositive (HPV+) and HPV-negative (HPV-) disease and associated with the distinct etiology,

whereas the only small fraction of other HNSCC subsites is associated with infection with
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high-risk HPVs. The HPV-positive oropharyngeal is associated with younger age at diagnosis
and more favorable outcome in spite they are typically presented with the locally advanced
stage of disease [2, 4, 152]. The HPV-positive HNSCC cases also associated a significantly
better prognosis for locally advanced recurrent/metastatic HNSCC and some treatment options
could be applied [152, 153].
V Table 1.5: Clinical and biological characteristics of HPV-positive and HPV-negative
HNSCC.
Features

HPV-positive

HPV-negative

Proportion (%)

20

Etiology

Oral sex and hygiene

Predilection site

Oropharynx

80
Tobacco and excessive
alcohol use
None

Incidence

Increasing

Decreasing

Age

< 60 years

> 60 years

Prognosis

Favourable

Poor

Field cancerization

Unknown

Yes

TP53 mutation

Low

High

1.7.2. Molecular classification
Several efforts have been taken to define the underlying distinct genomic landscape of HPVpositive and HPV-negative HNSCC to attain the better understanding of the molecular and
biological basis of the clinical behaviors, discover novel pathogonomic molecular signatures
and identify the candidate therapeutic targets. The genomic alterations in HPV+ and HPV-
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HNSCC tumors identified using high-throughput genomic studies is provided in Table 1.6.
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VI Table 1.6: Genomic alterations in HPV+ and HPV- tumor identified using highthroughput genomic studies in HNSCC.
TCGA

Seiwert et al.

Stransky et al.

Agrawal et al.

(2015)[135]

(2015) [138]

(2011) [127]

(2011) [80]

HPV-negative
n = 243

n = 69

n = 63

n = 28

TP53 (84 %, M)

TP53 (81 %, M)

TP53 (73 %, M)

TP53 (79 %, M)

CDKN2A (57 %, M/D)

CDKN2A (33, M/D)

CDKN2A (25 %, M/D)

NOTCH1 (14 %, M)

let-7c (40 %, miRNA)

MDM2 (16 %, A)

SYNE1 (22 %, M)

RELN (14 %, M)

PIK3CA (34 %, M/A)

MLL2 (16 %, M)

CCND1 (22 %, Ac)

SYNE1 (14 %, M)

FADD (32 %, A)

NOTCH1 (16 %, M)

MUC16 (19 %, M)

EPHA7 (11 %, M)

FAT1 (32 %, M/D)

CCND1 (13 %, A)

USH2A (18 %, M)

FLG (11 %, M)

CCND1 (31 %, A)

PIK3CA (13 %, M)

FAT1 (14 %, M)

HRAS (11 %, M)

PIK3CB (13 %, M/A)

LRP1B (14 %, M)

PIK3AP1 (11 %, M)

TP63 (19 %, A)

UBR5 (13 %, M/D)

ZFHX4 (14 %, M)

RIMBP2 (11 %, M)

EGFR (15 %, M/A)

EGFR (12 %, A)

NOTCH1 (13 %, M)

SI (11 %, M)

NOTCH1/2/3 (29 %,
M/D)

HPV-positive
n = 36

n = 51

n = 11

n=4

E6/7 (100 %)

E6/7 (100 %)

E6/7 (100 %)

E6/7 (100 %)

PIK3CA (56 %, M/A)

PIK3CA (22 %,M)

PIK3CA (27 %, M)

EPHB3 (25 %, M)

TP63 (28 %, A)

TP63 (16 %,M/A)

RUFY1 (18 %, M)

UNC5D (25 %, M)

TRAF3 (22 %, M/D)

PIK3CB (13 %,M/A)

EZH2 (18 %, M)

NLRP12 (25 %, M)

E2F1 (19 %, A)

FGFR3 (14 %, M)

CDH10 (18 %, M)

PIK3CA (25 %, M)

let-7c (17 %, miRNA)

NF1/2 (12 %, M)

THSD7A (18 %, M)

TM7SF3 (25 %, M)

NOTCH1/3 (17 %, M)

SOX2 (12 %, A)

FAT4 (18 %, M)

ENPP1 (25 %, M)

FGFR3 (11 %, F/M)

ATM (10 %, D)

KMT2D (18 %, M)

NRXN3 (25 %, M)

HLA-A/B (11 %, M/D)

FLG (12 %, M)

ZNF676 (18 %, M)

EGFR (6 %, M)

MLL3 (10 %, M)

MUC16 (18 %, M)

MICAL2 (25 %, M)

N/A HPV status not available, M; mutation, A; amplification, D; deletion, F; fusion

1.7.2.1.

Landscape of known structural alterations in HNSCC

Overall, HPV+ tumors display significantly fewer chromosomal alterations overall than HPV-

have reported the copy number landscape of HPV+ versus HPV- HNSCC tumors [32, 80, 126,
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HNSCC tumors, possibly relatively lower number of oncogenic events are required to induce
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127, 133, 135, 138, 155]. There has been high concordance in the identification of copy number
alterations across different studies for HPV+ and HPV- tumors, where shared amplifications
are 1q, 3q, 5p, 8q, and others and deletion, includes 3p, 5q, 11q others. Recent study by TCGA
noted several novel alterations in HPV-positive tumors, such as 14q32, a deep deletion [135].
Since focal deletions often include homozygous deletions which are relatively rare event in
cancer and are often known to harbor key tumor suppressor genes. TCGA study identified
homozygous deletion of novel gene TRAF3 in about 20% of HPV+, which was previously
reported in nasopharyngeal carcinomas [135, 156]. TRAF3 is known to be implicated in innate
interferon and acquired antiviral response for Epstein-Barr virus, HPV, and HIV and also serve
as a ubiquitin ligase and negative regulator NF-kB pathway which is implicated in cell survival
and other features of malignant transformation [156, 157]. Another novel deletion in HPV+
tumors occurs on chromosome 11q, where the broader deletion was observed making difficult
to identify the specific gene from the several prominent tumor suppressor genes including ATM
[135]. The focal amplification was seen at chromosome 7 (EGFR) in HPV+ tumors suggesting
an avenue for the anti-EGFR targeted therapy [138]. Moreover, the HPV+ tumors also display
clear focal amplification at 3q harboring squamous lineage transcription factor and an
oncogene (SOX2, TP63, and PIK3CA), suggesting activation of the cell cycle, metabolism
transcription factor which are known to promote the malignant phenotype [135].
Looking at cell cycle genes, a statistically significant copy number changes is observed in three
genes locus, which includes; CDKN2A (9p), CCND1 (11q13) and E2F (20q11). The CDKN2A
(9p) is frequently lost in HPV- tumors versus HPV+ tumors. Similarly, HPV- tumors showed
focal amplification at CCND1 (11q13), whereas HPV+ tumors displayed strikingly focal
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amplification at E2F (20q11). The E2F encodes for the key transcription factor required for
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but only in 2% of HPV- tumors [135, 138]. Other alterations such as deletion 10q harboring
PTEN found to be more frequent in HPV- tumors [135]. Additionally, FGFR1 amplification
was found to be restricted to HPV- tumors [135]. The detection of activated oncogene fusions
has been a rare instance in HNSCC besides minority of HPV+ samples harbored FGFR3TACC3 fusions that seem promising therapeutic target [135]. In summary, global chromosomal
alteration analysis supports the presence of at least two distinct subtypes of HNSCC and
appears to follow the unique route of genetic progression which await functional
characterization.
1.7.2.2.

Landscape of known mutational alterations in HNSCC

The mutational landscape of HNSCC has been greatly contributed by exome sequencing
studies in recent years revealing an untapped opportunity for the personalized therapy
(reviewed in details in [126, 154]). Initial studies suggested that HNSCC has a relatively high
mutational load, ranking 9th highest among 27 tumor types [158], consistent with the copy
number alteration patterns. The HPV- or tobacco-associated HNSCCs were contained a
significantly higher number of mutation versus HPV+ HNSCC and the five-fold difference in
mutational burden between two groups [80, 127, 138]. Moreover, the mutational profile of
HPV- HNSCC tumors similar to those of the smoking associated tumors types such as lung
and esophageal SCCs, where frequent transitions and transversions at CpG sites was seen [127,
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135, 158].
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VI Figure 1.6: Frequent genetic aberrations in selected pathways altered in HPV-positive
(A) and HPV-negative (B) head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.
(Reprinted with permission. © (2015) American Society of Clinical Oncology). Overview of
key genetic aberrations for HPV-positive and HPV-negative head and neck cancers. Shades of
gold indicate the frequency of activating changes in presumed oncogenes, and shades of blue
indicate the frequency of inactivating changes in presumed tumor suppressor genes. amp,
amplification; del, deletion; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; but, mutation; fun,
fusion/translocation; Wt, wild type

Furthermore, mutation profile of HPV+ HNSCC was similar to cervical cancer where the
number of Tp*Cp(A/C/T) caused by the HPV-induced APOBEC3B cytosine deaminase
activity [80, 127, 135, 159]. The exome sequencing studies also confirmed the underlying
mutational complexity and validated the role of p53 and Rb tumor suppressor pathway as driver
event in HNSCC. In the TCGA study, the TP53 was mutated in 70% of HPV- HNSCCs and
rare in HPV+ tumors [80, 127, 133-138, 155]. In addition, CDKN2A is mutated in 20% of
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HNSCC and overall inactivation rate was about 80% via various other mechanism including
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pathway and cell cycle progression [135]. Interestingly, HPV+ tumors have high mutation
frequencies than HPV- HNSCC tumors in a number of clinically relevant pathways PI3K,
receptor tyrosine kinases, MAPK pathway and DNA repair genes (Figure 1.7) [126]. The
mutation in PIK3CA was found in 37% of HPV+ versus 18% of HPV- tumors [131]. This is
the most commonly mutated oncogene in HNSCC and mostly altered in some HPV+ HNSCCs
suggesting a highly actionable target in HNSCC. The mutation in EGFR is not similar to those
observed in kinase domain in lung cancer rather often in the juxtamembrane region of the gene
which has been documented to be functional in other cancer types, including glioblastoma.
Several driver mutations in the immune and cell death pathway are revealed in HNSCC which
includes mutations in HLA-A/HLA-B and B2M, previously known in lung squamous cell
carcinoma and recently approval of nivolumab in lung squamous cell carcinoma [135, 160].
These immune alterations are not clearly been functionally validated in HNSCC. The loss of
function mutation in CASP8 highlights the dependence on the NF-kB pathway in HNSCC.
Three additional pathway which is frequently altered, but difficult to target with current
therapies includes Notch, Wnt, and Oxidative stress pathway. Several studies demonstrated
loss-of-function mutation in NOTCH1 and amplification of 3q (TP63) involved in squamous
cell differentiation. The less appreciated pathway and increasing recognized in another
squamous cell differentiation pathway includes two genes; FAT1 and AJUBA [135, 161]. The
gene involved in the oxidative stress and frequently mutated in HNSCC includes NEF2L2 if
validated with KEAP1 and CUL3, possibly represent the potential therapeutic biomarker for
the clinical use. In summary, both common and unique actionable targets are present in HPV+
and HPV- HNSCC tumors and preclinical studies validating their therapeutic relevance are
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1.8.

Tongue squamous cell carcinoma: A lethal and poorly genomically characterized

subsite of HNSCC
A subsite in HNSCC, Tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC) comprises of two-thirds of all
cancer cases in HNSCC [162, 163]. Several reports suggest an increase in incidence over recent
years whereas five-year overall survival rates for TSCC remains low regardless of advances in
detection and treatment modalities worldwide including India [12, 164-166]. Of all cancers
arising in HNSCC, tongue cancer remains the poorest in terms of prognosis [164]. In India,
tongue cancer is second most common subsite after buccal mucosa in HNSCC and affects
individuals with relatively younger age group [167]. While there is gradual decrease in the
incidence of other oral cavity cancers, the age-adjusted incidence rate of tongue cancer is
increasing especially in urban population [168]. Previously, tongue cancer thought to be cancer
of males arising due to long term exposure tobacco and alcohol but recently an epidemiological
shift is seen towards never-smokers, women, never-tobacco users, and young patients [15, 166,
169-171]. The role of HPV in TSCC development is still unclear and earlier reports suggested
overall prevalance rate in about 20-50% cases of TSCC, lower than buccal mucosa subsite
[172, 173]. However, recent studies from western countries and India investigated HPV
infection using more sophisticated manner on large number of samples and suggested overall
low prevalence of HPV in TSCC tumors [197, 240-242, 244, 247]., about 27-40% of patients
even at early stage (pT1 or pT2) have nodal metastasis Moreover, majority of patient at early
stage TSCC undergo surgery in the form of wide local excision of the primary tumor and
dissection of ipsilateral neck nodes followed by radiation and chemotherapy [172, 174]. Most
important unique feature of TSCC from other subsites in HNSCC that, about 27-40% of
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patients even at early stage (pT1 or pT2) have nodal metastasis and may be undergoing a neck
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dissection which further adds to morbidity and worse survival due to disease recurrence [175177].
Since a number of evidence suggests that the different subsites of HNSCC displays significant
dissimilarity in clinical behavior which is not attributable to its pathogenesis [178, 179].
Notably, previous studies have focused on HNSCC as a single entity and given the existence
of biological differences and clinical distinctiveness in different subsites, molecular changes
associated with each site could vary[180]. For example, PIK3CA mutations that are more
predominant in human papillomavirus (HPV)-induced oropharyngeal cancer, alterations in
USP9X, MLL4, ARID2, UNC13C and TRPM3 in gingiva-buccal cancers [125, 135]. Due to
this, several investigators have been focusing on subsite-specific studies, including large-scale
efforts initiated by the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC-India) on gingivabuccal and other individual group on tongue cancer [125, 181-183]. Moreover, precancerous
lesion of OSCC is also shown to have a distinct molecular profile as compared to OSCC [184].
Moreover, most of the studies carried out in TSCC tumors were restricted to candidate genes
or gene panels along with few whole exome studies suggested difference in genomic profile
indicating unique molecular features associated with TSCC tumors [134, 181-183, 185, 186].
Interestingly, tongue tumors has been described to have relatively lower mutation burden
compared to other sub-sites in HNSCC [187].
Li et al, 2014 investigated 6 non-smokers TSCC exome sequencing and 20 TSCC tumors
transcriptome sequencing to identify if there is any significant difference in somatic mutation
and involvement of pathogenic viruses [183]. Smokers TSCC patients were having

sequencing of 38 advanced stage TSCC samples to investigate the mutational difference
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significantly higher number of TP53 mutation as compared to non-smokers and no tumor-
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between younger versus older TSCC patients and identified similar mutation [134].Another
study led by Vettore et al. 2015 to investigate the mutational landscape of TSCC using whole
exome sequencing (n=19) and targeted sequencing (n=60) of advanced stage (pT3-pT4) TSCC
samples and identified somatic mutation in hallmark genes TP53, while mutations in CDKN2A
and NOTCH1 were less frequent [181]. The frequent mutation in two novel genes DST and
RNF213 were also identified [181]. Overall the mutation in Notch pathway and chromatin
remodeling genes was prevalent [181]. Another study recently published study from India by
Krishnan et al. 2016 performed integrated analysis using whole exome sequencing, SNP array,
and cDNA microarray of 50 paired normal advanced stage (pT3-pT4) TSCC samples to
identify the somatic mutations, copy number alterations and gene expression changes and
reconfirmed the findings from previous studies [182].
In summary, these reports raise the crucial need to study HNSCC as a variety of different
disease, thus necessitates genomic analysis of specific cohorts that are well-defined with
regards to disease subsite, HPV-status, and tumor stage [134, 188]. Importantly, most of the
genomic analysis studies in HNSCC and TSCC include the advanced stage samples (pT3-pT4)
and understanding of early stage (pT1-pT2) tongue tumor genomic alterations are largely
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unexplored.

Research Objective

1.9.

Research objective

1.13.1 Rationale
A major treatment modality for early stage TSCC patients is surgery; about 60% of patients at
early stage (pT1 or pT2) TSCC who do not have nodal metastasis still need to undergo a neck
dissection that further adds to morbidity and worse survival. Thus, there has been a huge unmet
need to identify a molecular biomarker in early TSCC tumors to accurately distinguish from
node negative to node positive to avoid unnecessary morbid neck dissection in clinical settings.
Recent genomic characterization studies in HNSCC have been restricted to buccal mucosa
(OSCC-GB) subsite, an effort led by the ICGC-IPT. On the other hand, studies carried out in
TSCC of Indian origin have largely described advanced stage tumors (pT3 & pT4). However,
systematic efforts have been lacking to investigate the underlying genomic alteration of tongue
squamous cell carcinoma patients of early stage (pT1 & pT2). The key question and specific
aims of the thesis is listed below.
1.13.2 Key Questions
What are the underlying somatic genomic alterations of human tongue cancers of Indian
origin?
1.13.3 Specific Aims
1. Integrated genomic characterization of cancer cell lines model system established from the
primary tumors derived from HNSCC patients of Indian origin.
2. Development of ethnic-specific SNP database to deplete the false positive somatic variants

tumors followed by functional validation and clinical correlation.
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in cancer genome analysis.

Research Objective
1.10. Summary
In this thesis, I characterize the genomic and transcriptomic alterations underlying early stage
tongue primary tumors. To begin with, I describe a major impediment in the field to identify
somatic mutations in TSCC patients of Indian origin due lack of ethnic specific Indian SNP
database. To resolve this deficiency, in collaboration with computational biologists, I
developed the TMC-SNPdb: the first Indian SNP db based on whole exome sequencing of 62
normal samples. Next, I undertook a comprehensive approach to integrate and characterize
genomic and transcriptomic alterations of 4 cancer cell lines derived from primary tumors
derived and 68 early stage (pT1 & pT2) tongue primary tumors. Two novel genomic alterations
found in NOTCH1 and MMP10 were systematically functionally followed to understand their
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role in the head and neck cancer biology.
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Chapter 2. Integrated genomics approach to identify biologically relevant

alterations in fewer samples
(An excerpt; as published in BMC Genomics (2015) 16:936-949)

2.1.

Abstract

Background: Several statistical tools have been developed to identify genes mutated at rates
significantly higher than background, indicative of positive selection, involving large sample
cohort studies. However, studies involving smaller sample sizes are inherently restrictive due
to their limited statistical power to identify low frequency genetic variations.
Results: We performed an integrated characterization of copy number, mutation and
expression analyses of four head and neck cancer cell lines - NT8e, OT9, AW13516 and
AW8507-- by applying a filtering strategy to prioritize for genes affected by two or more
alterations within or across the cell lines. Besides identifying TP53, PTEN, HRAS and MET as
major altered HNSCC hallmark genes, this analysis uncovered 34 novel candidate genes
altered. Of these, we find a heterozygous truncating mutation in Nuclear receptor binding
protein, NRBP1 pseudokinase gene, identical to as reported in other cancers, is oncogenic when
ectopically expressed in NIH-3T3 cells. Knockdown of NRBP1 in an oral carcinoma cell line
bearing NRBP1 mutation inhibit transformation and survival of the cells.
Conclusions: In overall, we present the first comprehensive genomic characterization of four
head and neck cancer cell lines established from Indian patients. We also demonstrate the
ability of integrated analysis to uncover biologically important genetic variation in studies
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involving fewer or rare clinical specimens.
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2.2.

Introduction

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is the sixth-most-common cancer
worldwide, with about 600,000 new cases every year, and includes cancer of the nose cavity,
sinuses, lips, tongue, mouth, salivary glands, upper aerodigestive tract and voice box [1].
Recent large scale cancer genome sequencing projects have identified spectrum of driver
genomic alterations in HNSCC including CDKN2A, TP53, PIK3CA, NOTCH1, HRAS,
FBXW7, PTEN, NFE2L2, FAT1, and CASP8 [80, 127, 135]. These landmark studies apply
elegant statistical methodologies like MutSig [189], Genome MuSiC [190], Intogen [191],
InVEx [192], ActiveDrive [193] and GISTIC [194] in identifying significantly altered genes
across large sample cohorts by comparing rate of mutations of each gene with background
mutation rate to determine an unbiased enrichment-- a minimum ~150 patients or higher is
required for identification of somatic mutations of 10% population frequency in HNSCC [195].
This genome-wide analysis may not be directly applicable for studies involving fewer or rare
clinical specimen that are inherently restrictive due to the limited statistical power to detect
alterations existing at lower frequency.
On the other hand, given that a cancer gene could be selectively inactivated or activated by
multiple alterations, an integrative study design performed by combining multiple data types
can potentially be helpful to achieve the threshold for statistical significance for studies
involving fewer or rare clinical specimen. For example, a tumor suppressor gene-- deleted in
1% of patients, mutated in another 3%, promoter-hypermethylated in another 2% and out of
frame fused with some other chromosomal region in 2%-- may be considered to be altered with

by filtering strategy and potentially reducing the multiple hypothesis testing burden for
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a cumulative effect of 8% based on integrative analysis [63, 196]. Combinatorial sources of
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identification of causal genotype-phenotype associations [197]. Using similar approaches for
posterior refinement to indicate positive selection, Pickering et al. identified four key pathways
in oral cancer by integrating methylation to copy number variation and expression [139]; and,
more recently, Wilkerson et al. proposed superior prioritisation of mutations based on
integrated analysis of the genome and transcriptome sequencing than filtering based on
conventional quality filters [198]. These and several other reports all together emphasize
integration of multi-platform genomic data for identification of cancer related genes [199].
Here, we perform characterization of four head and neck cancer cell lines, established from
Indian head and neck cancer patients, using classical cytogenetic approach, SNP arrays, whole
exome and whole transcriptome sequencing. Adopting an integrative approach using posterior
filtering will allow us to identify biological relevant alterations affected by two or more events
even from fewer samples.
2.3.

Materials & Methods

2.3.1 Cell culturing and single cell dilution for establishing clonal cells
Four HNSCC tumor cell lines established within Tata Memorial Center from Indian patients
and described before were acquired: NT8e, OT9, AW13516, AW8507 [200],[201]. Cells were
maintained in DMEM media (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS and 2% penicillin &
streptomycin antibiotics and maintained in a humidified incubator supplied with 5% CO2 at
37oC.

were then used for integrative analysis to prioritize the genes which are harbouring multiple
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2.3.2 Integrated analysis
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types of alteration in same or different cell line. Gene level converging of genomic data were
emphasized in identification of biologically relevant alterations across platform and samples.
Taking this into consideration, we designed gene prioritization based on three steps: 1)
selection of genes harbouring positive correlation of focal copy number and gene expression;
2) selection of genes harbouring point mutations with detectable transcript and or altered copy
number, and 3) selection of genes harbouring multiple type of alterations identified from above
two gene lists. Circos plot representation of integrated genomics data was generated using
Circos tool (v. 0.66) [202].
2.3.3 Sanger Sequencing validation
PCR products were purified using NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit (MACHEREYNAGEL)

as

per

manufacture’s

protocol

and

quantified

using

Nano-Drop

2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and submitted for sequencing in
capillary electrophoresis 3500 Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies). Sanger sequencing traces
were analysed for mutation using Mutation Surveyor [203]. The details of all the primers used
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for mutation analysis have been provided in Table 2.1.
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VII Table 2.1: Primer sequences used for Sanger sequencing based validation of
mutations.
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VIII Table 2.2: Primers used for copy number and gene expression study using qPCR.
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2.3.4 DNA copy number validation
Quantitative-real time PCR and data analysis was performed using Type-it® CNV SYBR®
Green PCR (cat. No. 206674) as per manufacturer’s instructions on 7900HT Fast Real-Time
PCR System. The details of all the primers used for DNA copy number analysis have been
provided in Table 2.2.
2.3.5 RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, quantitative real time PCR
Total RNA was extracted from cell lines using RNeasy RNA isolation kit (Qiagen) and Trizol
reagent (Invitrogen) based methods and later resolved on 1.2% Agarose gel to confirm the
RNA integrity. RNA samples were DNase treated followed (Ambion) by first strand cDNA
synthesis using Superscript III kit (Invitrogen) and semi-quantitative evaluative PCR for
GAPDH was performed to check the cDNA integrity. cDNA was diluted 1:10 and reaction was
performed in 10µl volume in triplicate. The melt curve analysis was performed to check the
primer dimer or non-specific amplifications. Real-time PCR was carried out using KAPA
master mix (KAPA SYBR® FAST Universal q PCR kit) as per manufacturer’s instructions in
triplicate on 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System. All the experiments were repeated at least
twice independently. The data was normalized with internal reference GAPDH, and analysed
by using delta-delta Ct method described previously [204]. The details of all the primers used
for expression analysis have been provided in Table 2.2.
2.3.6 Generation of pBABE-NRBP1-PURO constructs
The cDNA of Human NRBP1 was amplified from AW13516 cell line using Superscript III
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(Invitrogen, cat no 18080-093) in a TA cloning vector pTZ57R/T(InsTAclone PCR cloning
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Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (cat.no. 200523) as per manufacturer’s instructions. Later both
wild type and mutant NRBP1 cDNA sequenced confirmed using Sanger sequencing and were
sub-cloned in to retroviral vector p BABE-puro using restriction digestion based cloning (SalI
and BamHI).
2.3.7 Generation of stable clone of NIH-3T3 overexpressing NRBP1 cDNA
293T cells were seeded in 6 well plates one day before transfection and each constructs
(pBABE-puro) along with pCL-ECO helper vector were transfected using Lipofectamine LTX
reagent (Invitrogen) as per manufacturer’s protocol. Viral soup was collected 48 and 72 hours
post transfection, passed through 0.45µM filter and stored at 4OC. Respective cells for
transduction were seeded one day before infection in six well plate and allowed to grow to
reach 50-60% confluency. One ml of the virus soup (1:5 dilution) and 8ug/ml of polybrene
(Sigma) was added to cells and incubated for six hours. Cells were maintained under puromycin
(Sigma) selection.
2.3.8 shRNA mediated knockdown of NRBP1 in HNSCC cells
We retrieved shRNA sequences targeting human NRBP1 from TRC (The RNAi Consortium)
library database located in sh1 (3’ UTR) and sh2 (CDS). Target sequences of NRBP1 shRNA
constructs:

sh1

(TRCN0000001437),

5’-CCCTCTGCACTTTGTTTACTTCT-3’;

sh2

(TRCN0000001439), 5’-TGTCGAGAAGAGCAGAAGAATCT-3’. shGFP target sequences
is 5’-GCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCAT-3’. p-LKO.1 GFP shRNA was a gift from David
Sabatini (Addgene plasmid # 30323) [205]. Cloning of shRNA oligos were done using AgeI

production and stable cell line generation performed as described earlier [206]. In brief,
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and EcoRI restriction site in p-LKO.1 puro constructs. Bacterial colonies obtained screened
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Lentivirus were produced by transfection of shRNA constructs and two helper vector in 293T
cells as described [207]. Transduction was performed in HNSCC cells by incubating for 6 hours
in presence of 10µg/ml polybrene and post infection media was replaced with fresh media.
Puromycin selection was performed two days post infection in presence of 1µg/ml. Puromycin
selected cells were harvested and total cell lysate prepared and expression of NRBP1 was
analysed using anti-NRBP1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; sc-390087) and GAPDH
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology; sc-32233).
2.3.9 Soft Agar colony formation Assay
The cells were harvested 48 hours after transfection, and an equal number of viable cells were
plated onto soft agar after respective treatments for determination of anchorage-independent
growth. For analysis of growth in soft agar, 5 × 103cells were seeded in triplicate onto a six
well dish (Falcon) in 3 ml of complete medium containing 0.33% agar solution at 37 °C. Cells
were fed with 500µl of medium every 2 days. From each well randomly 10 field images were
taken using Phase contrast Inverted microscope (Zeiss axiovert 200m) and colonies were
counted manually.
2.3.10 Growth Curve analysis
The 25000 cells/well were seeded in 24 well plates and growth was assessed post day 2, 4 and
6 by counting the cells using a haemocytometer. Percent survival were plotted at day 4 relative
to day2 and later normalized against scrambled or empty vector control.

[208]. 50 and 100 µg protein was used for NIH-3T3 and HNSCC cell lines western analysis.
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2.3.11 Western blot analysis
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The protein was separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gel, transfer was verified using Ponceau S
(Sigma), transferred on nitrocellulose membrane and blocked in Tris-buffered saline
containing 5% BSA (Sigma) and 0.05% Tween-20(Sigma). Later, blots were probed with antiNRBP1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; sc-390087), anti-total ERK1/2 (Cell signaling; 4372S),
anti-Phospho ERK1/2 (Cell signaling; 4370S) and anti- GAPDH antibody (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology; SC-32233). The membranes were then incubated with corresponding
secondary HRP-conjugated antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) and the immune
complexes were visualized by Pierce ECL (Thermo Scientific, USA) according to
manufacturer’s protocol. Western blot experiments were performed as independent replicates.
2.3.12 Statistical analysis
Chi-square and t-test were performed using R programming language and GraphPad Prism. A
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p-value cut-off of 0.05 was used for gene expression, copy number and variant analysis.
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2.4

Results

We characterized genetic alterations underlying four head and neck cancer cell lines followed
by TCGA dataset to identify cumulative significance of biologically relevant alterations by
integrating copy number, expression and point mutation data. The genomic analysis part of this
work was in parallel and independently carried out in the lab by another graduate student (Mr.
Pratik Chandrani) as thesis work so it’s not discussed here in my thesis. My thesis part mainly
involves biological interpretation, validation and functional characterization of biologically
relevant alterations in HNSCC cells.
2.4.1 Characterization of four HNSCC cell lines established from Indian patients
Given that higher accumulative effect of individual genes can be reckoned by integrative
analysis, we argue that these alterations can possibly be determined even with fewer samples.
As a proof of principle, we performed an integrated characterization of karyotype analysis,
copy number analysis, whole transcriptome and exome sequencing of 4 HNSCC cell lines
(AW13516, AW8507, NT8e, and OT9) previously established from Indian patients. In brief,
significantly altered chromosomal segments based on copy number analysis were filtered based
on nucleotide variant information and aberrant expression of transcripts to allow prioritization
of regions harboring either deleterious mutation or expressing the transcript at significantly
high levels, in addition to the stringent intrinsic statistical mining performed for each sample.
2.4.1.1 Copy number validation in HNSCC cell lines
SNP array was performed to define the copy number alterations of HNSCC cell lines
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(AW13516, AW8507, NT8e, and OT9 cells). We identified copy number aberrations
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(LOH) at 3p, 8p, and 9p which are known to be associated with advanced stage of tumors [209211]. Copy number gain on 11q is known to be frequently altered in advanced stage HNSCC
tumors [212]. The copy number alterations were validated using blood as normal and Type-it
CNV Reference Primer Assay. We observed amplification of known oncogenes (such as EGFR
in AW13516 and OT9; MYC in AW13516 and AW8507 cells; JAK1 in NT8e, AW8507; NSD1
in AW8507; and MET in AW13516 and OT9). Several hallmark genes were found to be
amplified in cell lines such as CCND1, NOTCH1, and HES1 in all four cells; PIK3CA in
AW13516, AW8507; deletion of CDKN2A in AW13516; FBXW7 in NT8E, AW13516 and
OT9 cells were detected and validated by real time PCR (Figure 2.1A) in each cell line. In
contrast, we found amplification of NOTCH1 and its target gene HES1 across HNSCC cell
line, as opposed to previously reported frequent inactivation of Notch receptors [80, 127].
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VII Figure 2.1: DNA copy number and gene expression validation using qPCR in
HNSCC cells
(A) Schematic representation of copy number changes in key hallmark genes identified by
SNP array and validated by qPCR. Grey box indicates validated and white box indicates
invalidated copy number change in respective cell line. (B) Scatter plot representation of
hallmark gene’s expression. X-axis shows gene expression quantified by RNA sequencing
and Y-axis shows gene expression quantified by RT-qPCR. Genes showed positive
correlation between RNA sequencing and RT-qPCR.
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2.4.1.2 Gene expression validation in HNSCC cell lines
Whole transcriptome sequencing revealed 17,067, 19,374, 16,866 and 17,022 genes expressed
in AW13516, AW8507, NT8e and OT9 respectively. Over expression of hallmark of HNSCC
such as CCND1, MYC, MET, CTNNB1, JAK1, HRAS, JAG1, and HES1 and down regulation
of FBXW7, SMAD4 in at least 3 cell line were observed and validated by quantitative real time
PCR. A positive correlation was observed between transcriptome FPKM and qPCR Ct values
(Figure 2.1B).
2.4.1.3 Mutation validation in HNSCC cell lines
All the cell lines were sequenced for whole exome at about 80X coverage using Illumina HiSeq.
The coding part of the four cell line genome consist 28813, 47892, 20864 and 25029 variants
in AW13516, AW8507, NT8e and OT9 cell line, respectively. Filtering of known germline
variants (SNPs) and low quality variants left 5623, 4498, 2775, 5139 non-synonymous variants
in AW13516, AW8507, NT8e and OT9 cell line, respectively. Of 20 HNSCC hallmark variants
predicted as deleterious by two of three algorithms used for functional prediction [213-215],
17 variants could be validated by Sanger sequencing including: TP53 (R273H), TP53 (P72R),
PTEN (H141Y), EGFR (R521K), HRAS (G12S and R78W), and CASP8 (G328E) (Figure
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2.2C).
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VIII Figure 2.2 Sanger sequencing based validation of mutations in HNSCC cells
Several high-quality point mutations identified by exome sequencing were validated by Sanger
sequencing. Sanger sequencing trace were visualized using Mutation Surveyor software
showing reference sequence trace in upper panel and mutant sequencing trace in below panel.
Arrows represent mutation position with reference and mutated base indicated above the arrow.

2.4.2 Integrated analysis identifies hallmark alterations in HNSCC cell lines
Briefly, genes harbouring two or more type of alterations were selected: harbouring positive
correlation of focal copy number and gene expression; or those harbouring point mutations
with detectable transcript harbouring the variant—based on which, we identified 38 genes
having multiple types of alterations (Figure 2.3). These include genes known to have somatic
incidences in HNSCC: TP53, HRAS, MET and PTEN. We also identified CASP8 in AW13516
cell line which was recently identified as very significantly altered by ICGC-India team in ~50
Indian HNSCC patients [125]. Among the novel genes identified, of genes with at least one

reported in lung cancer and altered in other cancers [216, 217].
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(NRBP1) harboring heterozygous truncating mutation (Q73*) in NT8e cells, identical to as
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identical mutation previously reported include a pseudokinase Nuclear receptor binding protein
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IX Figure 2.3: Integrative genomic
landscape of HNSCC.
Schematic representation of 38 genes
identified by integrated analysis of
four HNSCC cell lines and their
incidence in 279 HNSCC samples
from TCGA study.

2.4.3 Mutant NRBP1 is required
for tumor cell survival and is
oncogenic in NIH-3T3 cells
NRBP1 encodes for three different
nuclear

receptor

isoform

using

binding
three

protein

alternative

translational initiation sites of 60kDa,
51kDa and 43kDa [218], as were
observed in 2 of 3 HNSCC cells
(Figure 2.4A). To determine whether expression of mutant NRBP1 is required for tumor cell
survival, we tested shRNA constructs in two HNSCC cells expressing all three forms of WT
NRBP1 (OT9 cells) and mutant NRBP1 (NT8e cells). We demonstrate that even partial
knockdown of mutant NRBP1 expression in the NT8e cells, but not WT NRBP1 expression in
the OT9, significantly inhibited anchorage-independent growth and cell survival (Fig 2.4B-D).
We next tested the oncogenic role of NRBP1. mRNAs harboring premature termination
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mRNAs with nonsense mutations in the first exon with alternative translation initiation site are
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(nonsense) codons degraded by Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) [219]. However,
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selectively are known to bypass NMD [220]. When ectopically expressed in NIH-3T3 cells,
mutant NRBP1 transcript escape non-sense mediated degradation as determined by real time
PCR (Figure 2.5). All three isoform of NRBP1 were detected in NIH-3T3 cells expressing wild
type NRBP1 cDNA. However, only two isoform of 51kDa and 43kDa were detected in cells
transfected with mutant NRBP1 cDNA (Figure 2.4E upper panel). The over expression of the
mutant NRBP1 in NIH-3T3 cells conferred anchorage-independent growth, forming
significantly higher colonies in soft agar than cells expressing wild type NRBP1 (Figure 2.4F).
Transformation of NIH-3T3 cells by NRBP1 over expression was accompanied by elevated
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X Figure 2.4: Mutant NRBP1 is required for tumor cell survival and is oncogenic
Knockdown of mutant NRBP1 expression with shRNA inhibits transformation and survival of
HNSCC cell lines. (A) Western blot analysis of total NRBP1 expression level in HNSCC cell
lines. NRBP1 encodes for three different nuclear receptor binding protein isoform: 60kDa,
51kDa and 43kDa in NT8e cells (lane 1), OT9 cells (lane 2). AW13516 cells express only two
isoforms (lane 3). (B) Western blot representation of NRBP1 partial knockdown by two
independent hairpins (shNRBP1#1 and shNRBP1#2) in NT8e and OT9 cells. The hairpin
constructs inhibit cell survival as assessed by cell counting as described in methods. (C) and
anchorage-independent growth as assessed by colony formation in soft agar (D) in the NT8e
cells harboring an NRBP1 Q73* mutation, but not the OT9 cells, which express WT NRBP1.
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phosphorylation of the MAPK (Figure 2.4E lower panel).
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shGFP, a hairpin specific for green fluorescent protein, was used as a negative control. All
results are normalized to survival or colony formation by cells infected with empty vector.
Images were taken at 10x magnification. (E) Western blot analysis of NRBP1 wild type and
mutant (Q73*) in NIH-3T3 cells. Vector control, NIH-3T3 clones overexpressing wild-type
and mutant NRBP1 is shown. NRBP1 Q73* mutation expresses 51 kDa isoform, while two
isoform of 60kDa and 51kDa can be seen in 3T3 clones overexpressing wild-type NRBP1.
Western blot analysis of total and phosphorylated MAPK in NIH-3T3 clones expressing
NRBP1 wild type (lane 2) and mutant NRBP1 (Q73*). (F) Representative images (taken at 20x)
of soft agar colony formed by NIH-3T3 cells expressing NRBP1 wild type and Q73*. Bar graph
representation of number of soft agar colonies formed by stable NIH-3T3 clones. NIH-3T3
cells expressing EGFR VIII was used as positive control and relative comparison of
transforming ability of mutant NRBP1. *** P-value <0.0001, ** P-value <0.001.

2.4.4 Stable overexpression of mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) cDNA in OT9 cell line leads to
increased cell survival and anchorage-independent growth
To test whether mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) is acting in dominant negative manner, we have
performed experiments with OT9 cells (wild type NRBP1) transfected with mutant NRBP1
cDNA. OT9 cells transfected with mutant NRBP1 cDNA consistently display proliferation
advantage and enhanced anchorage-independent growth over OT9 cells transfected with wildtype NRBP1 (Figure 2.6B-D). However, we could not experimentally validate the
overexpression of mutant or wild-type NRBP1 by western or qRT-PCR analysis, possibly
because all the four HNSCC cells analyzed show high endogenous expression of NRBP1
protein (Figure 2.6A). The wild type and mutant NRBP1
constructs overexpression was validated in 293FT cells
by qRT-PCR analysis (Figure 2.5).
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qPCR analysis of NRBP1 gene expression in NIH-3T3
stably expressing wild and mutant. Data was
normalized against GAPDH and fold change plotted. P value <0.0001 is denoted as ***.
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XI Figure 2.5: NRBP1 cDNA overexpression in
NIH-3T3 cells.
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XII Figure 2.6:
Ectopic
expression
mutant
NRBP1 leads to increased cell survival and anchorage-independent growth of OT9 head
and neck cancer cells.
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Ectopic expression of mutant NRBP1 increases cell survival and soft agar colony formation
potential of OT9 cells. (A) qRT-PCR confirmation of NRBP1 expression stably expressing
NRBP1 (wild type and mutant) in OT9 cells. (B) Ratio of cell survival of day4 over day2 is
plotted. Ectopic expression of mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) leads to increase in cell survival. (C)
Representative images (taken at 10x) of soft agar colony formed by OT9 cells expressing
NRBP1 wild type and mutant Q73*. (D) Bar graph representation of number of soft agar
colonies formed by stable OT9 cells expressing NRBP1 (wild type and mutant). Significantly
higher number of soft agar colonies were observed in cells expressing mutant (Q73*) NRBP1
in OT9 cells. Student t-test was performed to access statistical significance and P-value <0.05
considered as threshold for significance. *** P-value <0.0001, ** P-value <0.001.
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2.5 Discussion
We have characterized genetic alterations of unknown somatic status underlying four head and
neck cancer cell lines of Indian origin patient by subjecting them to a thorough karyotype based
characterization, SNP array based analysis, whole exome capture sequencing, and mRNA
sequencing.
Integrated analysis of the cell lines establish their resemblance to primary tumors. Consistent
with literature, most frequent copy number gains in head and neck cancer cells in this study
were observed at 2q, 3q, 5p and 7p, and deletions at 3p, 9p, 10p, 11q, 14q, 17q and 19p, as
reported earlier [32, 221]. Integration of multiple platform with the copy number variation,
allowed us to identify the functionally relevant alterations including several hall marks genes
known to be involved in HNSCC, viz. PIK3CA, EGFR, HRAS, MYC, CDKN2A, MET, TRAF2,
PTK2 and CASP8. Of the novel genes, JAK1 was found to be amplified in two of the cell lines
and overexpressed in all 4 HNSCC cells; NOTCH1 known to harbor inactivating mutations in
HNSCC [125, 127] was found to be amplified in all 4 and overexpressed in 2 of 4 HNSCC
cells, known to be play dual role in a context dependent manner [222].
We also observed mutations in several novel genes such as CLK2, NRBP1, CCNDBP1, IDH1,
LAMA5, BCAR1, ZNF678, and CLK2. Of these, genes with at least one identical mutation
previously reported include NRBP1 (Q73*), a pseudo kinase, found in NT8e cells, earlier
reported in lung and other cancers [216, 217], with an overall 9% cumulative frequency
alteration in TCGA HNSCC dataset (Supplementary Figure S8). Of 48 pseudo kinases known
in human genome, several have been shown to retain their biochemical catalytic activities
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their established roles in cancer [223-225].
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despite lack of one or more of the three catalytic residues essential for its kinase activity, with
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Interestingly, several activating mutant alleles of NRBP1 homolog Drosophila Madm (Mlf1
adapter molecule) 3T4 (Q46*); 2U3 (C500*); 3G5 (Q530*); 7L2 and 3Y2 (that disrupts splice
donor site of first exon) are known, wherein alternative translation start codons is similarly
suggestive for a varying degree of pinhead phenotype severity associated with the mutant
alleles [218, 226]. Studies in the fruit fly have provided important insights into mechanisms
underlying the biology of growth promoting NRBP1 homolog Drosophila Madm. A recent
study suggests Drosophila Madm interacts with Drosophila bunA that encodes a gene
homologous to human Transforming Growth Factor-β1 stimulated clone-22 TSC-22 [226]; that
were later shown to interact even in mammalian system[227]. Interestingly, mammalian tumor
suppressor TSC-22 is known to play an important role in maintaining differentiated phenotype
in salivary gland tumors [228], a subtype of head and neck cancer. More recently, studies have
shown poor clinical outcomes are associated with NRBP1 over expression in prostate cancer
[227]. We provide the first functional analysis of mutant NRBP1 and establish that NIH-3T3
cells expressing the mutant NRBP1 enhance their survival and anchorage independent growth,
while its knock down diminishes survival and anchorage-independent growth by oral cancer
cells expressing activating NRBP1 mutations. Thus, NT8e cells harboring mutant NRBP1 was
found to be consistent with its suggestive role in prostate cancer biology and other model
organisms. Interestingly, NRBP1 has also been shown to be involved in intestinal progenitor
cell homeostasis with tumor suppressive function [229], suggesting its role is specific to the
cellular context. This study identifies NRBP1 mutant to play an oncogenic role in head and
neck cancer. However, in depth systematic sequencing of NRBP1 in a wide variety of tumor

reckon higher cumulative frequency for individual genes affected by two or more alterations
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In overall, this study underscores integrative approaches through a filtering strategy to help
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types may help indicate utility of NRBP1 inhibition in human cancer.
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to achieve the threshold for statistical significance even from fewer samples. The integrative
analysis as described here, in essence, is based on a linear simplified assumption of disease
etiology that variation at DNA level lead to changes in gene expression causal to transformation
of the cell. As a major deficiency, only genes that are subject to multiple levels of biological
regulation are likely to be determined by this approach than genes that are primarily altered by
single alteration like amplification or over expression. Beyond validation the genomic
alteration using orthologous method, this we demonstrated that NRBP1, a novel gene identified
this analysis is playing oncogenic role in NIH-3T3 and required for the survival of HNSCC
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cells.
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3.

Chapter 3. TMC-SNPdb: An Indian germline variant database derived from

whole exome sequences
(as published in Database (Oxford) Jul 9;201; 10.1093/database/baw104)
3.1

Abstract

Cancer is predominantly a somatic disease. A mutant allele present in a cancer cell genome is
considered somatic when it’s absent in the paired normal genome along with public SNP
databases. The current build of dbSNP, the most comprehensive public SNP database, however
inadequately represents several non-European Caucasian populations, posing a limitation in
cancer genomic analyses of data from these populations. We present the Tata Memorial
Centre-SNP database (TMC-SNPdb), as the first open source, flexible, upgradable, and freely
available SNP database (accessible through dbSNP build 149 and ANNOVAR)--- representing
114,309 unique germline variants--- generated from whole exome data of 62 normal samples
derived from cancer patients of Indian origin. The TMC-SNPdb is presented with a companion
subtraction tool that can be executed with command line option or using an easy-to-use
graphical user interface (GUI) with the ability to deplete additional Indian population specific
SNPs over and above dbSNP and 1000 Genomes databases. Using an institutional generated
whole exome data set of 132 samples of Indian origin, we demonstrate that TMC-SNPdb could
deplete 42%, 33% and 28% false positive somatic events post dbSNP depletion in Indian origin
tongue, gallbladder, and cervical cancer samples, respectively. Beyond cancer somatic
analyses, we anticipate utility of the TMC-SNPdb in several Mendelian germline diseases. In
addition to dbSNP build 149 and ANNOVAR, the TMC-SNPdb along with the subtraction tool
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is also available for download in the public domain at http://www.actrec.gov.in/pi-
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3.2

Introduction

Somatic mutations sequentially accumulate in cancer cell genomes. In addition, a typical
cancer genome contains several polymorphic ‘normal’ germline variants [64, 104, 105].
Subtracting the tumor DNA variants against matched normal DNA derived from the same
individual and those polymorphic in the population is, therefore, essential to identify an
exclusive somatic event [106]. Apropos, a critical aspect of any tumor genome sequence
analysis involves depletion of paired normal variants followed by depletion of residual variants
from public databases of common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) such as dbSNP
[107] and 1000 Genomes Project [108]. A sequence variant not observed in matched normal
derived genome sequence and absent from public SNP database is considered somatic in origin.
Adopting such an analytical approach ensures filtering of paired-germline and populationspecific polymorphic variants from dbSNP and 1000 Genomes Project for Caucasian
population [109].
However, despite depletion against dbSNP, unknown SNPs especially those with lower minor
allele frequency not represented in dbSNP, are likely to confound somatic mutation analyses
in studies involving non- Caucasian and non-European Caucasian populations (5).

Two

exhaustive initiatives addressing this issue are the publicly available exome variation datasets:
NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) (https://esp.gs.washington.edu/EVS/) and Exome
Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/) [110]. Information gathered
from these studies is an integral part of variant annotation tools like Annovar [111].
Multiple studies such as the Indian Genome Variation Consortium [112, 113] and HUGO Pan-
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based on varying allele frequency of known SNPs, complex origin, genetic diversity [115-118],
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Asian SNP Consortium [114] have described the genomic distinctiveness of Indian population
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and high variation of male lineages (Y-chromosome) within the population [119, 120].
However, a concerted effort to comprehensively identify and catalogue novel SNPs present
exclusively in Indian population is yet to be undertaken. Lack of Indian specific SNP database
has been an important impediment in cancer research, especially in efforts to discover bona
fide novel somatic mutations.
Here, we describe Tata Memorial Centre-SNP database “TMC-SNPdb” as the first, open
source, freely available database of unique germline variants obtained from whole exome data
of 62 ‘normal’ samples from tongue, gallbladder, and cervical cancer patients of Indian origin.
“TMC-SNPdb” is presented with an easy-to-use graphic user interface feature to enable
researchers to call true somatic mutations by depleting against Indian population specific SNPs,
in addition to those already catalogued in dbSNP and 1000 Genomes databases. We
demonstrate that “TMC-SNPdb” effectively filters false positive somatic events across 75
tumor whole exome data.
3.3

Materials & Methods

3.3.1 Ethical approval and informed consent
The sample set and study protocol was approved by Institutional Review Board (project # 116
for cervical adenocarcinoma samples; project # 88 for head and neck cancer samples, project
104 for gallbladder cancer samples). Cervical squamous carcinoma whole exome data has been
described earlier [150]. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

any cancer. A total of 62 samples ‘normal’ samples (16 peripheral venous blood and 46
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All ‘normal’ tissue samples under study were verified by an onco-pathologist to not harbour
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3.3.2 Extraction of DNA
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adjacent normal tissue) were obtained for analysis: peripheral venous blood from patients with
cervical squamous cell carcinoma (n=10), cervical adenocarcinoma (n=18) (adjacent normal
tissue; n=12 and peripheral venous blood; n=6) and adjacent normal tissue from patient with
tongue squamous cell carcinoma (n=23) and gallbladder (n=11) were obtained from Tata
Memorial Hospital (TMH). Genomic DNA from tissues was extracted using DNeasy blood
and tissue DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Quantification of DNA was assessed using Nanodrop 2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc.) and DNA integrity was determined by resolving on 0.8% Agarose gel.
DNA was also quantified using Qubit ds DNA BR assay kit (Life Technologies, USA). DNA
samples showing both DNA concentration >50 ng/µl and intact DNA visualized on agarose gel
were used for whole exome sequencing.
3.3.3 Exome capture, library preparation and sequencing
Three different library preparation kits were used to prepare libraries for different tumor types
(Appendix I). First, TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit ( v2 and v3, Illumina) was used to capture
62Mb region (>3,40,000 probes) of human genome comprising 201,121 exons representing
20,974 gene sequences, including 5’UTR, 3’UTR, microRNAs and other non-coding RNA.
For exome library preparation, two microgram genomic DNA was sheared using Covaris
(Covaris Inc) for generating fragment sizes of 200-300bp. Fragments end repairing,
purification, A- tailing, adaptor ligation and quality control steps were carried out using TruSeq
DNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) following manufacturer’s instructions. Qualitative and
quantitative analysis of genomic DNA libraries were performed using High Sensitivity DNA
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Biosystems). Exome enrichment was done by incubation at 93oC for 1 min (decreasing 2oC per
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chip on 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent) and qPCR with KAPA Library Quant Kit (Kapa
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cycle for 18 cycles) followed by 58oC for 19 hours in ABI 9700 PCR system (Life
Technologies) using 500 ng of genomic libraries.
Second, NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome Library (v3.0, Roche) targeting 64Mb of the human
genome was also used for library preparation. The protocol was adopted from the
manufacture’s

application

note

(http://www.nimblegen.com/products/lit/NimbleGen_

SeqCap_EZ_SR_Pre-Captured_Multiplexing.pdf). Sequencing libraries were exome captured
and later quality-controlled using a bioanalyzer (Agilent 2100) and libraries were qPCR
quantified using KAPA Library Quant Kit (Kapa Biosystems) prior to cluster generation on an
Illumina cBOT.
Third, SureSelect Human All Exon Kit, v5 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, United
States) was also used to capture 50Mb of the human genome using > 5,50,000 probes. One
microgram of genomic DNA was utilized for library preparation and a similar protocol was
followed as previously stated. Eluted exome-enriched library fragments were PCR amplified
and purified.
qPCR quantified 7 pmol of 6-plex DNA library pool was loaded per lane on flow cell (Flow
Cell v3) to generate clusters using TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3-cBot-HS kit and clustered flow
was sequenced for 201 and 301 cycles on HiSeq-1500 and NextSeq System (Illumina) using
TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina), respectively.
3.3.4 Exome sequencing variant analysis for TMC-SNP database
Paired-end raw sequence reads were mapped to human reference genome (build hg19) using
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(v0.7.1) [231]. Mapped reads were then used to identify and remove PCR duplicates using
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BWA v. 0.6.2 [230]. Quality control analysis of bam files was carried out using qualimap
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Picard tools v.1.74 (http:broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Base quality score recalibration and
indel re-alignment were performed and variants were called from each sample separately using
GATK Unified Genotyper (version 2.5-2) [232].
3.3.5 Development of TMC-SNP database
To restrict our analysis to high quality germline variants we applied filters of minimal base
coverage and recurrence in cohort. In house developed scripts (Awk and Perl) were used to
merge all 62 VCF files from normal tissues and mutational recurrence was calculated. We
applied a standard filter of coverage ≥5 reads for altered alleles. Additionally, we included
variants with coverage ≤5 but recurrent in ≥4 normal samples. Using these filters, we identified
high quality variants in the dataset. High quality variants were further annotated using
COSMICdb (version 68) [233] and dbSNP (version 142) [107]. Remaining variants were
further depleted against dbSNP and COSMICdb to remove all known somatic and germline
variants. Finally, all remaining variants constitute the TMC-SNP database. A detailed schema
of resource and data representation is provided in Figure 3.1.
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(A) Schematic representation of information provided for each SNP in TMC-SNPdb. Schema
of TMC-SNPdb for each SNP in the file. Attribute and data type format in the TMC-SNP
database in the file. (B) A snap view of the table of TMC-SNPdb variant file showing different
columns in the file. Description of each column in the table is given at the bottom of the table.
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XIII Figure 3.1: Schema of resource and data representation of TMC-SNP database.
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3.3.6 Application of TMC-SNP database in analyzing tumor samples
GATK (version 2.5-2) and MuTect (version 1.0.2) [189] were utilized to generate raw variants
of tumor samples and filtered against its matched normal . Variants obtained from GATK and
MuTect were merged and variants having ≥5 reads for altered allele were kept for further
downstream analysis. Similar analysis was carried out for three cancer types. Comparison with
dbSNP(version142) and COSMICdb(version 68) was performed using in-house developed
scripts in Perl and Awk which were later used to calculate the percentage changes in variants
in different cancer type post filtration with dbSNP and TMC-SNP database. Functional
annotation of variants was performed using Oncotator (variant annotation tool) [234].
3.3.7 Germline variant subtraction program
TMC-SNPdb is distributed as a SQLite file containing variant information table. A companion
tool for subtraction of germline variants from tumor sample has been developed in python
(version 3.4). It depends on PyVCF (version ≥ 1.6) and sqlite3 python packages. The variants
in TMC-SNPdb are characterized by a unique combination of chromosome number, genomic
position, reference allele, altered allele for each variant and subtraction was carried out based
on these unique fields for each variant in VCF file. The tool is an executable compatible with
Linux operating system and has been tested on several Linux platform such Red Hat (version
6.5), Fedora (version 22) and Ubuntu (version 14.04). It can be executed using a command line
interface ('TMC-SNP') or a graphical user interface (GUI) ('TMC-SNP_GUI'). The GUI mode
additionally depends on TKinter python library (version ≥ 2.4). Moreover, the tool has a feature
which lets users create their own germline variant database from VCF format files of normal
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samples. The output obtained from the tool is in VCF format. Detailed user manual with
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snapshots of the GUI and schematic representation of overall usages are provided in Appendix
III.
3.3.8 Availability of supporting data
The

raw

sequence

data

has

been

deposited

at

the

ArrayExpress

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-MTAB-4618), hosted by the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). “TMC-SNPdb” have been submitted to Annovar
(http://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/en/latest/user-guide/download/)

and

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snp_viewTable.cgi?handle=TMC_SNPDB)

dbSNP
for

public

access.
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XIV Figure 3.2: Schematic
representation of TMC-SNPdb variant
subtraction tool usages.
Subtraction tool could be run via
command line mode or graphical user
interface (GUI) mode for subtraction. The
user can create custom database by
providing a list of normal VCF file and
later subtract tumor VCF against it or can
directly use TMC-SNPdb for subtracting
the variant from given tumor sample VCF
file. It generates output in VCF format.
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3.4

Results

3.4.1 Development of TMC-SNP database
We analyzed whole exome sequencing at a median of 88x coverage for 62 normal samples
derived from cancer patients, comparable with similar reports [235] as detailed in Appendix II.
Of note, coverage among 4 of 62 samples were < 30x due to high duplication reads and low
yield in these samples. Germline mutations were called using GATK [232]: a total of
15,015,608 germline variants were identified across the complete dataset. As shown in Figure
3.3, standard quality filters of minimal 5X coverage or recurrence in at least 4 samples for each
variant led to about 90% reduction in raw variants (see methods for details). The remaining
1,422,336 variants of higher confidence were further depleted against dbSNP v142. 1,305,937
of 1,422,336 variants, constituting 92% SNPs were depleted. To remove variants known to be
somatically associated with cancer in literature but figured as a germline event in our study
(most likely due to inadequate or non-uniform coverage of their paired normal samples), we
further depleted 2090 variants (2%) overlapping with COSMICdb with an assumption of these
variants to be false somatic events in our data set. Finally, a total of 114,309 variants were
identified after filtering with dbSNP and COSMICdb as a pool of previously unknown germline
variants of high confidence recurring in the Indian population to constitute the “TMC-SNPdb”.
3.4.2 Characteristic features of TMC-SNP database
A total 114,309 variants were annotated using Oncotator for functional features [234]. A
distribution pattern of coding (~17,973) and non-coding variants germline variants (~96,336)
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(~63%) and 6,507 were synonymous variants (S) (~36%) with NS/S ratio 1.76, consistent with
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is shown in Figure 3.5. Of 17,973 coding variants, 11,466 were of non-synonymous (NS)
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previous reports for exome data from normal samples [236, 237]. Furthermore, we observed a
high frequency of missense (~58%) and silent variants (~30%) as compared to indel (~3%),
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XV Figure 3.3: Development of TMC-SNPdb using whole exome sequencing.
Schematic flow representation of steps followed during development of TMC-SNP database.
The whole exome sequencing of 62 normal tissue obtained from three different tissues of
cancer patients was performed and analyzed using GATK (Genome Analysis Tool Kit) to
generate VCF files. Raw variants obtained were further filtered using mentioned criteria to find
a list of variants absent in dbSNP v142 and COSMICdb v68. Remaining variants constitutes
the “TMC-SNPdb” shown at the end of the funnel.
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nonsense (~2%) and splice site (~6%) region Figure 3.4A.
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XVI Figure 3.4: Distribution of variants obtained in TMC-SNPdb at coding and noncoding region of the genome.
(A) Coding variants obtained in TMC-SNPdb and bar graph representation of number and
percent frequencies for various type of functional class. Percentage frequencies are denoted on
the top of each bar. (B) Bar graph representation of a number of various types of non-coding
variants obtained in TMC-SNPdb. Percentage frequencies are denoted on the top of each bar.

Of all the SNPs present in TMC-SNPdb, distribution varied across the genome as follows:
protein coding exon (15.7%), intron (40%), IGR (25.8%), 3’UTR (9.5%), 5’UTR (2.37%),
RNA (3.74%), and lincRNA (1.7%), consistent with earlier report from exome sequencing data
Figure 3.4B. [238, 239]. Next, we computed the allele frequency of all 114,309 variants present
in the TMC-SNPdb, across 62 samples. Given that TMC-SNPdb predominantly enlists low
frequency germline variants prevalent among Indian population, similar to 1000 genomes and
ExAC wherein about 99% of SNPs are estimated to have a minor allele frequency over 1%
[110, 235], Similarly, in TMC-SNPdb more than 90% of variants present exist at a minor allele
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frequency ≤5% (Figure 3.5B).
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XVII Figure 3.5: Overall overview of characteristic features of TMC-SNP database.
(A) Circle plot of coding and non-coding variants obtained in the dataset. (B) Percent minor
allele frequency distribution of variants in “TMC-SNPdb” across 62 normal samples.
Percentage frequencies are presented on the top of each bar. (C) Genome-wide distribution of
percent frequency of variants obtained in each chromosome as compared to dbSNP database.

Furthermore, a comparative measure of variability added by the TMC-SNPdb variants to the
known pool of SNPs per chromosome was reckoned following comparison with dbSNP
variants across the genome. Interestingly, we found maximal variability at the Y-chromosome
among 2418 of 8,885 SNPs (27%), while the distribution of the variants across the autosomal

localized geographically than those of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and autosomes, which is
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similar to the dbSNP (Figure 3.5C). Of note, variants at Y-chromosome tend to be more
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chromosomes was found to be uniformly distributed among 106,184 of 1,346,256 SNPs (7.6%)
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reflective of the degree of inter-population genetic differences [240-242]. Y-chromosomes
have been shown to harbor population specific unique haplotype in Indian population and have
frequently been used as a marker for studying human demographic history [243, 244]. The
higher variability at the Y-chromosome found in TMC-SNPdb is thus consistent with several
earlier reports describing a high variation of male lineages within Indian population [119, 120]
that further emphasizes the Indian specific characteristics of the TMC-SNPdb germline
variants, and a need for distinct Indian specific germline database .
Finally, a significant characteristic feature of TMC-SNPdb is the companion subtraction tool
with command line and GUI based interface. The user can deplete their data set against TMCSNPdb or create a customized normal variant database. The program has been tested to run on
various Linux platforms such Fedora, Ubuntu and Red Hat operating systems. (Detailed user
manual and snapshot of different steps have been provided in Appendix III. Using the
companion tool on an 8GB machine, it takes 56 and 72 min to filter standard VCFs containing
115,884 and 227,779 raw variants (provided as example file with tool) against the TMC-SNPdb
variants, respectively.
3.4.3 Application of “TMC-SNPdb” in depleting germline variants predominant
among Indian population
With the flexibility of using GUI interface or through the command line (Appendix III), we
tested the robustness and practical utility of “TMC-SNPdb” across various cancer types to infer
the extent of depletion of population specific variants over and above the dbSNP. We analyzed
132 samples of three cancer types: head and neck cancer (n=43), cervical cancer (n=62) and
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SNPdb subtraction in addition to depletion by dbSNP in all cancer types studied. Of 613,055
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gallbladder cancer (n=27). Significant fold reduction of variants was observed following TMC-
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variants found across 24 head and neck cancer tumor samples about 92% SNPs were depleted
post dbSNP subtraction with 84,001 candidate somatic variants. Subsequent depletion using
TMC-SNPdb identified 35,819 additional variants as Indian specific germline variants existing
at varying frequency in normal Indian population. In overall, TMC-SNPdb allowed us to filter
an additional 42.6% of post dbSNPs depleted SNPs. in 24 tongue cancer samples (Table 3.1).
Similarly, TMC-SNPdb significantly reduced about 33.3% and 27.7% SNPs in 17 gallbladder
and 34 cervical tumor whole exome data, as tabulated in detail in Table 3.1.
IX Table 3.1: Application of TMC-SNPdb across cancer types to filter germline variants
in Indian population.
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Total number of variants observed for each cancer types and reduction in number and percent
variants post dbSNP and post TMC-SNPdb subtraction is tabulated for three cancer types.
Number of samples analysed across tumor is also denoted.
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3.5

Discussion

TMC-SNPdb is a freely available open access Indian population specific germline variant
database consisting of 114,309 germline variants using whole exome sequencing of 62 normal
tissues from patients with different types of cancer. Its usage is analogous to depletion against
pooled normal variants from unrelated normal samples of Indian origin for paired or orphan
tumor samples. The utility of subtraction against pooled normal variants has been well
described as a reference for depletion, especially for orphan tumor samples wherein paired
normal variant data for the tumor samples are not available [245-248]. Our dataset and
companion tool can be used, along with other public databases, as ‘normal’ counterpart to
identify disease specific somatic mutations, especially in cancer exome studies. Using TMCSNPdb across 132 whole exome data of 3 tumor types, we show that it can significantly deplete
false positive somatic variants.
TMC-SNPdb is presented with a companion program with command line or user-friendly GUI
interface for non-computational biologists. It has two built-in features: first, a user can input
tumor VCF to subtract against TMC-SNPdb and second, create a custom database of germ line
mutation with the availability of multiple normal VCF files and then subtract with tumor VCF
to deplete germ line variants. The subtraction program has been tested on several Linux
platforms such as Fedora, Ubuntu and Red Hat system. Because it is an open source tool, it
could be further modified to alter filtering parameters for analysis indicative of its
expandability and universal applicability on Linux platforms.
There are two major limitations of TMC-SNPdb database. First, it is presumed that a sample
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diseased status, a fraction of such individuals are likely to harbour cancer predisposing variants
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derived from cancer patients represents ‘normal’ genome variation. However, because of their
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in their germline. Any such germline variant that is novel in Indian population (not yet included
in Caucasian databases) and which predisposes to cancer (for e.g. in BRCA 1 gene) would be
characterized as ‘normal’ population variation in TMC-SNPdb. Thus, this database will be
limited in application to analyses that seek to evaluate germline predisposition to cancer.
Second, majority of ‘normal’ samples were obtained from sites adjacent to a tumor with
histopathological based inspection for the absence of tumor cells. However, it is possible that
these tissues harbours some bona fide somatic mutations due to effect of field cancerization
[249, 250]. Thus, depleting against TMC-SNPdb could potentially ‘over-subtract’ mutations
that are bona fide somatic. To minimize this possibility, we have filtered TMC-SNPdb variants
against COSMIC database to remove any known cancer related somatic variants. However,
there remains a residual potential for missing ‘somatic’ mutations that are novel in tumors of
Indian patients and present in adjacent ‘normal’ tissue. With these caveats, we believe that
TMC-SNPdb with its companion tool is a step towards fulfilling a significant unmet need for
an Indian population ‘normal’ variant database, especially in somatic mutation analyses in
tumors from Indian patients.
In summary, TMC-SNPdb is an open source database of ‘normal’ germline variants derived
from Indian-- non-European Caucasian-- population, not yet included in the public databases
with predominant Caucasian representations. It comes along with a companion tool that can
apply this information for somatic cancer genome analyses by depleting against the TMCSNPdb. This database is flexible to accommodate the need for customization by allowing
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inclusion of similar datasets from additional individuals.
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4. Chapter 4. Integrated analysis of tobacco/ nut chewing HPV-negative early tongue
cancer tumors identifies recurrent transcript fusions
4.1 Abstract
Background: Of multiple anatomical sites represented in oral cancer, the tongue squamous
cell carcinomas (TSCC) are distinct based on their aggressive behavior, poor prognosis, higher
incidence among relatively younger age groups, and divergent traditional habits as etiological
agents across populations. Despite advancement in detection and treatment modalities, the five
year survival of tongue cancer patients remains abysmally low.
Methods: We performed high throughput sequencing of fifty four samples derived from HPV
negative early stage tongue cancer patients habitual of chewing betel nuts, areca nuts, lime or
tobacco using whole exome (n=47) and transcriptome (n=17) sequencing. Somatic mutation
analysis, copy number alterations, differential expression and fusion transcript analysis were
performed using in house developed bioinformatics pipelines.
Results: We report presence of a classical tobacco mutational signature C:G>A:T transversion
in 53% TSCC patients of Indian origin, and describe a landscape of somatic alterations. These
include previously described TP53, NOTCH1, CDKN2A, HRAS, USP6, PIK3CA, CASP8,
FAT1, APC, and JAK1 mutations. Based on the copy number analysis, we describe significant
gains at genomic locus 11q13.3 (CCND1, FGF19, ORAOV1, FADD), 5p15.33 (TERT), 8q21.3
(MMP16), and 8q24.3 (BOP1); and, losses at 5q22.2 (APC), 6q25.3 (GTF2H2) and 5q13.2
(SMN1). Whole transcriptome analysis identified up-regulated gene-sets involved in EMT
processes that may be crucial to predict nodal metastases in early tongue cancer patients.

CRTC2 (4%), and BACH1-GRIK1 (2%).
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transcripts: LRP5-UBE3C (15%), YIF1A-RCOR2 (13%), POLA2-CDC42EP2 (8%), SLC39A1-
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Furthermore, we identify 58 recurrent somatic fusion transcripts, including 5 novel fusion
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Conclusion: We present the first portrait of somatic alterations and mutational signature
underlying the genome of tobacco/ nut chewing HPV-negative early tongue cancer patients of
Indian origin.
4.2 Introduction
Tongue cancer is the most predominant form of oral cancer in developed countries with varying
incidence in developing countries [16]. The major etiological factors associated with tongue
cancer includes tobacco related products, alcohol and human papilloma virus (HPV) infections
[251]. These factors lend to variability across populations, particularly in the Indian
subcontinent wherein chewing betel-quid comprising betel leaf (Piper betel), areca nut (Areca
catechu) and slaked lime (predominantly calcium hydroxide) is a part of the tradition [252].
While tobacco usage show a 5- to 25-fold increased risk of cancer [253], HPV infection defines
clinical and molecularly distinct subgroups of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
(HNSCC) patients [254]. Such as, HPV-negative tumors are driven by amplification at 11q13,
EGFR and FGFR loci; focal deletions at NSD1, FAT1, NOTCH1, SMAD4 and CDKN2A loci;
and, point mutations in TP53, CDKN2A, FAT1, PIK3CA, NOTCH1, KMT2D, and NSD1 [135,
138]. On the other hand, HPV-positive tumors harbor TRAF3, ATM deletion, E2F1
amplification, FGFR2/3 and KRAS mutations. In addition, a specific targetable FGFR3-TACC3
activated fusion oncogene aberration has been described to occur exclusively in HPV-positive
HNSCC tumors [135, 255, 256 ].
Most of the genomic analysis studies involving TSCC have been restricted to advanced stage
samples (pT3-pT4), while genomic alterations underlying HPV negative early tongue tumor
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cancers, nodal metastases status plays a decisive role for choice of treatment [44]. About 70%
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genome has largely been unexplored. Furthermore, among early stage tongue squamous cell
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patients may be spared from surgery with accurate prediction of negative pathological lymph
node status [44]. However, there is an unmet need for prognostic biomarkers to stratify the
patients who could be spared unnecessary surgery lessening morbidity and cost of treatment.
In the present study, we present a portrait of somatic alterations in HPV negative early tongue
cancer (pT1-pT2) using integrative genomic approaches to identify marker to stratify those
likely to develop metastases.

4.3 Material and Methods
4.3.1 Ethical approval and informed consent
The sample set and study protocol were approved by (ACTREC-TMC) institutional Internal
Review Board. All the tissue samples used under study have been taken after obtaining
informed consent from patients. Samples were duly verified by two independent reviewers for
histological examinations such as normal sample verification, percent tumor nuclei, and lymph
node metastasis. Tumor sample with concordant histopathological diagnosis by both reviewers
was included in the study. Tumor with at least >50% tumor nuclei was used for data analysis.
Clinical, histological and etiological features was collected along with follow-up data for
reoccurrence and alive status (Supplementary Table 1). All tumor were of early stages
(pT1/pT2), 60% were from early age group (<40 years) and 60% were male. 80% of patients
were exposed to some form of tobacco or alcohol. Clinico-histopathological examination
during surgery confirmed the lymph node involvement in 65% of the cases analyzed. None of
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the samples showed the presence of HPV using HPVDetector and PCR-based validation using
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X Table 4.1: The demographic and clinical characteristics of 54 tongue cancer patients
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in the study.
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4.3.2 Extraction of DNA and RNA
Genomic DNA from tissues were extracted using DNeasy Blood and tissue DNA extraction
kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Quantification of DNA was assessed
using Nanodrop 2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and DNA integrity
was determined by resolving on 0.8% Agarose gel. Later DNA was also quantified using Qubit
ds DNA BR assay kit (Life Technologies, USA). DNA samples showing DNA concentration
>50ng/µl and intact DNA at agarose gel were used for whole exome capture and sequencing
studies.
For the extraction of total RNA from tissue samples using Trizol (Life Technologies) method
as per manufacture’s protocol with slight modification in homogenization process. In brief, 4050mg tissue was homogenized in 1ml of trizol reagent using bead-based homogenizer using
MP FastPrep-24 Instrument (MP Biomedicals Inc.) using lysing matrix tubes “D”. Post
homogenization homogenate was taken to a new eppendorf tube and standard Trizol method
for RNA extraction was pursued. RNA was quantified using Nanodrop 2000c
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and RNA integrity determined by resolving
on 1.2% agarose gel in TBE buffer. Later, total RNA was treated using DNase (DNA-free
removal kit, Ambion, Life technologies) for removing possible DNA contamination. RNA
samples having OD260/OD280 ratio ≥ 1.8, OD260/OD230 ratio ≥ 1.8 have been considered for
further experiments. For whole transcriptome sequencing study RNA quality was further
accessed Agilent bioanalyzer (Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit) and samples having RNA integrity
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number (RIN) ≥ 7.0 was used for mRNA capture and sequencing.
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4.3.3 Exome capture and NGS DNA sequencing
Exome capture and sequencing were performed as described previously [257, 258]. Briefly,
TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit (Illumina) and NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome Library v3.0
were used to capture ~62Mb region of human genome comprising of ~201,121 exons
representing ~20,974 gene sequences, including 5’UTR, 3’UTR, microRNAs and other noncoding RNA. For the exome library preparation, 2µg genomic DNA was sheared using Covaris
(Covaris Inc) for generating the fragment size of 200-300bp size. Libraries were prepared by
following TruSeq Exome Enrichment Kit (Illumina) and NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome kit
protocol. Seven picomol of 6-plex DNA library pool was loaded per lane on flow cell (Flow
Cell v3) to generate clusters using TruSeq PE (Paired-End) Cluster Kit v3-cBot-HS kit and
clustered flow was sequenced for 201 cycles on HiSeq-1500 System (Illumina) using TruSeq
PE Cluster Kit v3 and TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina).

4.3.4 Transcriptome sequencing and data analysis to identify expressed genes
Transcriptome libraries for sequencing were constructed according to the TruSeq RNA library
protocol (Illumina) outlined in TruSeq RNA Sample Prep (Illumina) performed as described
previously [257]. Briefly, mRNA was purified from 4µg of intact total RNA using oligodT
beads (TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit, Illumina). Qualitative and quantitative analysis
of cDNA libraries were performed using High Sensitivity DNA chip on 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent) and qPCR with KAPA Library Quant Kit (Kapa Biosystems) in ABI 7900HT system
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(Life Technologies), respectively. cDNA libraries were loaded on Illumina flow cell (version
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flow was sequenced for 201 cycles on HiSeq-1500 System (Illumina) using TruSeq PE Cluster
Kit v3 and TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina) to generate at least 30 million reads per sample.
Post sequencing, De-multiplexing was carried out on raw sequencing data was performed on
basis of index sequences using CASAVA (version 1.8.4, Illumina). Transcriptome data
analysis was performed using previously published a protocol for transcriptome sequencing
data analysis [259]. To estimate the transcript expression abundance from transcriptome,
RSEM software package was applied using hg19 as reference genome and counts were
obtained for each tumor sample. First, to identify the bona fide expressed transcripts, we
filtered all the transcripts which were lowly expressed (≤0.1 log10 (RSEM+1)) for each
sample; second, transcript expressed in 10% of samples was considered as a candidate
expressed gene in tongue tumor tissue. We identified 16,525 to be expressed in TSCC tumors
(Appendix XII) and used to filter mutation and DNA copy number changes in this study. The
transcriptome sequencing data generated in this chapter has been used for analysis in chapter
5 and 6.

4.3.5 Identification of somatic variants
The variant analysis was performed as described previously [257]. In brief, paired-end Raw
sequence reads generated were mapped to the human reference genome (build hg19) using
BWA v. 0.6.2 [230] and PCR duplicates were removed using Picard tools v.1.74
(http:broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Base quality score recalibration and indel realignment

GATK for each patient tumor were further filtered against its matched normal sample. Variants
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were performed and variants were called from each sample separately using GATK (version
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obtained from MuTect and GATK were later merged and variants having ≥5 reads supporting
altered base were considered for further analysis. To reduce the possibility of misclassification
of germline variations as somatic mutation all the variants obtained from tumor were further
filtered against Indian specific germline database (TMC-SNPdb) [258] to remove ethnic
specific germline variants. Later, all the mutation were annotated using Oncotator
(v1.1.6.0)[234]. Using in-house developed script, we compared and identified variants present
in dbSNP (v142)[107] and COSMIC database (v68)[261]. Post filtration of variations present
in the dbSNP database, only somatic COSMIC mutation, and novel mutations were obtained.

4.3.6 Identification of significantly mutated genes and deleterious mutations
MutSigCV v2.0 [158] and IntOgen [191] was used for identification of the significantly
mutated gene in our cohort and p value ≤0.05 was considered for the threshold for significance.
Since our dataset was inherently not suitable for above tools due to limited number of sample
(n=26) so we have also performed extensive functional prediction tool based analysis for nonsynonymous variants using nine different such as tools: dbNSFP v2.0 (includes SIFT,
Polyphen2_HDIV, Polyphen2_HVAR, LRT, Mutation Taster, Mutation Accessor and
FATHMM)[262],

CanDRA

(v1.0)[263],

and

PROVEAN

[264][264][264][272][272][272][273][292][273][292][264]. Mutations which were predicted
to be potentially deleterious by ≥4 prediction algorithm were further used for analysis. We also
filtered mutation in those genes which are not expressed in our TSCC transcriptome data.
Comparative analysis of genes harboring potentially deleterious mutations was performed with

Total number of identified somatic substitutions in exome sequencing were extracted from
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COSMIC Cancer gene census database[261], PanCancer gene list (significantly mutated genes
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MutSigCV output and were processed to calculate the number and frequency distribution of
various transitions and transversions.

4.3.7 Somatic copy number analysis from Exome sequencing data
DNA copy number analysis of exome sequencing data was performed as described previously
[257]. In brief, normal and tumor BAM files were processed to get raw read counts for each
target region defined in the bed file using Control-FREEC [265]. Conversion of counts to copy
number ratio was done and segmentation was performed using lasso method. Annotation and
post-processing were carried out using R programming and we also combined the segmentation
results for 23 early TSCC patient samples. For identification of genes with statistically
significant

copy

number

changes,

we

used

cghMCR

(http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/2.3/bioc/html/cghMCR.html), an R implementation
of a modified version of GISTIC analysis [266]. The cghMCR package usages a Segments-ofGain-Or-Loss (SGOL) score to specify the frequency and degree of copy number changes in
each gene or segment. Three standard deviations (SDs) from the mean SGOL score was
selected because 97.17% of genes had SGOL scores within this range. So, a gene with SGOL
score ≥4 defined as amplified genes and ≤-2 as deleted genes.

4.3.8 Validation of somatic copy number changes
Validation of somatic copy number changes was performed as described previously [257]. All

of genomic DNA per 6 µl reaction volume in triplicates were amplified on Light cycler 480
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primers used have been tested for their specificity by performing evaluative PCR and resolving
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(Roche, Mannheim, Germany) twice independently and relative copy number analysis was
performed. The threshold for calling high and low copy number was ≥2 and ≤1.5, respectively
and ≤1.99 and 1.49 ≤; diploid. Primers details used for copy number study has been provided
in Table 4.2.

4.3.9 Differential gene expression analysis
To identify the differentially expressed genes between normal and tumors samples we followed
previously described protocol of transcriptome sequencing data analysis [267]. Briefly, raw
reads were aligned to human reference genome (hg19) using TOPHAT, and Cufflinks was used
to perform the reference guided transcript assembly for each sample individually. To identify
the differentially expressed genes between normal and tongue tumors we applied Cuffmerge
and Cuffdiff method. We applied fold change up-regulation ≥2, downregulation ≤-2 and a pvalue <0.05 to identify the significantly differentially expressed genes. Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) was performed using MutSigDB [268].
XI Table 4.2: Details of primer
sequences used for validation
of

DNA

copy

number
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4.3.10 qRT-PCR validation of gene expression
Two microgram of total RNA extracted using Trizol method (Invitrogen) was subjected to
cDNA synthesis using High capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Applied Biosystems) and
quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed using KAPA master mix (KAPA SYBR® FAST
Universal qPCR kit). Quantitative PCR analysis was carried out by dilution of cDNA (1:10) in
a 6µl volume in triplicate on Light cycler 480 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) machine. The
data analysis was performed using the 2–deltadeltaCt method where GAPDH was used as
reference gene [204]. The primer sequences for genes are provided in Table 4.3 and specificity
of primer was verified by performing semi-quantitative RT-PCR and melt curve analysis by
dilution cDNA.
XII Table 4.3: Primer sequences of genes for expression analysis using qRT-PCR
analysis

4.3.11 Transcript fusion
detection
Chimerscan

[269]

was

used to detect transcript
fusion

following

the

default parameters in the

paired-end

raw

read
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tumor, normal and cell
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sequences were mapped to human reference genome sequences (hg19). Using in-house
developed scripts in python we filtered fusions pairs without spanning read support, transcript
allele fraction (TAF) <0.01 for both the partner, pseudogenes and homologous sequences
spanning read, as described previously [270]. Fusion specific to tumors were further processed
for annotation using Oncofuse [271] and frame of fusions was determined.
4.3.12 Validation of transcript fusions
Selected candidate fusions were validated using RT-PCR coupled with Sanger sequencing.
Upstream and downstream sequences longer than spanning read sequences supporting fusions
within exon were retrieved and primers were designed using Primer-BLAST[272]. Two
micrograms total RNA from tumor and normal tissue was converted to cDNA using random
hexamer primer and Reverse transcriptase kit (Thermo Scientific) as per manufactures
instructions. Two microliter of 1:10 diluted cDNA were used for PCR amplification in 20 µl
volume containing fusion specific forward and reverse primers and GAPDH primers (2pmol)
using KAPA Taq PCR kit (KAPA Biosystems, KK1024) in an ABI verti thermal cycler under
cycling conditions of 95oC 3 minutes, 35 cycle of 94oC 30 seconds, 55oC 30 seconds, and 72oC
45 seconds, and final extension at 72oC 7 minutes. The PCR reactions were loaded on 1.2%
agarose gel and expected band was excised from the gel and purified with NucleoSpin Gel and
PCR product clean-up kit (MACHERET-NAGEL). If the fusions PCR product band was
observed in the corresponding normal sample then it was not taken for further analysis. Sanger
sequencing of purified products was performed using capillary electrophoresis 3500 Genetic
Analyzer (Life Technologies) and sequencing traces were analyzed using BLAST [273]. The
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details of all the primers used for fusion transcript validation have been provided in Table 4.4.
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4.3.13 Statistical analysis
The clinicopathologic association analysis was performed as described previously using IBM
SPSS statistics software version 2. Test for overlap significance for a number of genes overlap
for copy number changes and transcript fusions with different studies and databases were
using

previously

described

method

(http://nemates.org/MA/progs/representation.stats.html). The mutual exclusivity and cooccurrence analysis were performed using Gitools [274]. Data in the bar graph is represented
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as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and plotted using Graph Pad prism version 5. The significant
differences between selected two groups were estimated using unpaired Student t-test and Pvalue <0.05 was considered as a threshold for statistical significance.
4.3.14 Availability of supporting data
The

raw

sequence

data

has

been

deposited

at

the

ArrayExpress

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), hosted by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI),
under the following accession number: E-MTAB-3958: Whole transcriptome cell lines, EMTAB-4654: Whole transcriptome tissue samples, E-MTAB-4653: Whole exome sequencing
tumors tissue, E-MTAB-4618: Whole exome sequencing normal tissu

4.4 Result
4.4.1 Patient details
Fifty seven patient-matched normal early tongue cancer patient tumor were analyzed for
somatic mutations, copy number changes, differential expression and transcript fusions by
whole exome and transcriptome sequencing approach (Figure 4.1A,B). The clinicopathological
details for fifty-seven the cohort is detailed in Table 4.1. In brief, our cohort comprised of 72%
were male; 61% tobacco users; 80% chewers of either betel, tobacco, areca, or lime; and, 28%
smokers, with a median age of 45 years (range 25-72 years). 56% of all patients with pT1 and
pT2 staged tongue tumors were lymph node positive (n=32) at the time of registration. Primary
treatment modality for all the patients was surgery followed by radiation and chemotherapy
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alone or in combination with chemo-radiation therapy. None of the patients were positive for
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median survival duration for the cohort was 29 months (range 2-42 months). During this time
period, there were 9 recurrence, 6 metastasis, and 8 fatal events.

XVIII Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of Study overview of Tongue cancer
integrated analysis.
(A) Integrated analysis involves somatic point mutations and DNA copy number changes and
gene expression as well as transcript fusion identified from transcriptome sequencing. Somatic
mutations and DNA copy number changes were filtered against gene expressed in tongue
tumors to identify expressed alterations. (B) Sample distribution in different study such as
exome, transcriptome sequencing, and validation of copy number changes and transcript
fusions. The black and white filled boxes denotes patient sample included and excluded for
respective analysis, respectively. In the exome sequencing track, asterisk * denotes tumors
sample which were not included for variant analysis due to low coverage and/or poor
correlation with their matched normal based on SNP profiler analysis. The asterisk ** denotes
unpaired tumor sample.

4.4.2 Somatic variants in HPV-negative early tongue squamous cell carcinoma
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We performed whole exome sequencing of forty seven samples including early TSCC tumor
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a median coverage of 97x for tumor samples and 103x coverage for normal samples. Somatic
variants were called using Mutect [189] and GATK algorithm [232]. We identified a total of
2,969 somatic mutations across 19 TSCC patients (5 patients were excluded from further
analysis due to low coverage), which included 1,693 missesnse, 60 nonsense, 972 silent, 124
splice site as well as 120 indels. The aggregated non-silent mutation rate across the dataset was
4.12 per Mb, consistent with literature [125, 182]. The sequencing statistics and somatic
mutational features are provided in Table 4.5, Appendix II and Figure 4.2A-E.

XIV Table 4.5: Descriptive statistics of various types and number of mutations
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identified for individuals.
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XIX Figure 4.2: Various characteristic features of variants identified from whole exome
sequencing data.
(A) Pie-chart representation percent frequency of dbSNP, COSMIC, TMC-SNPdb, and novel
of variants identified in exome sequencing of early tongue tumors. (B) Distribution of number
and frequency of various substitutions in exome sequencing variants. Bar graph representation
of percentage frequency of transition and transversions in early tongue tumors. (C) Doughnut
plots representation of somatic coding and non-coding variants. (D) Variant classification of
somatic coding and non-coding variants. Bar plot representation of coding variants (left panel)
and non-coding variants (right panel) percentage frequency distribution in various types of
categories.

863 of 1,693 non-silent somatic variants across 767 genes were predicted to be deleterious
(Appendixes V). Further posterior filtering of these variants were performed by restricting to
33 genes found to be significantly mutated using IntOgen (Q-value ≤ 0.05) as potential driver

(8%), USP6 (8%); while, mutations in FANCA, HLA-A, PIK3CA, KMT2D and PDE4DIP were
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we observed recurrent mutations in TP53 (42%), NOTCH1 (20%), CDKN2A (12%), HRAS,
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variants (Table 4.6) [191]. Among the HNSCC hallmark genes reported in COSMIC database,
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observed as non-recurrent (Figure 4.3A). Overall the frequency of mutations observed in the
hallmark genes were consistent with COSMIC and TCGA HNSCC data with altered frequency
for TP53 and NOTCH1, but consistent with reports from ICGC-India (Gingivo-buccal) [125],
tongue from India and Asia [181, 182].

Number of
samples
7
6
6
6
6
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
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2
2
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30
30
30
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Symbol
TP53
ATP6V1A
RASSF1
P4HTM
BZRAP1
MCM8
HECTD4
NOTCH1
IDUA
TRIM39
BRD8
INTS2
USP49
LRRC37A3
CCNL2
SLC38A10
FBXL14
CDKN2A
MST1
SLC9A3R1
PKD1
CAMKK2
PAPSS1
CRIPAK
PLEKHH1
SRGAP2
BMS1
FKRP
COQ9
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XV Table 4.6: List of significantly mutated genes observed in TSCC patients.
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4E-02
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XX Figure 4.3: Identification of somatic mutations and DNA copy number changes in
HPV-negative early TSCC.
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Mutational features of early tongue squamous carcinoma samples (n=25) using whole exome
and transcriptome sequencing. Different clinicopathological factors such as; gender, age, tumor
stage, AJCC TNM stage and lymph node metastasis status and etiological factors such as
tobacco users are shown for each patient. The black solid boxes denotes gender: male, age: >45
years, tumor stage: pT1, AJCC-TNM stage: Stage I-II, Nodal status: positive and tobacco habit.
The white boxes denote gender: female, age: <45 years, tumor stage: pT2, AJCC-TNM stage:
Stage III-IV, Nodal status: negative and without tobacco habit. Grey filled boxes denotes no
information available. Samples ID’s with asterisk (*) denotes samples with transcriptome
sequencing. The ten HNSCC hallmark genes and cancer gene census (COSMIC) found to be
mutated in exome and transcriptome sequencing data, is arranged in decreasing order of percent
frequency. Black filled box denotes presence of a somatic mutation in the patient. Mutation
frequencies for the hallmark and cancer census genes observed in this study (n=25), COSMICHNSCC (n=>500) and TCGA-HNSCC (n=279) samples. The substitution frequencies
spectrum for each patient for whole exome sequencing data is shown. Percent frequency of
various types of SNVs and indels are shown. Different types of substitutions shown by different
shades. Somatic non-silent mutation rate/30Mb derived from whole exome sequencing data for
each tumor is shown.

The known mutational signature feature induced by tobacco is C:G > A:T transversion was
found to be represented in high fraction (53%) (Fig 4.2B), which is much higher than observed
in various cancers (15-26%) not associated with tobacco [275] and consistent with reports in
HNSCC [125, 135]. Two patients which were hypermutated showed high proportion of C>T
transition in CpG island, a known mutational signature due to overactivity of APOBEC family
genes induced by deamination of 5-methyl-cytosine to uracil described previously [128, 181].

4.4.3 Somatic Copy number alterations derived from whole exome sequencing data
We used Control-FREEC [265] and cghMCR package to identify genomic regions harboring
statistically significant copy number gains and losses relative to normal tissues. 440 amplified
and 2275 deleted regions genes were identified across 23 TSCC patients. 18 genes exhibited

(SHANK2, MMP16, TERT) and BOP1 (8q24.3). We have also observed large fraction of TSCC
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frequently amplified regions include 11q13.3 (CCND1, FGF19, ORAOV1, FADD); 5p15.33
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copy number greater than three (Figure 4.4, Appendix VI, Appendix VII). Among most
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samples harboring amplification of key hallmark genes; EGFR (33%), RICTOR (33%), PLEC
(33%), TERT (26%), TNK2 (26%), PIK3CA and SOX2 (22%), MYC (14%) and NOTCH1
(14%). Comparative analysis of amplified and deleted gene with previous HNSCC including
tongue cancer studies [125], TCGA-HNSCC [135], Vettore et al. [181]) and PanCancer [276]
revealed statistically significant overlap in the number of genes (Table 5.7).

XXI Figure 4.4: Somatic copy number alterations in early TSCC patients.
Overall view of Somatic DNA copy number changes identified using exome sequencing data.
Somatic DNA copy number gains and losses were generated using Segments-of-Gain-Or-Loss
(SGOL) scores across 23 TSCC patients. SGOL score is plotted (horizontal axis) for DNA
copy number gains (green) and losses (red) are plotted as a function of distance along with
human genome (vertical axis). Representative amplified and deleted regions are annotated for
HNSCC-associated genes and denoted by an arrow.

XVI Table 4.7: Comparison of amplified and deleted gene overlap for this study with
ICGC-India, TCGA-HNSCC and PanCancer study.
NA; not available. Asterisk (*); where only amplified genes were reported. Asterisk (**);
Representation factor was less than one so not relevant.
Additionally, we validated copy number changes in hallmark genes using qPCR (Figure 4.5).

contains genes implicated in cell cycle, cell death/NF-kB pathway and, consistent with
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<0.01); PIK3CA and SOX2 (P-value <0.001) in this study and TCGA-tongue tumors, which
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We observed significant co-amplification of CCND1, FGF19, ORAOV1, FADD (P-value
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previously described in HPV-negative HNSCC tumors [135, 138] (Figure 4.6A). Interestingly,
EGFR amplification was significantly mutually exclusive to CCND1, FGF19, ORAOV1 and
FADD amplification (P-value <0.01) including TCGA-tongue cohort (Figure 4.6A,C)[135],
suggesting unique molecular features associated in our study cohort. These novel genetic
associations could serve as pathognomonic alterations in HPV-negative early TSCC tumors.

XXII Figure 4.5: DNA copy number validation using qPCR.
The DNA copy number alterations were validated using qPCR. GAPDH gene was used as
reference to normalize the data in qPCR.The solid red filled; amplification, blue; deletion and
black; diploid and gray, could not be determined. Percentage frequencies for each gene are
denoted.
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XXIII Figure 4.6: Genetic association analysis of hallmark genes copy number
alterations and somatic variants in tongue tumors.
(A & B) Schematic representation of copy number alterations and mutation in hallmark genes
in tongue tumors in this study (n=23). (C) Schematic representation of copy number alterations
and mutation in hallmark genes in TCGA-TSCC cohort (n=79). The red filled box denotes
amplification, blue; deletion and black; mutations.

4.4.4 Differentially expressed genes derived from whole transcriptome sequencing data
We performed whole transcriptome sequencing of five adjacent normal and ten tumour tissue
samples to generate an average of 25 and 34 million paired end reads, respectively. Cufflinks

of these genes were validated by performing real time PCR for 6 genes across a set of 34
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with an average expression of 11824 (SD±606) genes per sample ≥1 FPKM. The expression
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[267], a transcript assembler, was used to perform reference guided assembly of the transcripts
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additional tongue cancer tumor samples and plotted against their expression in normal samples
(Figure 4.7).

XXIV Figure 4.7: Gene expression verification of expressed genes in transcriptome
using qRT-PCR.
Schematic representation of gene expression changes of candidate genes using qRT-PCR. The
relative fold change of gene expression in each tumor sample was calculated by normalizing
with respect to GAPDH and comparing with respective normal tissue sample. Asterisk (*)
denoting tumor for which transcriptome sequencing was performed. The genes found to be
expressed in transcriptome data were also identified in qRT-PCR analysis. The solid red filled;
up-regulated (≥2 fold change), blue; down regulation (≤0.5 fold change), and black; basal
(<1.99 - >1 fold change) and gray, could not be determined.

To identify the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in whole transcriptome dataset, we used
Cuffmerge and Cuffdiff method [267] and applied P-value ≤0.05 and log fold change 2 as a
cut-off to identify 739 significantly differentially expressed genes (Appendix VIII). Of the 739
DEGs identified, 561 genes were up-regulated and 178 genes were down-regulated across the
tumors. Gene set enrichment analysis (GESA) using MutSigDB [268] revealed an upregulation
of gene-sets primarily involved in epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) processes
(Appendix IX). Additionally, gene sets involved in cardiac muscle contraction, calcium
signaling pathway, and vascular smooth muscle contraction were found to be down regulated,
consistent with earlier findings [105, 277-280]. The expression of 7 differentially expressed
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same tumor samples (Figure 4.8).
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genes identified based on whole transcriptome analysis were validated by real time PCR in the
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XXV Figure 4.8: Gene expression verification of significantly differentially expressed
genes using qRT-PCR.
Schematic representation of gene expression changes in up-regulated genes. The relative fold
changes in each sample was calculated by normalizing with reference to GAPDH expression
and comparing with respective normal tissue sample. Transcriptome sequencing was carried
out for these tumors samples which are denoted in figure. The solid red filled; up-regulated (≥2
fold change), blue; down regulation (≤ 0.5 fold change), and black; basal (<1.99 - >1 fold
change) and gray, could not be determined.

4.4.5 Transcript fusion in HPV-negative early tongue squamous cell carcinoma
Next, we performed fusion transcript analysis of the whole transcriptome sequence data of five
normal, ten tumors and four primary tumor derived cell lines of Indian ethnicity (n=19)[281]
using Chimerascan [269] and observed a total of about 274 raw fusions per sample. Applying
three rounds of filters: discordant read pairs with spanning reads; fusions with <0.01 transcript
allele fraction (TAF) for both gene partners [270, 282]; and, depleting fusions occurring in
normal tissue (n=32) [283] (Figure 4.9A), a total of 242 unique transcript fusion events
affecting 416 genes were identified across the fourteen samples with 25±19 per sample,
consistent with TCGA- HNSCC (Appendix X ) [135]. Of 242 unique transcript fusion events,
9% (22/242) were inter-chromosomal fusion transcripts, while 91% (220/242) were intra-

in two or more samples; while, 76% were identified in a single sample (Figure 4.10C); and,
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(5’)-acceptor (3’) sites (Figure 4.10B); About 24% of potential fusion transcript were expressed
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chromosomal fusion transcripts (Figure 4.10A); 68% transcript fusions had appropriate donor
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62% of potential fusion transcripts were in-frame fusions (Figure 4.10D). Next, we compared
our data with fusion databases; ChimeraDB [284], ChiTaRS [285], FusionCancer [286], TICdb
[287], COSMIC[261], TCGA-Pan[270], TCGA-HNSCC[135], and recent study in HPVpositive HNSCC tumors by Guo et al [255]. We observed 48 unique transcript fusions overlap,
showing identical fusion transcript pair (Table 4.8).

XXVI Figure 4.9: The landscape of transcript fusion identified in early tongue tumors
and HNSCC cell lines.
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(A) Flow chart representation of various steps and filters applied such as spanning read support,
transcript allele fraction (TAF) and pseudogene and homology to identify and prioritize the
putative high confidence transcript fusions in the study. (B) Circos plot representation of highquality candidate fusions transcripts identified in tongue tumors. From outside to inside:
karyotype, Gene expression (TPM) and transcript fusions. Black lines track for gene
expression, fusion transcripts arc colored by their chromosome of origin.
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XXVII Figure 4.10: Characteristics features of transcript fusions.
A) The bar graph representation of different types of fusion transcripts identified in early
tongue tumors. Percentage frequency of each type of fusion is denoted at the top of bar graph.
B) Pie-chart representation of number and percent frequency of appropriate (donor (5’)acceptor (3’) relationships) and inappropriate (donor-donor or acceptor –acceptor) transcript
fusions. C) Pie-chart representation of number and percent frequency of private and recurrent
transcript fusions. D) Doughnut plot representation of number and percent frequency of reading
frame of fusion transcripts. The in-frame (continuous reading frame for translation) and outof-frame (reading frame with stop codon or truncation).

Among the 242 potential fusion transcripts, twelve high confidence fusion transcripts were

multiple samples or expressed at very high level. Next, we performed Sanger sequencing for
high confidence fusion transcript candidate using cDNA extracted from the samples to validate
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relationship; presence of reads spanning the junction region; and, those recurrent across
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selected based on following criteria: presence of appropriate donor (5’) and acceptor (3’)
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twelve fusion transcripts (including 5 novel fusion transcripts) across 44 paired primary tumors
and 4 primary tumor derived cell lines of Indian ethnicity [288] and identified recurrent fusion
transcripts such as CLN6-CALML4 (9/48), LRP5-UBE3C (7/48), RRM2-C2orf48 (7/48),
YIF1A-RCOR2 (6/48), POLA2-CDC42EP2 (4/48), SLC39A1-CRTC2 (2/48), BACH1-GRIK1
(2/48), EXT1-MED30 (2/48), while fusions NAIP-GTF2H2B, PSMD5-VAV2, CTSC-RAB38,
FTSJD2-BTBD9 were observed as non-recurrent (Figure 4.11A). Interestingly, LRP5-UBE3C
and FTSJD2-BTBD9 fusion transcripts could be confirmed even at the genomic DNA level in
NT8e and OT9 cell line, respectively, suggesting the origin of the fusion transcripts by genomic
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level rearrangements (Figure 4.11B).
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Bold highlighted transcript fusions denotes, which were also validated by Sanger sequencing
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XVII Table 4.8: Detail list of transcript fusions pair overlap with fusion databases
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(A) Schematic representation of twelve validated transcript fusions by RT-PCR followed by
Sanger sequencing confirmation in cohort 44 paired early TSCC tumors and 4 cancer cell lines
(n=92). The black filled denotes positive by Sanger sequencing and white for no event. The
percentage frequency is shown for each fusion transcript in the cohort. The sample name CL1,
CL2, CL3, CL4 denotes AW13516, OT9, NT8e and AW8507 cell lines, respectively. (B)
Representative Sanger sequencing chromatogram of twelve validated fusions using RT-PCR
followed by Sanger sequencing. For each transcript fusion, chromosome number and gene
name and the direction of gene involvement are shown as 5’ and 3’. Sequence traces spanning
the fusion breakpoint is shown and overlap of sequences between both the partner genes is
denoted using the dotted black line.
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XXVIII Figure 4.11: Validation of transcript fusions across 92 tongue samples
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4.4.6 Clinical correlation with hallmark genes mutated and transcript fusions in early
tongue cancer
The follow-up data were available for 49 of 57 cases in the cohort did not reveal any significant
association between clinical features such as age, gender, tumor stage, American Joint
committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM stage, nodal status, smoking, alcohol, tobacco usages with
mutations in HNSCC hallmark gene; TP53, NOTCH1, CDKN2A, CASP8, HRAS and PIK3CA
(Table 4.9). Of note, we observed 3 of 3 patients with HRAS mutation were tobacco chewers,
which is consistent with previous reports in Indian oral cancer patients [289, 290]. Clinical
correlation analysis with transcript fusions revealed significant correlation of RRM2-C2orf48
and YIF1A-RCOR2 transcript fusions tumor stage (P-value=0.006 and 0.05), where 3 of 4 and
2 of 2 pT1 tumor were positive, respectively (Appendix XI). In addition, SLC39A1-CRTC2
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fusions (3/3) were observed in stage I-II and node negative patients.
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XVIII Table 4.9: Clinicopathologic correlation of clinical features with HNSCC
hallmark gene mutation in early tongue cancer.

4.5 Discussion
A unique feature of TSCC from other subsites in oral cancer is that about 27-40% of patients
even at an early stage (pT1 or pT2) have nodal metastasis and may be undergoing a neck
dissection which further adds to morbidity and worse survival due to disease recurrence [44].
There is still an unmet need for reliable and robust prognostic biomarkers in early stage TSCC
to stratify the patients who are likely to have an adverse clinical outcome [44]. Here, we
describe the landscape of genomic alterations in a unique set of early staged HPV-negative

is currently underway. Since the cases were collected from 2010 to 2013, survival data of these
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transcriptome sequencing. Lack of survival data however is a major limitation of the study that
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tobacco or nut chewing tongue cancer patients, using whole exome sequencing and
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patients were far from maturity. Though several lines of distinct features underlie this study
attributing to unique aetiology, subsite, and specific population, which have been previously
described for HNSCC [138].
Firstly, the mutational profile of large fraction of patients display high frequency (53%) of C:G
> A:T transversion in exome sequencing data—a hallmark of tobacco usage—reflecting
tobacco as the most predominant etiological agent. We also observed enriched fraction of C>T
transition and C>G transversion, consistent with previous report in gingiva-buccal (ICGCIndia) and tongue tumors with tobacco chewing habit [125, 182]. The C>G transversions are
known to be caused by tobacco due to reactive oxygen species (8-oxoguanine lesions) and or
APOBEC family of cytidine deaminases genes overactivity induced by deamination of 5methyl-cytosine to uracil in CpG island as described previously [181].
Secondly, recent reports suggest presence of low frequency (~5%) of RAS mutations in tongue
tumors [181, 182]. However, we observed 12% HRAS mutation, which though were all tobacco
chewers, consistent with previous reports from the Indian population[290]. Similarly, unlike
previously reported, inactivating and low-frequency mutation in NOTCH1 in HNSCC [80, 125,
127, 135], most of mutations were missense, consistent with recent report in Asian population
and our report [257]. However, consistent with previous reports, frequent copy number
alterations including gains at 5p, 8q, 20q, 22q and 11q and losses at 1p, 5p, 6q, 7p and 21q
[125, 135, 181, 182] were significantly represented. Moreover, deleterious somatic variants in
HNSCC hallmark genes: TP53, NOTCH1, CDKN2A, CASP8, PIK3CA, USP6, MLL2, HLA-A,
FANCA, PDE4DIP, and FAT1 were also identified [181, 182]. Furthermore, significantly co-

previously described in other cancers [135, 138].
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mutually exclusive with EGFR amplification among HPV-negative early TSCC tumors, as
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occurring alterations in FADD CCND1, FGF19, and ORAOV1 (P<0.0001) were found to occur
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XIX Table 4.10: Detailed list of mutation frequencies across various previously
published studies for the genes identified in this study.

OT: Oral tongue, GB: Gingivo-buccal, OSCC: Oral squamous cell carcinoma

Thirdly, we identified and validated five novel somatic recurrent fusion transcripts: LRP5UBE3C, YIF1A-RCOR2, SLC39A1-CRTC2, BACH1-GRIK1, and EXT1-MED30 in HPV-

extra-cellular epidermal-growth factor-1 repeat (EGF-1) and HECT domain, respectively. In
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to be recurrent in 9 of 48 samples involve exon 1 of LRP5 and exon 6 of UBE3C, affecting
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negative early tongue cancer samples. Of these, LRP5-UBE3C fusion transcript that were found
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parathyroid tumor and breast cancers, a truncated version of LRP5 acts as a potential
therapeutic target required for the active Wnt signalling for tumor growth [291]. Similarly,
validated intra-chromosomal in-frame fusion YIF1A-RCOR2 transcript connects YIF1A
transcript to the sixth exon of REST corepressor 2 RCOR2, involving the SANT domain,
known to form complex with Histone demethylase Lysine-specific demethylase LSD1 and
mediate hedgehog signalling pathway [292]. Interestingly, clinical analysis suggests that
RRM2-C2orf48, YIF1A-RCOR2 was significantly correlated with early stage (pT1) and
SLC39A1-CRTC2 exclusively occurred in node negative and early stage (pT1) tongue tumors.
These fusions could potentially play a significant role to facilitate in diagnosis of early tongue
tumors. Further characterization is warranted to elucidate the biological significance of these
novel validated fusion transcripts. Moreover, consistent with previous reports, clinical
correlation in the current study does not reveal association of hallmark mutated genes (TP53,
NOTCH1, HRAS, and CDKN2A) with age or smoking habit younger [134, 293], however, there
was also a trend of frequent mutation in NOTCH1 and CDKN2A in older (>45 years) patients
as compared to younger (<45 years) TSCC patients.
In conclusion, we describe the portrait of genomic and transcriptomic alterations using whole
exome, transcriptome of HPV-negative early tongue cancer primary tumors to identified
known and novel variants, copy number alterations, gene expression changes and transcript
fusions that could play critical role potential driving role in early tongue tumors. We have
identified known and novel genes with somatic mutations and copy number alterations along
with recurrent fusion transcripts. However, insights about their specific role await validation
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followed by functional analysis of the alterations.
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5. Chapter 5. Notch Pathway Activation is Essential for Maintenance of Stem-like Cells
in Early Tongue Cancer
(as published in Oncotarget (2016),10.18632/oncotarget.10419)
5.1 Abstract
Background: Notch pathway plays a complex role depending on cellular contexts: promotes
stem cell maintenance or induces terminal differentiation in potential cancer-initiating cells;
acts as an oncogene in lymphocytes and mammary tissue or plays a growth-suppressive role in
leukemia, liver, skin, and head and neck cancer. Here, we present a novel clinical and functional
significance of NOTCH1 alterations in early stage tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC).
Material and Methods: We analyzed the Notch signaling pathway in 68 early stage TSCC
primary tumor samples by whole exome and transcriptome sequencing, real-time PCR based
copy number, expression, immuno-histochemical, followed by cell based biochemical and
functional assays.
Results: We show, unlike TCGA HNSCC data set, NOTCH1 harbors significantly lower
frequency of inactivating mutations (4%); is somatically amplified; and, overexpressed in 31%
and 37% of early stage TSCC patients, respectively. HNSCC cell lines over expressing
NOTCH1, when plated in the absence of attachment, are enriched in stem cell markers and
form spheroids. Furthermore, we show that inhibition of NOTCH activation by gamma

role of NOTCH1 in TSCC. Clinically, Notch pathway activation is higher in tumors of non-
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capacity, transformation, survival and migration of the HNSCC cells suggesting an oncogenic
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secretase inhibitor or shRNA mediated knockdown of NOTCH1 inhibits spheroid forming
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smokers compared to smokers (50% Vs 18%, respectively, P=0.026) and is also associated
with greater nodal positivity compared to its non-activation (93% Vs 64%, respectively,
P=0.029).
Conclusion: We anticipate that these results could form the basis for therapeutic targeting of
NOTCH1 in tongue cancer.
5.2

Introduction

Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) are the sixth most frequent malignancy
worldwide with more than 550,000 cases and around 300,000 deaths each year [1, 294]. Recent
large-scale genome wide studies have underscored a complex role of NOTCH1 as a candidate
tumor suppressor harboring inactivating mutation and deletions [80, 127, 295], as well as a
candidate driver of tumorigenesis harboring activating missense mutations and amplifications
[133, 296-298] in a context dependent manner in head and neck and other cancers [222, 299].
In addition, Notch signaling pathway is known to play a significant role in maintaining cancer
stem-like population of cells (CSCs) in several human cancers [295, 300-302]. Inhibition of
Notch signaling has been shown to prevent the formation of secondary mammospheres from
cell lines and primary patient samples [303]. However, pathogenesis and biological
significance of CSCs in HNSCC has not been well characterized. Targeted elimination of these
cells may provide a new insight in the etiology and treatment of head and neck cancer.
Interestingly, cancer stem cells share features with their role in the development of
tumorigenesis [304-306].

However, the biological significance of cancer stem-like cells

we examined the mutational landscape, copy number alterations and differential expression of
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To understand the role of Notch signaling pathway in early-stage (pT1-pT2) tongue tumors,
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(CSCs) in HNSCC has not been well characterized.
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receptor, ligands, modifiers and target genes of the Notch pathway, along with effect of genetic
and pharmacologic perturbation of Notch pathway on cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) features
of HNSCC cells.
5.3

Materials & Methods

5.3.1 Patient Samples
Tumor-normal paired samples were collected at Tata Memorial Hospital and Advanced Centre
for Treatment, Research and Education in Cancer (ACTREC), Mumbai. Sample set and study
protocols were approved by (ACTREC-TMC) Internal Review Board (IRB) and most of the
patients were recruited from 2010-2013 with a predefined inclusion criteria of early (pT1 and
pT2) stage. Percent tumor content was determined using hematoxylin and eosin based staining
by two independent pathologists which varied from 60 to 90%. Patient samples and
characteristics are provided in the Table 5.1.
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XX Table 5.1: The demographic and clinical characteristics of 68 tongue tumor samples
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5.3.2 DNA and RNA extraction
DNA from tongue primary paired normal-tumor tissue samples were extracted using DNeasy
Blood and tissue DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. DNA
was quantified using Nanodrop 2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and
DNA quality was checked by resolving on 0.8% agarose gel. Total RNA was extracted from
tongue primary paired normal-tumor samples and cell lines using RNeasy RNA isolation kit
(Qiagen) and Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) based methods and later resolved on 1.2% Agarose
gel to confirm the RNA integrity.
5.3.3 Exome capture and NGS DNA sequencing
Two different Exome capture kits were used to capture exome for different samples. The
TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit (Illumina) was used to capture 62Mb region of human genome
comprising of 201,121 exons representing 20,974 gene sequences, including 5'UTR, 3'UTR,
microRNAs and other non-coding RNA and NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome Library v3.0 was
also used to capture 64 Mb region of the human genome. Exome library preparation and
sequencing was performed as per manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 2 µg genomic DNA was
sheared using Covaris (Covaris Inc) for generating the fragment size of 200-300bp size. DNA
libraries were prepared from both the kits were quantified by qPCR using KAPA Library Quant
Kit (Kapa Biosystems) in ABI 7,900HT system (Life Technologies). Seven pmol of 6-plex
DNA library pool was loaded per lane on flow cell (Flow Cell v3) to generate clusters using
TruSeq PE (Paired-End) Cluster Kit v3-cBot-HS kit and clustered flow was sequenced for 201
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NGS facility.
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cycles on HiSeq-1,500 System (Illumina) using TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina) at in-house core
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5.3.4 Identification of Somatic Mutations from Exome Sequencing
Paired-end raw sequence reads generated were mapped to the human reference genome (build
hg19) using BWA v. 0.6.2 [230]. Mapped reads were then used to identify and remove PCR
duplicates using Picard tools v1.100 (http:broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Base quality score
recalibration and indel re-alignment performed and variants were called from each sample
separately using GATK 2.5-2 Unified Genotyper and MuTect v. 1.0.27783 [189]. Post
subtraction of variants from its paired normal, remaining variants was taken for further analysis
if they were having ≥5 altered reads. Furthermore, all samples variants were further filtered
against pooled normal variants database (n=62) to reduce the possibility of the germline
variation We further annotated variants using Oncotator v1.1.6.0 [234] and dbSNP v142
[107]and COSMIC database v68 [261] using an in-house developed script. Later, we
performed functional prediction tool based analysis for somatic non-synonymous variants
using nine different tools such as: dbNSFP v2.0 (includes SIFT, Polyphen2_HDIV,
Polyphen2_HVAR, LRT, Mutation Taster, Mutation Accessor and FATHMM) [307],
CanDRA v1.0 [263] and Provean v.1.1 [214]. Variants called deleterious in nature by at least
one software was taken for further analysis. We confirmed the identity of mutations by manual
visualization in IGV [308, 309].
5.3.5 Somatic Copy number analysis from Exome sequencing data
BAM files prepared for variant calling were used for copy number analysis using ControlFREEC [265]. Paired tumor-normal samples BAM files were fed into Control-FREEC along

of ratio of read count in a tumor to normal. Read count ratio was converted to copy numbers
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generated and normalized for GC content for each of the target region followed by computation
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with target region for Illumina and Nimblegen exome kits as bed file. Read count were
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followed by segmentation using lasso method. Segmented copy number data generated by
control-FREEC was further used for annotation and post-processing using R programming.
5.3.6 Transcriptome sequencing and data analysis
Transcriptome libraries for sequencing were constructed according to the TruSeq RNA library
protocol (Illumina). Briefly, mRNA was purified from 4 µg of intact total RNA using oligodT
beads and library preparation was done as per manufacturer’s instructions (TruSeq RNA
Sample Preparation Kit, Illumina). 7pmol of quantified cDNA libraries were loaded on
Illumina flow cell (v3) to generate clusters using TruSeq PE (Paired-End) Cluster Kit v3-cBotHS kit and clustered flow was sequenced for 201 cycles on HiSeq-1500 System (Illumina)
using TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3 and TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina) to generate at least 30
million reads per sample. Post sequencing, de-multiplexing was carried out on the basis of
index sequences using CASAVA (version 1.8.4, Illumina). Transcriptome data analysis was
performed using Tuxedo-suite pipeline [267]. In brief, alignment of short reads was done
against reference genome (hg19) using TOPHAT2 v. 2.0.8b [310] in which 95-99% of reads
were mapped to the reference genome. Cufflinks v.2.0.2 was used to find the expressed
transcripts in the data and quality control steps was performed using CummeRbund package
v2.0. All the actively expressed transcripts per samples were then binned by log10 (FPKM+1)
to differentiate the significantly expressed transcripts from the background noise and
transcripts represented by <0.1 log10 (FPKM+1) were filtered out from further analysis. Since
paired normal of these tumors cannot be obtained, we defined a significant change in
expression for those genes whose expression is higher (>80%) or lower (<20%) than the
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median expression as suggested [311].
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5.3.7 Analysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas Tongue cancer data
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset of HNSCC including DNA copy number dataset
(gistic2 threshold) from 452 HNSCC tumor tissue, RNA seq expression (Illumina HiSeq)
dataset from 541 HNSCC was downloaded from UCSC Cancer genome browser on 20th June
2014. Later, tongue cancer patient data for DNA copy number (n=126) and gene expression
(n=129 has been taken for further analysis. For expression and DNA copy number the median
centered RSEM counts and gene-level copy number estimates have been used, respectively
(n=126). Notch pathway genes (n=13) data has been retrieved and heatmaps were generated
using MeV 4.9.0. The RNAseq gene expression data has been retrieved for Notch pathway
genes (n=13) and raw data has been median centered using Cluster 3.0 software. The median
centered RSEM counts for each gene has been used to generate heatmap using MeV 4.9.0. Fold
change criteria was ≥1.5 fold change for upregulation, ≤1.499 fold change for down-regulation
and in between -1.5 to 1.499 fold change was denoted as a basal expression. DNA copy number
and Expression correlation analysis and clinical correlation analysis have been performed using
SPSS. P=value <0.05 was criteria for statistical significance.
5.3.8 Tissue processing
Surgically resected oral tumor tissues and matched nonmalignant (cut margins) adjacent tissues
were obtained from patients with informed consent after IRB approval from ACTREC. These
tissues were processed for paraffin embedding and sectioned at 4µm for H/E staining for
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evaluation of tumor.
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5.3.9 Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry was done following the standard protocol of DAKO Envision Flex.
Briefly, the slides were microwaved by incubating them for 10 minutes in high pH antigen
Retrieval Solution (DAKO;DM828), then allowed to cool to room temperature before rinsing
with Tris-buffered saline wash buffer (DAKO;DM831). Endogenous peroxidase activity was
blocked by incubating the slides for 20 minutes in 3% hydrogen peroxide (EnVision/HRP,
Dako). After rinsing in wash buffer, the sections were incubated for 3hours at room temperature
with the monoclonal human anti-activated Notch1 antibody (Cat.ab8925; dilution 1:50) in TrisHCl buffer antibody diluent (Dako; K8016). Slides were rinsed in wash buffer (DAKO;
DM831) and incubated for 90 minutes with peroxidase-labeled polymer conjugated to goat
anti-rabbit immunoglobulins (EnVision/HRP, Dako; SM801). The chromogenic reaction was
carried out with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine chromogen solution for 5 minutes, resulting in the
expected brown-colored signal. Finally, after rinsing with deionized water, the slides were
counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, mounted with toluene-based mounting medium
(Thermo Scientific Richard-Allan) and cover slip.
5.3.10 Immunohistochemical staining Analysis
Evaluation of immunohistochemical staining of activated Notch1 expression was scored as 0,
1+, 2+ and 3+. The percentage of cells with positive staining was scored from 0 to 4
(0=0% positive cells; 1: <10% positive cells; 2: 10-49% positive cells; 3: 50-80% positive
cells; 4: >80% positive cells) and staining intensity was scored from 0 to 3 (0, negative;
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were scored as 0, 3-5 as 1, 6-8 as 2 and 9-12 as 3.6
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1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong). The two scores were then multiplied. Final scores of 0-2
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5.3.11 Quantitative real-time PCR for Copy number analysis
Primers details used for copy number study has been provided in Table 5.2. All primers used
have been tested for their specificity by performing evaluative PCR as well as melt curve
analysis during quantitative real-time PCR. Amplification efficiency for all primer was tested
with series of dilutions (0.625 ng, 1.25 ng, 2.5 ng, 5 ng, 10 ng) of genomic DNA and PCR
amplification efficiency was ~97%(~R2=0.979) (Figure 4.1A,B). Based on above quality
control, 10 ng of genomic DNA per 10 µl reaction volume in triplicates were run on Light
cycler 480 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) twice independently and relative copy number
analysis was performed as described previously [204]. The threshold for calling high and low
copy number was ≥2.5 and ≤1.5, respectively and ≤2.5 and 1.5≤ ; diploid.
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XXI Table 5.2: Details of Primer sequences for Notch pathway gene used for DNA copy
number (CNV) and expression (EXP). 5’ and 3’ denoted forward and reverse
orientation of primer.
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XXIX Figure 5.1: Melt curve and
amplification efficiency analysis of
primers used for Copy number
analysis.
(A) Melt curve analysis of Notch
pathway genes. Distinct peak suggest
that primers are amplifying single
amplicon and less dimer formation.
(B) Amplification efficiency was
performed with series of dilutions of
genomic DNA.
5.3.12 Quantitative real-time RTPCR for expression analysis
Prepared cDNA was diluted 1:10 and
reaction were performed in 10µl
volume in triplicate. The melt curve
analysis was performed to check the
primer

dimer

or

non-specific

amplifications. Real-time PCR was
carried out using KAPA master mix
(KAPA SYBR® FAST Universal qPCR kit) in 10 µl volume in triplicate on Light cycler 480
(Roche, Mannheim, Germany) machine. All the experiments were repeated at least twice
independently. The data was normalized with internal reference GAPDH, and analyzed by
using delta-delta Ct method described previously The criteria were ≥2 fold change for
upregulation, ≤0.5 fold change for down-regulation and in between 1.99-0.501 fold change as
a basal expression. The details of all the primers used for expression analysis have been
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provided in Table 5.2.
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5.3.13 Cell culture
Cell lines established from different sub-sites of head and neck cancer: AW13516 from tongue,
NT8e from upper aero-digestive tract ,CAL27 cells from tongue [312] and partially
transformed cell line DOK (tongue) [313] were used in this study. AW13516 and NT8e were
acquired from Tata Memorial Hospital while CAL27 and DOK cells were procured from
ATCC and Sigma, respectively. All cells were grown in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium
(Pan biotech, Germany). Culture media was supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco, US), 1%
Penicillin-Streptomycin solution (Sigma) and maintained at 37°C in an incubator with 5%
CO2. DOK cells were grown with 5ug/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma) as a supplement.
Trypsinization was performed using 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Invitrogen) and freezing of cells
performed in 90 % FBS (Gibco, US) and 10% DMSO (Sigma) and were stored in liquid
Nitrogen for long term storage. All the cell lines were authenticated using a short tandem repeat
(STR) analysis kit (Gene Print v10, Promega, USA). The results are shown in Table 5.3.
5.3.14 Retrovirus Production, Infection and drug selection
Retroviral shRNA constructs were purchased from TransOMIC technologies, USA. Target
sequences

of

NOTCH1

shRNA

constructs:

CAGTGAGCGATGACTGCACAGAGAGCTCCTAT-3',
CAGTGAGCGATGGACGGACCCAACACTTACAT-3',

sh1
sh2

and

5'5'-

sh3

5'-

CAGTGAGCGAGACGAGGACCTGGAGACCAAAT-3'. 293T cells were seeded in 6 well
plates one day before transfection and each construct (pMLP Retroviral-puro) along with pCL-

0.45µM filter and stored at 4OC. Respective cells for transduction were seeded one day before
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(Invitrogen). The viral soup was collected 48 and 72 hours post transfection, passed through
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ECO and pVSVG helper vector were transfected using Lipofectamine LTX reagent
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infection in a six-well plate and allowed to grow to reach 50-60% confluency. One ml of the
virus soup (1:5 dilution) and 8µg/ml of polybrene (Sigma) was added to cells and incubated
for six hours. Cells were maintained under puromycin (Sigma) selection.
5.3.15 Overexpression of NOTCH1 and selection
The human full-length NOTCH1 (pcDNA-NOTCH1) [314] was obtained from ArtavanisTsakonas Laboratory (Havard Medical School) and activated NOTCH1 (pEGFP-NICD) [315]
constructs was obtained from Annapoorni Rangarajan (Indian Institute of Sciences (IISc),
Bangalore, India). Cells expressing pcDNA-NOTCH1 or pEGFP-NICD were generated by
transfection with 10µg of DNA using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) as per manufacturer’s
instructions. After 48hours, cells were cultures for 8-10 days in complete medium
supplemented with 1mg/ml of G418 for antibiotics selection of transfected cells or cells were
sorted based on GFP expression using BD FACSAria II. Pooled GFP sorted or antibiotics
selected cells were later used for oralsphere assay. In case of 293T cells, post 48hours
transfection cells were taken for RNA extraction and protein extraction for quantitative realtime PCR and western blot analysis, respectively.
5.3.16 Western blotting
Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (Sigma) and protein concentration was estimated using BCA
(MP biomedicals) method [208]. Forty microgram protein was separated on 10% SDS-PAGE
gel, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane and transfer was verified using Ponceau S (Sigma).
Later the blots were blocked in Tris-buffered saline containing 5% BSA (Sigma) and 0.01%

Sigma) antibody. The membranes were then incubated with corresponding secondary HRP-
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biotechnology), anti-activated NOTCH1 antibody (Abcam; ab8925) and anti-actin (A5316,
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Tween-20(Sigma) and were probed with full-length NOTCH1 (sc-6014-R, Santacruz
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conjugated antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) and the immune complexes were
visualized by Pierce ECL (Thermo Scientific, USA) according to manufacturer's protocol.
Western blot experiments were performed in triplicate.
5.3.17 Anchorage-independent Growth Assay
For analysis of growth in soft agar, 5 × 103 cells were seeded in triplicate onto a six-well dish
(Falcon) in 2 ml of complete medium containing 0.33% agar solution along with respective
treatments of GSI-XXI at 37°C in CO2 incubator. Ten images per well were photographed
after 21 days using inverted phase contrast microscope and colonies were counted manually.
5.3.18 MTT assay
A Thousand cells per well (six replicate per concentration) were seeded in 96-well plate
followed by incubation with the drug for 72 hours and subsequently incubated with MTT (0.5
mg/ml) for 4 hours. Later, MTT assay was performed and data was acquired at 570nm using
Microplate reader. Percentage cell viability was calculated against vehicle treated control.
5.3.19 Wound healing Assay
The cells were grown in 6 well plates to 95% confluency and were replaced with fresh medium
containing 5/ml mitomycin C (Sigma). After 2 hours incubation, the medium was discarded
and wounds were scratched with the help of sterile 10µl pipette tip. Cells were washed with
PBS to remove the detached cells post creating a wound. The cells were fed with fresh medium
and observed by time-lapse microscopy, and images were taken every 10 min for 20 hr.
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Migration was measured using Image J software.
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5.3.20 Oralsphere formation assay
Ninety-six hundred cells were seeded in 1.2 % agar coated 6-well plates supplemented with
stem cell media (recombinant EGF (20 ng/ml), human basic FGF (20 ng/ml), L-glutamine (2
mM), B-27 supplement and N2 supplement) and allowed to grow for 10 days. After every five
days media, additional media was supplemented. Five hundred cells from NT8e, AW13516
and CAL27 shRNA clones were seeded on an ultra-low adherent 96-well plate in stem cell
medium. Oralspheres were then cultured and maintained in low adherent 24-well plates.
Additionally, the parent NT8e, AW13516, and CAL27 cells were also checked for the spheroid
formation capacity upon 5 µM and 10 µM GSI-XXI administration using the same conditions.
5.3.21 ALDH activity and CD133 staining
The ALDH activity was checked using ALDEFLUOR™ detection kit (StemCell Technology,
01700) following the kit protocol and data was acquired on FACS Caliber and analysis was
carried out using CellQuest software. For CD133 staining was performed using CD133
(AC133) antibody (MACS Miltenyi Biotech) in FACS buffer for 15 min in dark at 4 °C. The
cells were then washed twice with staining buffer and acquired on FACS Caliber, BD
Biosciences.
5.3.22 β-Galactosidase activity staining
Ten thousand cells were seeded in 12 well plates in triplicates and next day, AW13516 cells,
vector control and overexpressing full length NOTCH1 were washed with 1X PBS and fixed

staining solution containing 20mg/ml of X-gal. Stained cells were microscopically analyzed
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at 25oC. Fixed cells then washed twice with 1X PBS and incubated for 8 hours with 0.5ml of
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with 0.5ml of fixative solution in the Abcam Senescence detection kit (Ab65351) for 10–15min
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using Olympus IX-71. Images were analyzed using Image J and percentage β-Galactosidase
positive cells were plotted.
5.3.23 Survival and Statistical analysis
The relative impact of Notch pathway alterations on disease free survival (DFS) of TSCC
patients was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier method [316] and was compared using the log-rank
test for statistical significance. Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or
standard error (SE). Significant differences between selected two groups were estimated using
unpaired Student t-test using Graph Pad prism version 5. Statistical significance was set at p ≤
0.05. Pearson correlation analysis and chi-square tests were performed in IBM SPSS statistics
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software version 21 for correlation analysis.
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5.4

Results

All the samples with available genomic DNA were tested for the presence of HPV using
MY09/11 PCR and E6 transcript PCR primers. 40 of 71 samples analyzed, all were found to
be HPV negative. Where exome sequence was available, the absence of HPV was re-confirmed
using HPVDetector, as previously described [150]. TSCC samples of Indian origin to be HPV
negative is consistent with other studies [317-319].
5.4.1 Notch pathway is activated in early TSCC patients
To characterize somatic alterations across 48 genes of Notch signaling pathway in 29 earlystage (T1-T2) tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC) patient-derived tumors, we analyzed
23 paired whole exome and 10 whole transcriptome tongue cancer tumor sequencing data, as
detailed in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2A. Fourteen mutations were observed in 7 genes across 12
of 22 samples (Appendix IV). Of note, inactivating NOTCH1 mutation (4%) were found at a
lower frequency in our sample set than that reported from the Caucasian population [80, 127,
320] but consistent with similar finding from a recent Asian study [181, 296].
In further contrast to Caucasian population, we observed Notch family receptors, ligands, and
downstream effector genes were amplified or over expressed in 59% samples (17 of 29
patients) based on copy number variations called from whole- exome and whole- transcriptome
data. To extend and validate these findings, we performed real-time quantitative PCR to
estimate DNA copy number and transcript levels, along with an immunohistochemical analysis
of Notch pathway components in paired tumor-normal samples from tongue cancer patients.

our analysis of the TCGA TSCC data set (n=126) (Figure 5.2B,C), not reported earlier. Also,
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of NOTCH1 transcripts was observed in 16 of 45 samples (Figure 5.3B, C)-- consistent with
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We found somatic amplification at NOTCH1 in 12 of 38 tumors (Figure 5.3B); overexpression
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samples harboring amplification at NOTCH1 (P value <0.001) and DLL4 (P value <0.001)
showed significantly higher expression of transcript as compared to no amplification. (Figure

(A) Study overview for Notch pathway genes in this study. Filled black box denotes sample
was analyzed. (B) The TCGA DNA copy number data analysis of tongue cancer patients
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XXX Figure 5.2: Study overview and Notch pathway genes copy number and expression
analysis in TCGA tongue tumors data.
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5.2D and Figure 5.4).
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(n=126) for Notch pathway genes. Data for Notch pathway genes (n=13) for tongue cancer
patients has been retrieved. In the dataset gene-level copy number estimated values to -2,1,0,1,2, representing homozygous deletion, single copy deletion, diploid normal copy, lowlevel copy number amplification, or high-level copy number amplification and heatmap were
generated using MeV 4.9.0. Colors denotes: Red; high copy number, green; low copy number
and black; diploid normal copy. C) The Expression data analysis of tongue cancer patients
(n=126) for Notch pathway genes. Colors denotes: Red; higher expression, green; lower
expression and black; no change. D) Box plot representation of NOTCH1 and DLL4 gene
harboring DNA copy number gain in tongue tumor samples and their respective changes in
gene expression was plotted. T, denotes Tumor and + and – denotes with and without DNA
copy number gain or diploid. P value was calculated by unpaired student t-test, two sided
considering P value ≤0.05 as threshold for statistical significance.

Consistent with amplification and over expression of Notch pathway components,
Immunohistochemical analysis for activated NOTCH1 intracellular domain (NICD) in a set of
50 patients indicated strong immunoreactivity for active Notch signaling present in 40% tumor

(A) Schematic representation of somatic mutation, copy number changes and expression
changes identified in Notch pathway genes (n=48) using whole exome and transcriptome
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XXXI Figure 5.3: Activation of Notch pathway in early stage tongue squamous cell
carcinoma.
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samples (Figure 5.3D-E, Figure 5.5A-C).
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XXXII Figure 5.4: Pearson Correlation analysis of DNA copy number and expression
changes.
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sequencing. Red filled; copy number gains, Yellow; high transcript expression, blue; copy
number loss and low transcript expression, black; mutation, white; no events, grey; transcript
not detected and black borderline boxes ;any two events. Thick black line denoting separation
of samples with exome and transcriptome sequencing. (B) Schematic representation of DNA
copy number alteration of Notch pathway genes in a cohort of 41 paired tumor samples
estimated by quantitative real-time PCR. Red blocks; high copy number, blue; low copy
number, black; diploid and grey color; experiment could not be done or data could not be
acquired. (C) Schematic representation of gene expression of Notch signaling pathway and its
downstream targets in the cohort of 44 paired tongue tumor samples. Colors denotes: Red;
upregulation, blue; down regulation, black; basal expression and grey color; experiment could
not be done or results could not be acquired. (D) Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed
for activated NOTCH1 in paired normal and tongue tumor samples (n=50). Brown color
indicates positive expression. Representative IHC stained photomicrographs from normal and
tongue tumor samples are shown. Scale bar, 100µM; corresponding H&E stained slides are
shown in the upper panel. (E) Tabular representation for quantification of activated NOTCH1
immunostaining data. Significant differences of IHC staining scores between normal and tumor
were estimated using the Chi-square test.
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Pearson Correlation analysis was performed in SPSS for DNA copy number and gene
expression changes. Using Pearson correlation coefficient (R2) obtained from SPSS analysis,
the heatmap and clustering was performed in MeV software for three comparisons. (A and D)
DNA copy number to DNA copy number, (B and E) Gene expression to gene expression and
(C and F) DNA copy number to gene expression. A, B & C for TCGA cohort and D, E and F
for our TSCC cohort.

XXXIII Figure 5.5: Activated NOTCH1 immunohistochemistry in TSCC tumor
samples.
(A) Representative images of different scoring pattern is shown: 0 or 1; no or weak, 2;
moderate, 3; strong staining. (B) Pie chart representation of immunohistochemical score of
activated NOTCH1 staining. (C) Schematic representation of immunohistochemical scores of
IHC slides. Immunostaining scores obtained from each sample is indicated.

5.4.2 Expression of NOTCH1 is required for survival, migration and stemness of TSCC
tumor cells
To assess the functional significance of Notch pathway activation, we asked if the expression
of NOTCH1 is essential for survival, migration and stem-like feature of HNSCC cells in vitro.
First, we checked for the presence of Notch pathway transcript expression by real-time PCR

of NOTCH1 as compared to AW13516 and DOK cells (Fig. 5.6A, B). Next, we tested a series
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(NT8e, AW13516, CAL27 and DOK) [281]. NT8e and CAL27 cells showed higher expression
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and western analysis of NOTCH1 protein using multiple head and neck cancers cell lines
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of shRNA constructs to knockdown NOTCH1 in these cells. The knockdowns were confirmed
by western blot analysis for NOTCH1 (Fig. 5.7A) and quantitative real-time PCR for NOTCH1
and its target gene HES1 (Supplementary Fig. 5.6C). We identified two shRNA clones sh1 and
sh2 that efficiently knocked down expression of NOTCH1 compared to scrambled (SCR).
Knock down of NOTCH1 inhibited cell survival (Fig. 5.7B), anchorage-independent growth
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XXXIV Figure 5.6: Western blot and quantitative real time PCR analysis based analysis
of Notch pathway and effect of GSI-XXI on HNSCC cells.
(A) qRT-PCR based analysis of NOTCH1 transcript expression in NT8e, CAL27 and
AW13516 cells. + & - denotes presence and absence of transcript, respectively. N1, J1 and D1
denotes NOTCH1, JAG1, and DLL1 transcripts (B) Western blot analysis of NOTCH1
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(Fig. 5.7C), in NT8e and CAL27, and migration in NT8e (Fig. 5.7D).
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expression in HNSCC cells. The NOTCH1 indicated in the upper panel. Lower panel denotes
loading control, blotted for Actin. (C) Quantitative real time PCR analysis based knockdown
confirmation of NOTCH1 and HES1 in NT8e and AW13516 cells. (D) Western blot analysis
of activated Notch1 (NICD) after gamma secretase inhibitor (XXI) treatment post 48 hours and
actin was used as loading control. (E) Cell lines were treated with different concentration of
GSI-XXI for 48 hours and MTT assay was performed. Percent cell survival for individual cell
lines was calculated and plotted using GraphPad prism version 5. Unpaired Student-t-test, two
sided was used for calculating P value. Data is shown as mean ± SE. P-value is denoted as, **
; P value < 0.001 versus untreated.; * denote P < 0.05 versus untreated.
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(A) shRNA constructs used to knock down NOTCH1 expression in NT8e, AW13516, and
CAL27 cells. Anti-NOTCH1 immunoblot shows that hairpins knock down to varying extents
in different cells. Actin is included as a loading control. SCR, scrambled hairpin used as a
negative control. (B) Infection with 2 of 3 independent hairpins (shNOTCH1#1 and
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XXXV Figure 5.7: shRNA mediated knockdown and inhibition of NOTCH1 inhibits
transformation, survival and migration of HNSCC cells.
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shNOTCH1#2) inhibited cell survival of NT8e and CAL27 cells expressing higher NOTCH1
levels as compared to the AW13516 cells-- as assessed by plotting total cell count on day 6
compared to day 2, normalized against cells infected with SCR. (C) Infection with independent
hairpins inhibit soft agar colony formation by the NT8e and CAL27 cells expressing higher
NOTCH1 levels compared to the AW13516 cells (upper panel). Colonies were photographed
after 3 weeks (Magnification: ×10). Bar graph representation of soft agar colony formation
(lower panel). (D) Wound healing assay of knockdown clones of NT8e, CAL27 and AW13516
cells. NT8e cells with highest migration potential was most significantly inhibited following
infection with shNOTCH1 constructs. Percent inhibition of migration was calculated after 20
hours of wound incision. (E) Representative images of soft agar colony formation (upper panel)
and bar graph representation of soft agar colony formation post gamma secretase inhibitor
(GSI-XXI) treatment in HNSCC cell lines (F) Wound healing assay of NT8e, CAL27 and
AW13516 cells were performed post GSI-XXI inhibitor as indicated concentration and %
migration was calculated after 20 hours of wound healing. UT; Untreated. Experiment was
performed in triplicate and colonies were counted and shown as mean ± SD and P value is
denoted as *; P < 0.01, **; P < 0.001, ***; P < 0.0001 versus non-targeting shRNA.
Experiments were repeated two times independently.

Expression of NOTCH1 and its pathway genes maintains cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) in
various tumors, as determined by their ability to form spheroids and expression of molecular
markers ALDH1, CD133 and CD44 [321, 322]. An in vitro spheroid assay formation was
performed to examine the cancer stem cell population (CSCs) in HNSCC cell lines (NT8e,
CAL27, AW13516, and DOK) expressing a variable level of NOTCH1 expression (Figure
5.6B). As shown in Fig. 3A, following 10 days of incubation in undifferentiating stem cell
media, NOTCH1 over expressing NT8e cells showed a higher number of oralspheres with 32%
and 0.21% NT8e cells for cancer stem-like cells molecular marker such as ALDH and CD133,
respectively. Similarly, Cal27 cells also showed a significantly higher number of oralspheres
with 13.5% and 1.59% CAL27 cells positive for ALDH and CD133 (Figure 5.8B,C). In
contrast, AW13516 cells expressing comparatively lower NOTCH1 levels showed a reduced
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spheroid formation capacity with 0.34% ALDH positive and 0.12% CD133 positive while
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To test whether a high fraction of the NT8e population constitutes the stem-like cells, we sorted
NT8e cells in ALDH positive and ALDH negative fraction and assessed the sphere-forming
efficiency (Figure 5.9A). With subsequent passaging, the cells form ALDH negative
population could not maintain their spheroid formation capacity while the ALDH positive
population retained their self-renewal capacity demonstrating that indeed NT8e possess high
ALDH positive cells are showing cancer stem-like cells features (Figure 5.9B, C). NOTCH1
knockdown clones showed significant reduction in oralsphere formation ability with
concomitant decrease in ALDH positive cells in NT8e and AW13516 cells as compared to
scrambled (SCR) cells (Figure 5.8D,E), highlighting their dependency on NOTCH1 expression
with concomitant decrease in ALDH positive population of cells, thus regulating and
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promoting the survival of HNSCC CSCs.
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XXXVI Figure 5.8: Notch pathway is essential for cancer stem-like property of HNSCC
cells.
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(A) Oralsphere formation capacity of HNSCC cells. Representative images of oralsphere are
shown in HNSCC cells. Oralsphere (>75µm size) were counted manually in triplicate via
visualization under microscope and data was represented as Mean± SD. (B) and (C) Analysis
of cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) marker ALDH and CD133 in HNSCC cells. Percentage
ALDH positive cells were calculated against DEAB control. (D) Representative images of
oralsphere are shown in scrambled (SCR) and different shRNA clones (sh1, sh2 and sh3) of
NT8e and AW13516 cells. Oralsphere formation assay was performed in triplicate and
counting was done by observing under phase contrast microscope and data was represented as
Mean± SD. (E) ALDH staining for shRNA mediated knockdown clones and GSI-XXI
treatment in HNSCC cells, respectively. Percentage ALDH positive cells were calculated
against DEAB control. (F & G) Representative images of oralsphere post GSI-XXI treatment.
NT8e and AW13516 cells post respective concentration treatment and ALDH positive cells.
Number of oralsphere were counted and represented as Mean± SD. ALH staining for shRNA
mediated knockdown clones and GSI-XXI treatment in HNSCC cells, respectively. Percentage
ALDH positive cells were calculated against DEAB control P-value *; ≥ 0.05 was considered
as threshold for significance. All the above experiment were performed by at least two times
independently by separate individuals.
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XXXVII Figure 5.9: Oralsphere formation assay of ALDH positive NT8e cells.
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(A) Representative FACS analysis of ALDH activity. The ALDH positive and ALDH negative
fractions in NT8e cells was determined by Aldefluor assay. Percentage ALDH positive and
ALDH negative fractions are indicated at gated area. (B) Representative images of the
oralsphere formation of ALDH sorted fractions of NT8e cells taken at every passage at 20X
magnifications. The sphere-forming efficiency was assessed for ALDH positive and ALDH
negative fractions. Cells were grown under anchorage-independent cell culture media and
sphere were counted on day 6 as indicated in material and methods section. (C) Quantitative
representation of sphere-forming ability of ALDH-sorted fractions of NT8e cells taken at every
passage. Bar-graph reflects the means and SDs of three independent experiments. Results were
considered statistically significant if, P- value <0.05 (* p<0.05, ** p <0.01).
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Next, we attempted to overexpress activated NOTCH1 and full-length NOTCH1 in AW13516
cells and checked for the sphere forming efficiency. Activated NOTCH1 form more number of
spheres as compared to vector control cells post 5 days (Figure 5.10A-E). However, given that
AW13516 cells are HPV negative [150] and harbor wild-type p16INK4A and mutant Tp53
[281], ectopic expression of full-length NOTCH1 or NICD led to continuous cell death and
senescence mediated growth arrest (Figure 5.10, F,G), as described earlier [323-325].
4.4.3 Notch pathway inhibitors block stem-like feature, proliferation, and survival of
HNSCC cells over expressing NOTCH1
Finally, we investigated whether pharmacological inhibition of Notch pathway activation
would be effective against HNSCC cell lines over expressing NOTCH1. Treatment of the
NT8e, CAL27, AW13516 and DOK HNSCC cell lines with gamma secretase inhibitor (GSIXXI) that abolished the presence of activated NOTCH1 (Figure 5.6D) that resulted in
significant reduction in soft agar colony formation (Figure 5.7E) and cell survival (Figure 5.6E)
as compared to vehicle treated in NT8e and CAL27 cells but not AW13516 cells. Additionally,
the migration potential of NT8e cells was significantly inhibited by GSI-XXI, consistent with
our observation using shRNA knockdown based approach (Figure 5.7F). Similarly, marked
decrease in spheroid forming ability and ALDH expression in NT8e and AW13516 cells was
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observed post GSI-XXI treatment (Figure 5.8F, G).
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(A) Representative images of AW13516 cells transfected with vector control (pEGFP-N2) and
NICD (pEGFP-NICD) and images were acquired at 20X magnification post 2 and 6 days of
transfection. Cell growth arrest was observed in NICD-GFP transfected cells as compared to
vector control. (B) Western blot analysis of NICD-GFP expression in 293T cells post 48 hours
of transfection. Endogenous NICD is shown at ~90 kDa and exogenous (NICD-GFP) at ~120
kDa. Actin was used as loading control. Overexpression was observed in NICD-GFP
transfected cells. (C) Representative images of oralsphere formation ability of AW13516 cells
overexpressing NICD-GFP. AW13516 cells sorted using GFP were seeded for oralsphere assay
for growing under anchorage-independent cell culture media and images were acquired post 6
days at 20X magnification. (D) Quantitative bar graph representation of sphere-forming ability
in AW13516 cells overexpressing NICD-GFP cells. (E) Full length NOTCH1 overexpression
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XXXVIII Figure 5.10: Effect of NOTCH1 overexpression on AW13516 cells.
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confirmation in 293T cells. Left panel: Quantitative real-time PCR analysis of full length
NOTCH1 transcript expression in 293T cells. Right panel: Western blot analysis of full length
NOTCH1 overexpression in 293T cells post 48 hours of transfection. (F) Representative
images of AW13516 cells transfected with vector control (pcDNA-vector) and full-length
NOTCH1 (pcDNA-NOTCH1) and images were acquired at 20X magnification two days post
neomycin selection. Cell growth arrest was observed in full-length NOTCH1 transfected cells
as compared to vector control. (G) NOTCH1 induced senescence observed in AW13516 cells
using β-Galactosidase activity staining assay. Left panel: Representative image of βGalactosidase positive (indicated by black arrow, in blue color) AW13516 cells overexpressing
full length NOTCH1 (day 15 post neomycin selection). Right panel: Quantitative bar graph
representation of percentage β-Galactosidase positive cells in AW13516. Results were
considered statistically significant if, P- value <0.05 (* p<0.05; *** p<0.0001).

5.4.4 Activation of Notch pathway correlates with node positive and non-smoker TSCC
patients
Of particular significance is the correlation between clinicopathological characteristics and
overall Notch pathway activation: immuno-histochemical based expression of activated
NOTCH1 intracellular domain NICD (χ²=7.10, P=0.029), amplification at DLL4 (χ²=7.5,
P=0.023), and transcript over expression of Notch pathway effector genes HEY2 (χ²=9.8,
P=0.007) and HES5 (χ²=5.71 P=0.057) significantly correlated with lymph node metastases
(Table 5.3) and poor prognosis (Figure 5.11A). Interestingly, this was consistent also with our
analysis of the TCGA tongue cancer patient dataset (Figure 5.11B), and with other cancers

XXII Table 5.4: Clinical correlation analysis of Notch pathway alterations.
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[322, 326, 327].
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All clinical correlation analysis were performed in SPSS and significant alterations has been
presented in the table. Patient’s samples showing strong and moderate staining of activated
NOTCH1 was considered as having activated Notch signaling. N; Number of samples, Up;
upregulation, Down; downregulation. Chi-square test was used to calculate statistical
significance. Significant P-value are highlighted in bold font. P-value ≤ 0.05 was considered
as threshold for significance. + denotes; marginally significant.
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XXXIX Figure 5.11: Survival data of patient harboring NOTCH1 and DLL4 alterations.
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(A) Survival duration and clinical features representation of patients which met fatal event and
their status for NOCH1 and DLL4. The black filled box denotes positive and while for negative.
Immunohistochemistry staining score are denoted in number, 1; weak, 2; moderate, 3; strong
staining of activated NOTCH1. (B) Disease-free survival analysis by immunohistochemistry
defined NOTCH1 activation in tongue cancer patients. Patients were followed up and diseasefree survival (DFS) analyzed by Kaplan–Meier survival analysis and survival difference was
compared using log- rank test for statistical significance. There was no statistically significant
difference in DFS between patients with activated vs non-activated NOTCH1 status; however
the sample size is underpowered to detect significant difference. Numerically, the patients with
activated NOTCH1 tumors has an inferior DFS as compared to those with NOTCH1 nonactivated tumors. (C) Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of TSCC patients with or
without DLL4 amplification. Survival analysis of tongue cancer patients with and without
DLL4 amplification in TCGA- tongue cancer. AMP; amplified and NAMP; not amplified.
Death of patients was taken as end point of analysis and P value ≤0.05 was considered as
threshold for statistical significance.
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XXIII Table 5.5: Details of correlation between clinicopathologic features of tongue
cancer patients by IHC defined activated NOTCH1 status.

Clinicopatholog
ic features

Variable

Age

<45
years
>45
years

Sex

AJCC Stage

Alcohol

Tobacco

N (%
along the
column)

22 (45%)
27(55%)

Activated NOTCH1 staining
(n=49) N (% along row)
Strong and
Moderate
Weak (n=7)
(n=42)
18(82%)

Pvalue*

4(18%)
0.68

24(89%)

3(11%)

Male

33(67%)

30(91%)

3(9%)

Female

16(33%)

12(75%)

4(25%)

I-II

19 (38%)

13(68%)

6(32%)

III-IVA

30 (61%)

29(97%)

1(3%)

No

35 (71%)

29(83%)

6(17%)

Yes

14 (29%)

13(93%)

1(7%)

No

20 (41%)

16(80%)

4(20%)

Yes

29 (59%)

26(90%)

3(10%)

0.19

0.01

0.65

0.42

Highlighted P-value are statistically significant or marginal significance. * Fisher-exact test

In addition, NOTCH1 expression significantly correlated with a non-smoking habit of patients
(χ²=7.325, P=0.026), where 12 of 24 non-smokers patients derived tumors showed
upregulation of NOTCH1 transcript, consistent with previously described NOTCH1
upregulation in non-smokers in other diseases including lung adenocarcinoma [328-330]. We
also observed a significant correlation with AJCC (American Joint committee on Cancer) TNM
tumor staging wherein stage III-IVA showed increases activation of NOTCH pathway

cohort, as represented in Table 5.5. Next, we performed an interim analysis and assessed
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(χ²=7.84, P=0.02). However, no statistically significant correlation was observed between the
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disease-free survival (DFS) by IHC defined activated NOTCH1 (strong and moderate staining)
status vs non-activated NOTCH1 (weak or no staining) status. DFS was defined as time interval
between the date of registration and the date of first documented evidence of relapse at any site
(local, regional, metastatic, or secondary primary) or death from any cause, whichever earlier.
There was no statistically significant difference was observed in tumors with activated
NOTCH1 compared to those with non-activated NOTCH1 tumors, as shown in Supplementary
Figure 5.11A-C.
Taken together, we present a novel clinicopathological correlation such that expression of
Notch pathway components and activated NOTCH1 levels predispose TSCC patients to lymph
node metastasis, and that non-smokers TSCC patients tend to have higher NOTCH1 levels as
compared to smokers. Clinically, determination of NICD by immuno-histochemistry could be
a good predictor of nodal status. This could be a biomarker to predict lymph node metastasis
for therapeutic utility among early stage tongue cancer patient to help patient stratification for
treatment [44, 110].
4.5 Discussion
We demonstrate that 40% TSCC tumors have strong Notch pathway activation and that this
property may be important in the maintenance of stem cell component in these tumors. Genetic
or chemical perturbation of NOTCH pathway using shRNA and GSI-XXI showed decrease
soft agar colony formation, migration potential and cancer stem-like features of HNSCC cells,
highlighting their dependency on NOTCH1 expression. Thus, targeted elimination of these

features in several cancer types [133, 295, 297, 331, 332]. Interestingly, genetic determinants
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cells may provide a new lead in treatment of head and neck cancer. These findings are
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of cancer stem cells share features with their role in the development of tumorigenesis [306].
These findings are consistent with reports where Notch signaling has been shown to be required
for stem cell-like features in several cancer types, including HNSCC [333, 334].
Clinically, NOTCH1 transcript expression significantly correlate with non-smoking habit of
patients, consistent with previous reports in other pathological conditions including lung
adenocarcinoma [328-330]; lymph node metastasis in tongue cancer correlate with poor
prognosis and survival of the patients, thus activated NOTCH1 could serve as a reliable marker
to predict lymph node metastasis [44]. Moreover, AJCC TNM tumor stage III-IVA
significantly correlates with activation of Notch pathway as compared to stage I-II, consistent
with reports in HNSCC [331]. The sample size in this study, however, is underpowered to reach
the statistical significance for survival data. No significant difference was observed in diseasefree survival of the patients with IHC defined activated NOTCH1 tumors as compared to nonactivated NOTCH1.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that a considerable fraction of TSCC tumors has upregulated
Notch pathway and that this property may be important for the maintenance of stem cell
component in these tumors. And that, NOTCH1 could be a potential therapeutic target in these
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patients.
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Gene expression meta-analysis identify MMP10-miR-944 axis in early tongue

cancer tumors
6.2

Abstract

Background: Nodal metastases status plays a decisive role for choice of treatment in early
stage tongue squamous cell cancers; about 70% patients may be spared from surgery with
accurate prediction of negative pathological lymph node status. However, there is an unmet
need for prognostic biomarkers to stratify the patients who are likely to develop metastases.
Material and Methods: We performed whole transcriptome sequencing of 18 early primary
tongue samples. Gene expression meta-analysis was carried out for 253 tongue cancer samples
for transcriptomic alterations, integrating 4 published with our datasets. Candidate genes and
miRNAs were validated using qPCR and immuno- histochemical analysis in an extended set
of 50 early primary tongue cancer samples.
Results: Gene expression meta-analysis of 5 data sets derived from 253 tongue cancer samples
including our whole transcriptome data of 18 samples identified metastatses-related pathways
to be significantly upregulated, involving 9 matrix metalloproteases. Our qRT-PCR and
immuno- histochemical analysis confirmed the overexpression of MMP10 in an additional set
of 50 early primary tongue tumor samples. Further, we analyzed for negative expression
correlation of 7 miRNAs that were predicted to target MMP10 across 21 tumor samples. Of
these, we identify miR-944, a novel miRNA, to regulate MMP10 expression by targeting
MMP10 3’UTR using luciferase assay. In overall, we present the first systematic expression
profiling of MMP10 - miR-944 axis in early primary tongue cancer samples.

tongue cancer patients.
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Conclusion: The experimental validation of MMP10- miR-944 interaction and their negative
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Introduction

Oral cavity cancer is the sixth leading cause of cancer worldwide and in India, it is a major
health problem and accounts for over 30% of all cancers [153, 335]. Tongue squamous cell
carcinoma (TSCC) cases comprises of two-thirds of all cancer cases in HNSCC and regarded
as a biologically unique entity compared to other sub-sites affected with cancer [162, 163].
There has been few studies describing the gene expression profile of advanced stage TSCC
tumors using microarray approach and identified CDK1, NDRG1, ADAM15, CDC7, MMP9,
TNFRSF8, NPM and CHES1 as biomarker for oral cancer progression [336, 337]. Additionally,
there have been several studies describing the identification of microRNAs (a class of noncoding RNA acts as posttranscriptional regulators) as promising molecular biomarkers in
diagnosis and prognosis of various cancers including oral cancer [338-340]. Several oncogenic
(miR-21, miR-155, miR-106b-25, miR-130b and others) and tumor suppressive (miR-1, Let -7,
miR-29s, miR-375, miR-99a, miR-99b, miR-100 and others) microRNAs have been described
in oral cancer [338, 339, 341, 342]. However, the reproducibility of the gene expression profiles
have been poor possibility due to biological, technical and experimental differences leading to
difficulty in translation of these biomarkers for clinical benefit [343, 344]. Growing highthroughput data archives such as Gene Expression Omnibus, TCGA and ICGC repositories
allows to apply the meta-analysis approaches in the gene expression studies previously done
independently across different platforms to identify high confidence markers which would have
clinical applicability [345]. Meta-analysis studies in HNSCC and few in TSCC has led to
identification of robust molecularly defined sub-types which could improve the patient

sources to analyse 255 tongue cancer samples for transcriptomic alterations. We identify a
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selection and design better therapeutic strategies [280, 346-349].
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robust gene expression profile of differentially expressed genes involving matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs) that are known to mediate tumor invasion and metastasis as
underlying events leading to tumor dissemination. Of 9 MMPs identified, we show MMP10 is
regulated by miR-944 and overexpressed in early stage tongue cancer patients.
6.4

Material and Methods

6.3.1 Patient’s details
All selected patients have undergone surgery as the initial modality of treatment and the tumor
samples were collected and frozen for molecular analysis at Memorial Hospital and Advanced
Centre for Treatment, Research and Education in Cancer (ACTREC), Mumbai. The sample set
and study protocols were approved by (ACTREC-TMC) Internal Review Board (IRB) and
most of the patients were recruited from 2010-2014 with predefined inclusion criteria of early
(pT1 and pT2) stage. The percent tumor content was evaluated using hematoxylin and eosin
based staining by two independent pathologists and tumor content varied from 60-90%.
6.3.2 Tissue processing and RNA extraction
The tissue samples were cut into small pieces immediately after surgical resection and stored
in RNA later (Ambion) at -80oC freezer for long term storage. The homogenization was
performed using Fastprep homogenizer (MP Biomedicals, USA) as per manufacturer’s
instructions in 1ml Trizol reagent (Life Technologies) according to manufacturers for total
RNA extraction. Later, RNA was subjected to DNase (RNase free) treatment to remove
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genomic DNA contamination. The RNA integrity was assessed using RNA 6000 Nano Lab
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of the RNA which was considered to transcriptome sequencing which was having rRNA
28S/18S ratios was greater than or equal to 1.5.
6.3.3. Transcriptome Sequencing
Transcriptome sequencing libraries were prepared following standard Illumina TruSeq RNA
library protocol as described previously [257]. Briefly, mRNA was purified from 4µg of intact
total RNA using oligodT beads. Purified mRNA was processed for cDNA synthesis using
Superscript II Reverse transcriptase by priming with Random Hexamers oligos. Later second
strand cDNA was synthesized in the presence of DNA Polymerase I and RNase H. Cleaning
of cDNA were done using Agencourt Ampure XP SPRI beads (Beckman-Coulter). Cleaned
cDNA was ligated with Illumina Adapters after end repair and the addition of A base. The
second cleanup was performed after ligation step. PCR amplification of libraries was done to
enrich them. The prepared libraries were quantified using Nanodrop and validated for quality
by running an aliquot on Bioanalyzer Chip (Agilent). The cluster generation was performed
using TruSeq PE Cluster Kit protocol (Illumina) and 7 pmol of each library will be loaded on
Illumina flow cell (version 3) for cluster generation on cBot cluster generation system
(Illumina) and clustered flow cell and sequencing using Illumina paired-end reagents TruSeq
SBS Kit (Illumina) for 200 cycle.
6.3.4 Transcriptome sequencing data analysis
Post de-multiplexing using CASAVA (Illumina), the alignment of raw reads performed against
human reference genome (hg19) using TOPHAT package [267, 310]. Cufflinks, a transcript

using cuffmerge and cuffdiff package. The downstream analysis and quality control check were
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assembler was used to perform reference guided transcript assembly of aligned reads for
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carried out using CummeRbund package [267]. The genes showing gene expression fold
change up-regulation ≥2, downregulation ≤-2 and a p-value <0.05 were considered
differentially expressed in two groups. Multi-experiment Viewer (MeV) software was
used to generate the heat maps [350].
6.3.5 Gene expression dataset meta-analysis and GSEA analysis
TSCC gene expression profiling studies were identified searching Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) database [351] and all the identified datasets were downloaded. The studies having both
normal and tumors samples, greater than 10 tumor samples and having tongue subsites were
included into the study. Studies involving cell lines, few number of samples, and non-human
tissue samples were excluded from the analysis. The TCGA-HNSCC dataset was downloaded
from Cancer Genome Browser [352] and tongue sub-site data was extracted for the analysis.
Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed selecting KEGG gene set in
MutSigDB[268] to identify underlying biological processes and pathways.
6.3.6 Gene miRNA target prediction, Primer designing
The miRNAs targeting MMP10- 3’ UTR were predicted using miWalk v2.0 [353]. The primers
for miRNAs qRT-PCR were designed by retrieving the sequences of miRNAs from miRBase
[354]

and

converted

to

cDNA

using

web

tool

(http://www.attotron.com/cybertory/analysis/trans.htm). For increasing the Tm of primers to
60oC, 2-3 bases ‘GC’ was manually added at the 5’ end of primers. The primers for genes qRTPCR were designed as described previously [257]. The melt curve analysis was carried out to
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determine the specificity of primers. The primer sequences for genes are provided in Table 6.1.
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6.3.6 Gene qRT-PCR analysis
A 2µg total RNA was used for the
cDNA

synthesis

capacity

using

High

cDNA

reverse

kit

(Applied

transcription

Biosystems) and quantitative PCR
(qPCR) was carried out using
KAPA

master

mix

(KAPA

SYBR® FAST Universal qPCR
kit). The qPCR performed by
dilution cDNA 1:10 and in 6 µl
volume in triplicate on Light cycler 480 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) machine where
GAPDH was used as internal controls for normalization. The data analysis was performed
using the 2–deltadeltaCt method where GAPDH was used as reference gene. The primer sequences
for genes are provided in Supplementary Table 6.1.
6.3.7 miRNA qRT-PCR analysis
The transcript level of miRNAs was analyzed using qRT-PCR. In brief, 1 µg RNA was used
for the reverse transcription using Mir-X miRNA First-Strand Synthesis Kit (Clontech Takara)
and PCR (qPCR) was carried out using the Mir-X miRNA qRT-PCR SYBR Kit (2X) Master
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Mix (Clontech Takara). The data analysis was using the 2–deltadeltaCt method and U6 miRNA
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were normalized to CT values of candidate miRNAs and further to calculate fold change. The
primer sequences for miRNAs are provided in Supplementary Table 6.1.
6.3. Immunohistochemical analysis
The tissue processing was performed as described previously [257]. The paraffin section slides
were microwaved by incubating them at 58oC for 30 minutes, followed by deparaffinization,
rehydration, and quenching. The antigen retrieval was performed in a pressure cooker (1
whistle) with citrate buffer at pH 6.0 followed by cooling at room temperature (RT). 1:50
diluted horse serum from Vectashield Kit (Vectashield, Vector laboratories, USA) was used
for the blocking. Tissue sections were incubated overnight at 4oC with the anti-MMP10
antibody (Abcam; ab59437). Next, slides were rinsed in wash buffer and incubated for the 30
minutes with biotinylated secondary antibody provided with Vectashield Kit, followed by
tertiary antibody (Reagent A & B) incubation for 1 hour. The chromogenic reaction was carried
out with 3,3′- diaminobenzidine chromogen solution for 5 minutes leading to the expected
brown color signal. Later, slides were rinsed in deionized water and counterstained with
hematoxylin, dehydrated and mounted with the DPX mounting reagent and cover slip. The
evaluation of immunohistochemical staining as described previously [257].
6.3.9 3’UTR cloning and Luciferase assay
The primers were designed to amplify the 400bp flanking the miR-944 seed sequence from the
genomic DNA of A549 cells. The amplicons were sequencing verified for mutations using
Sanger sequencing and cloned in a (Fermentas, USA) followed by subcloning in BamHI and

Similarly, complete MMP10-3’UTR was amplified by designing the primers flanking the
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HindIII sites of pCDNA 3.1 (-), a CNV promoter based expression vector (Invitrogen). The
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3’UTR with XbaI sites for cloning in pGL3-promoter vector (Luciferase Expressing vector,
Promega). Sequencing of the construct was done to ensure the absence of any mutation. The
luciferase assay was performed using Dual Luciferase Reporter assay kit (Promega, USA)
following manufacture’s instructions. In brief, 293FT cells (50,000/ well) were seeded in a 24
well plate (Nunc plates) 12 hours prior to transfection. The transfection was performed using
lipofectamine 3000 reagent (Life Technologies, USA) along with Renilla luciferase vector (for
normalizing transfection efficiency) and 15 pmol mirVana miRNA-inhibitors (Ambion, USA)
per well. The cells were lyzed post 48 hours of transfection and luciferase assay was performed
to measure luminescence using luminometer (Berthold Luminometer, Germany). The data was
plotted as the ratio of firefly to rennila luciferase as described previously [355].
6.3.10 Statistical and Clinical correlation analysis
The clinical correlation and survival analysis was performed as described previously using
SPSS package [257]. The data are expressed as mean± SD or SE. The unpaired Student-t-test
was used to determine the significance between two using Graph Pad prism version 5. The
threshold for statistical significance was set at P value ≤0.05.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Gene expression analysis of tongue squamous cell carcinoma identified recurrently
deregulated genes and pathways
To identify the global gene expression changes in tongue cancer tissues we performed

for normal and tumor samples, respectively. We observed an average of 11824 (SD±606)
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massively parallel paired-end cDNA sequencing of primary tumors (n=12) and adjacent normal
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transcripts in each samples having expression level ≥1 FPKM, which included the majority of
annotated human reference genes. We further performed the unsupervised hierarchical
clustering and observed robust classification of normal and tumors samples in distinct clusters
(Figure 6.1A-C). We also observed single normal and tumor samples were having abnormal
expression profile and were misclassified, which were further excluded from the differential
expression analysis.

XL Figure 6.1: Quality control analysis of transcriptome sequencing data.
(A) Box pot representation of log10 (FPKM) values for each samples to accesses the overall
distribution. (B) Dendrogram representation using unsupervised hierarchical clustering of each
samples based on global gene expression profile. Normal and tumor samples are distinctly
clusterd besides two samples showing mixed behaviour. (C) Density plot showing the bell
shaped curve suggesting the uniform distribution of transcriptome sequencing across samples
for each gene. Sample N5 and T8 were found to be outlier and showing unusual pattern.

We identified 739 significantly differentially expressed by applying P-value ≤0.05 and log2
fold change 2 as a cutoff (Figure 6.2A). Of the 739 DEGs identified, 561 genes were upregulated and 178 genes were down-regulated in tongue tumor samples as compared to adjacent
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normal samples (Appendix V).
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XLI Figure 6.2: Differential expression profile of tongue squamous cell carcinoma using
mRNA sequencing and meta-analysis.
Differential expression analysis to identify the distinct gene expression profile of tongue
tumors. (A) Volcano plot representation of differentially expressed in between early tongue
tumors and adjacent normal tongue tissues. The red and blue dots denote the up-regulated and
down-regulated differentially expressed genes with P value < 0.05 and fold changes ≥ 2 or ≤ 2
for, respectively. (B) The tabular representation of a number of genes overlapped in tongue
cancer across different studies. (C) Schematic representation of commonly up-regulated qRTPCR analysis data in a cohort of 35 paired tongue tumor samples. The Red denotes upregulation, blue as downregulation, black as basal expression and gray color; experiment could
not be done or results could not be acquired. The ≥2 mean fold change is for up-regulation,
≤0.5 mean fold change for down-regulation and in between 1.99-0.501 mean fold change as a
basal level expression compared to the adjacent normal tissue sample.

Several studies previously reported the key genes and pathways deregulated in tongue
squamous cell carcinoma tumors. To determine whether gene expression profile in this study

and 79 adjacent normal tissue samples expression profile using BRB array toolkit [356]
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(microarray) and TCGA (transcriptome sequencing) datasets comprising of 243 tongue tumors
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was in agreement with the previous studies, we performed a systematic meta-analysis of 4 GEO
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(detailed in the methods section) and fold change 1.5 and P-value ≤0.05 and fold change 1.5
was applied as a cutoff to identify the DEGs in each dataset. We identified an average 1281
(SD±719) genes to be significantly differentially expressed, where average 619 (SD±364) and
662 (SD± 447) genes showing up and down regulation, respectively (Table 6.2), after
correcting for the variable number of samples used for each study.
XXV Table 6.2: Gene expression data sets used for the meta-analysis and statistics of
differentially expressed genes in each data set.

In overall, the average number of up-regulated genes were comparable with study based on our
cohort (Table 6.1). To identify the commonly deregulated genes across dataset we performed
recurrence based comparative analysis across dataset and observed 1146 genes to be
deregulated in two or more number of datasets (Appendix V). Among the 1146 deregulated
genes, 493 and 653 were showing common upregulation and down-regulation in ≥2 datasets
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overlap i.e. 39% (196/493) up-regulated genes (P-value<0.0001); and 20% (133/653) down
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(including this study) in the meta-analysis (Figure 6.2B, C). Interestingly, observed significant
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regulated genes overlap (P-value<0.0001) with recurrently up-regulated genes in previous
datasets.

XLII Figure 6.3: Commonly deregulated gene and pathways in tongue cancer.
(A) Venn diagram to illustrate the overlapped of significantly differentially expressed and
commonly up (left panel) and down (right panel) regulated genes in at least two gene
expression studies. (B) Bar plot representation of significantly deregulated gene sets in tongue
cancer identified from meta-analysis.
To gain the broader insight about biological processed related to the commonly DEGs in tongue

pathway involved in tumor cells metastasis process such as ECM-receptor interaction (adj P
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[268]. For the up-regulated genes, significantly enriched KEGG gene sets includes several
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cancer, we performed gene set enrichment analysis against KEGG gene sets using MSigDB
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value=8.21E-21), Focal adhesion (adj P value=3.41E-18), Cytokine-cytokine receptor
interaction (adj P value=2.34E-15), Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) (adj P value=2.46E-08)
Chemokine signaling pathway (adj P value=1.58E-07) and cell cycle, pathways in cancer,
immune system related pathways, consistent with previous reports in HNSCC and tongue
cancer [280, 340, 346] (Figure 6.3B). The down-regulated genes, significantly enriched KEGG
gene sets includes pathways implicated in detoxification of carcinogenic compounds and
environmental toxins such as Drug metabolism - cytochrome P450 (adj P value=3.9E-22),
Metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450 (adj P value=4.5E-18), Retinal and tyrosine
metabolism (adj P value=2.68E-13 and 1.16E-16), Arachidonic acid metabolism (adj P
value=2.76E-11) consistent with previous reports in HNSCC, including tongue tumors [280,
340, 346] (Figure 6.3B). Interestingly, Arachidonic acid metabolism pathway was previously
shown to be downregulated and inactivated via somatic mutations in Indian Gingivobuccal
cancer patients, suggesting its possible tumor suppressive role via downregulation in tongue
cancer patients in this study [357].
6.4.2 Upregulation of MMP10 and other MMPs in early stage tongue primary tumors
Several matrix metalloproteinase (MMPs) family genes were among the highly up-regulated
genes across ≥3 dataset (Appendix V). We performed the qRT-PCR-based validation of eight
genes which includes MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP13, MMP14, CXCL13, CCNB1, SNIA2
in 35 primary paired normal tongue tumors samples (Figure 6.4A). Overall, the qRT-PCR
analysis revealed significant up-regulation of MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP14, CXCL13,
SNIA2 in tongue tumor samples as compared to adjacent normal tissue samples and MMP13,

cancer patients (Figure 6.2B). We also observed the considerable proportion of tongue tumors
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CCNB1 showed a trend towards up-regulation (Figure 6.4). Most of the genes such as MMP10,
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showing the down regulation of MMP13 (45%), CCNB1 (40%), MMP10 (34%) and MMP12
(31%) (Figure 6.2B).

XLIII Figure 6.4: qRT-PCR validation of up-regulated gene in early stage tongue
cancer.
qRT-PCR analysis of MMP11, MMP12, MMP13, MMP14, CXCL13, CCNB1, and SNAI2
transcript expression in paired normal early tongue tumors (n=35). Dot plot representation of
∆Ct value distribution and its significance between normal and tumors tongue tissue samples
for MMP10. Each dot represents the average normalized ∆Ct value of a gene in a single sample.
Median with interquartile range is shown for each gene for normal and tumor samples. The Pvalue was calculated by Mann-Whitney U test using GraphPad Prism 5 program and p value
≤0.05 was considered as a threshold for statistical significance. P-value is denoted as *; P <
0.01, **; P < 0.001, ***; P < 0.0001.

Overall, the qRT-PCR analysis revealed significant up-regulation of MMP10, MMP11,
MMP12, MMP14, CXCL13, SNIA2 in tongue tumor samples as compared to adjacent normal
tissue samples and MMP13, CCNB1 showed a trend towards up-regulation (Figure 2A). Most
of the genes such as MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP14, CXCL13, CCNB1, SNIA2 showed
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up-regulation in >40% of tongue cancer patients (Figure 6.4).
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6.4.3 MMP10 protein overexpression in early stage primary TSCC tumors
Of the several MMPs found to be deregulated in this study, we performed
immunohistochemical validation of MMP10 in 50 primary paired normal tongue tumors using
analysis. In the adjacent normal samples, positive MMP10 staining was not observed, whereas
positive cytoplasmic staining of MMP10 was detected in 32/50 (64%) of tongue cancer patients
tumors, consistent with previously reported in HNSCC (Figure 6.5A) [346]. Overall, a
statistically significant difference in immunohistochemical scores was observed in tumors as
compared to adjacent normal tissues (P-value<0.0001, Unpaired student-t-test) (Figure 6.5B).
About 48% of primary tongue tumors displayed strong or moderate immunostaining of
MMP10 protein, whereas 62% tongue tumors showed weak or no staining (Figure 6.5C).
Overall, MMP10 protein was significantly up-regulated in a large proportion of primary tongue
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XLIV Figure 6.5: Analysis of MMP10 protein expression in early tongue squamous cell
carcinoma patient samples (n=50).
(A) Representative IHC stained photomicrographs tongue tumors and paired normal samples
are shown. The brown color indicates positive expression of MMP10 protein. (B) Dot plot
representation of immunohistochemical score of MMP10 expression in tongue tumors and
adjacent normal tissues (n=50). Each dot represents that final IHC score for each sample and
median with interquartile range is shown. Median with interquartile range is shown for MMP10
protein expression in normal and tumor samples. (C) Pie chart representation of percent
frequency distribution of various immunohistochemical scores of MMP10 protein such as
strong, moderate, weak and no staining in early stage primary tongue tumors (n=50). The Pvalue was calculated by Mann-Whitney U test using GraphPad Prism 5 program and p value
≤0.05 was considered as a threshold for statistical significance. P value is denoted as ***; P <
0.0001.
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tumors.
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6.4.4 miR-944 targets 3’UTR of MMP10 to regulate expression in tongue primary
tumors
Since MMP10 is found to be frequently overexpressed in primary tumors at both transcript and
protein level, we investigated miRNAs predicted to bind to 3’UTR of MMP10 gene using 10
different miRNA binding site prediction tools such as MirWalk [353], miRanda [358],
mirbridge [359], miRDB [360], miRMap [361], miRNAMap [362], Pictar2 [363], PITA [364],
RNAhybrid [365] and Targetscan [366]. Bioinformatics prediction analysis revealed seven
miRNAs (miR-944, miR-496, miR-152-3p, miR-130a, miR-148a, miR-148b, miR-453-3p)
putatively targeting the 3’UTR of MMP10 by at least 7 of 10 prediction algorithms and found
to be down regulated in human cancers using miRCancer (Supplementary Table 4) [367]. Next,
we performed qRT-PCR-based expression analysis of these 7 miRNA in 21 primary tongue
tumor and adjacent normal samples. qRT-PCR analysis followed by correlation analysis
between the relative fold change expression values revealed negative correlation between
MMP10 transcript and miR-944 (R2= -0.30), miR-130a (R2= -0.14), and miR-453-3p (R2= 0.13) (Figure 6.6A,B Figure 6.7).
To confirm whether miR-944 directly targets the 3’UTR of MMP10, 3’ UTR of MMP10 gene
was cloned downstream of the luciferase open reading frame (ORF) to construct a reporter
plasmid pGL3-3’UTR-MMP10 (Figure 6.6C&D) and miR-944 was cloned in pcDNA-3.1 (-)
downstream to CMV promoter. Transient co-transfection of 293FT cells with pc-DNA-miR944, pGL3-3’UTR-MMP10 reporter led to a significant decrease (P-value <0.01, Unpaired
student-t-test) in the luciferase reporter activity as compared to control (Figure 6.7E), whereas
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observed post co-transfection with anti-miR-944 oligo (Figure 6.7E). These results support the
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a significant increase (P-value <0.05, Unpaired student-t-test) in luciferase activity was
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bioinformatics prediction and qRT-PCR data that the 3’UTR of MMP10 might be a target for

(A) Correlation analysis of MMP10 and miRNAs targeting its 3’ UTR from qRT-PCR data.
Left Panel: Heatmap representation of the correlation values for MMP10 gene and seven
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XLV Figure 6.6: Functional validation of miRNAs targeting MMP10 3’ UTR using
quantitative RT-PCR-based expression analysis and luciferase assay.
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miR-944.
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miRNAs expression values which are predicted to be target the 3’UTR of MMP10. The qRTPCR analysis was performed in paired normal tongue tumor tissue samples (n=20) and relative
fold change was calculated post-normalization to an internal reference. Relative fold change
values were used to perform correlation analysis using Pearson method in SPSS program. The
color red and green denotes positive and negative correlation, respectively. Right Panel: A
tabular representation of Pearson correlation values for miRNAs with MMP10 transcript
expression. The miR-944 showing highest negative correlation is highlighted in bold. (B) The
bar plot representation of MMP10 transcript and miR-944 expression levels in tongue tumor
samples (n=21). (C) The regulation of MMP10 gene by miR-944 through the 3’-UTR.
Schematic diagram of the miR-944 predicted site on the 3’UTR region of MMP10 gene as
predicted by TargetScan which is an exact match to positions 2-8 of the mature miRNA
followed by an ‘A’. (D) The 3’UTR region of MMP10 gene was cloned downstream of the
luciferase open reading frame of the pGL3-control plasmid and miR-944 was cloned into
pcDNA3.1 (-) plasmid in the downstream of CMV promoter. (E) Bar plot representation of
relative luciferase activity. Luciferase assay was performed in 293FT cells by co-transfecting
with pre-miR-944/scrambled/ anti-miR944 inhibitor and pGL3-MMP10-3’UTR with the
putative miR-944 binding site. The relative luciferase activity was measured by normalizing
with the Renilla luciferase and results are presented as mean± SD. The P-value was calculated
by Unpaired student-t-test using GraphPad Prism 5 program and p value ≤0.05 was considered
as a threshold for statistical significance. P value is denoted as *; P < 0.01, ***; P < 0.0001.
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XLVI Figure 6.7: qRT-PCR
analysis of other miRNAs
targeting MMP10 gene in tongue
tumors.
The bar plot representation of
MMP10 transcript and six miRNA
expression relative fold change
expression in tongue tumor samples
(n=20). The data was normalized
against internal reference control for
genes and miRNA GAPDH and U6
gene, respectively and relative fold
change was obtained by comparing
the expression in corresponding
normal sample for each patient.

6.5 Discussion
We show that integrated metaanalysis
increased

approach
reliability

lead
of

to

an
gene

expression signatures across different
expression analysis platform and
precise estimation of recurrently expressed genes across data set. We find, 8 MMP family
members (MMP1, MMP7, MMP9, MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP13, MMP14) were among

MMPs has been known to be involved in ECM degradation thereby facilitating the process of
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process underlying the tumor progression in tongue cancer [368, 369]. The overexpression of
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the up-regulated genes across ≥3 of 5 data sets analyzed suggesting the prevalence of biological
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tumor invasion and metastasis leading to an aggressive course of disease in HNSCC patients
[369]. qRT-PCR validation across 35 paired normal early stage primary tumors for upregulated genes (MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP14, CXCL13, CCNB1, SNIA2) showed
significant up-regulation in tumors suggesting reliability of genes identified from this study.
Of the multiple MMPs found to be up-regulated, immunohistochemical analysis of MMP10 in
50 paired normal early stage primary tumors showed significant up-regulation of protein
expression in primary tumors owing its possible role in early stage progression as described in
other cancer types [370-373].
Further, in-silico prediction of the miRNAs binding site in 3’ UTR of MMP10 revealed seven
miRNAs binding sites and qRT-PCR based analysis of seven miRNAs across 21 paired normal
early stage primary tumors indicated miR-944 as potential candidate miRNAs showing highest
negative correlation with MMP10 transcript expression. We further confirmed MMP10 as a
direct target of miR-944 by performing luciferase reporter assay in presence of miR-944 and
miR-944 inhibitors. We, for the first time provide evidence of novel miRNA (miR-944)
regulating the 3’ UTR of MMP10 gene.
A unique feature of TSCC from other subsites in oral cancer is that about 27-40% of patients
even at an early stage (pT1 or pT2) have nodal metastasis and may be undergoing a neck
dissection which further adds to morbidity and worse survival due to disease recurrence [44,
175-177]. Although, clinically, the poor prognostic indicates for TSCC such as occult node
positivity, tumor depth, lymphovascular invasion and perineural invasion is well defined, there
is still an unmet need for reliable and robust prognostic biomarkers in early stage TSCC to

provides an opportunity for the future investigation of its specific role in TSCC development.
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identification of MMP10 3’ UTR regulation via miR-944 and its underlying role in metastases
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stratify the patients who are likely to have an adverse clinical outcome [44, 374]. The
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The detailed functional analysis and validation of MMP10 and miR-944 in early tongue cancer
could provide an avenue for the development of molecular predictor of pathological lymph
node status, whereby a considerable fraction can be spared unnecessary surgery lessening
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morbidity and cost of treatment.
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7. Chapter 7. Summary and Conclusions
HNSCC represents a highly heterogeneous group of cancers and has a most complex
underlying molecular profile. In the current genome sequencing era, large-scale genome
profiling efforts such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and International Cancer
Genomics Consortium (ICGC) has presented the first comprehensive glance of the underlying
genomic complexity of advanced stage HNSCCs genome using massively parallel genome
sequencing technologies in an unbiased manner. Findings from ICGC, TCGA, and other
individual efforts not only uncovered several attractive molecular alterations which currently
is being tested for translation in the clinics, but also revealed emerging key challenges in
translation due to diversity among the different populations in terms of clinical, etiological and
biological features of tumors in various ethnicity. Due to the difference in associated etiological
factors such as tobacco and betel nut chewing in the Indian population, HNSCC tumors
molecular features are expected to differ between ethnicity. This led to the origin of my thesis
work. The major focus of my thesis involves the understanding the portrait of genomic
alteration landscape of tongue squamous cell carcinoma patient’s tumors from Indian origin.
As a first step, I profiled the underlying genomic alterations of primary tumor derived oral
cancer cell lines from Indian patients. The major goal of this part of the thesis to uncover the
landscape of molecular aberration’s in cancer cell line genome and to optimize the integrated
genomic analysis workflow to identify the biologically relevant alterations from a fewer
number of samples by using posterior filtering approach. The results from functional analysis

derived from 62 whole exome sequencing data of normal samples from Indian origin cancer
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Secondly, I developed the first Indian specific novel germline SNP database: TMC-SNPdb
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indicate mutant NRBP1 as a novel oncogene in HNSCC cells.
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patients. The application TMC-SNPdb in somatic cancer genome analysis efficiently filters
ethnic specific low allele frequency germline variants over and above dbSNP filtering.
In the third section of my thesis, genomic characterization of landscape of somatic alterations
underlying tobacco/ nut chewing HPV-negative early tongue primary tumors using whole
exome and transcriptome sequencing. Here I identified and validated several known and novel
recurrent fusion transcript in early stage HPV-negative primary tumors along with the
identification of previously known molecular alterations in known hallmark genes.
Additionally the alterations in Notch pathway genes and deregulation of EMT processes related
genes were identified and were further validated in my fourth and fifth part of the thesis.
Forth, I undertook a genomic and functional genomic approach and present a pro-oncogenic
role of NOTCH1 in early stage tongue squamous cells carcinoma and required for the
maintenance of cancer stem-like cell populations in oral cancer cells, unlike previously known
tumor suppressive role in HNSCC. I anticipate that these findings could form the basis for the
therapeutic targeting of NOTCH1 in early tongue cancer.
Last part of my thesis describes identification and validation of MMP10 expression in early
TSCC using transcriptome sequencing and meta-analysis of previous gene expression profile
data sets. My work in this part also identifies the first miRNA (miR-944) targeting 3’ UTR of
MMP10.

7.1 Integrated genomic characterization of HNSCC cell lines derived from Indian

model system and provide an improved understanding of biological features and a more
rational approach to the development of therapy. There have been several consortium based
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patients tumors
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efforts such as Cancer cell line encyclopedia (CCLE: http://www.broadinstitute.org/ccle),
which systematically profiled the spectrum of driver genomic alteration in cancer cell lines
using genomic and functional approaches using genome-wide RNAi screen and
pharmacological compound libraries across several cancer types [216]. The studies revealed
that cancer cell lines represents much of the tissue-type and displayed genetic diversity known
in human cancers [375]. Additionally, genomically defined cancer cell lines derived from
HNSCC tumor of Indian patients is lacking and a thorough understanding of underlying
genomic alterations of previously established cell lines allows the researcher to uncover new
biologically and therapeutically relevant alterations in HNSCC.
Here I performed the whole exome (mutation), transcriptome (gene expression), SNP array
(copy number alterations) and classical karyotyping of four HNSCC cell lines (AW13516,
AW8507, NT8e, and OT9) previously established from the primary tumors derived from Indian
HNSCC patients. The overall genomic profile of cell lines was similar to primary tumors. The
application posterior filtering approach and integration of multiple platform with the copy
number variation, allowed us identify alterations in HNSCC hallmark genes (PIK3CA, EGFR,
HRAS, MYC, CDKN2A, MET, TRAF2, PTK2 and CASP8). Importantly, I also noted
amplification of NOTCH1 in 3/4 HNSCC cell lines, as oppose to previously described frequent
deletion of NOTCH1 in HNSCC. I also identified several genomic alterations in biologically
relevant novel gene (CLK2, NRBP1, CCNDBP1, IDH1, LAMA5, BCAR1, and ZNF678) in
HNSCC cells. Of these , NRBP1(Q73*) (NT8e cells) was a potentially interesting gene due to
its previous report in lung and other cancers and 9% cumulative alteration frequency in TCGA-

HNSCC cancer cell lines. Overexpression of mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) in NIH-3T3, but not wild
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Next, I performed the first functional analysis of mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) in NIH-3T3 and
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HNSCC dataset [216, 217].
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type, leads to increased anchorage-independent growth via MAP kinase activation, while
knockdown in HNSCC cells (NT8e cells) having mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) leads to diminishing
survival and anchorage-independent growth consistent with its known role in prostate cancer
and another model organism [218, 226, 227]. Moreover, NRBP1 has been shown to be involved
in the maintenance of cellular homeostasis in mouse intestinal progenitor cells and have tumor
suppressive function [229], indicating its context-dependent role in various cancer. Results
from this study indicate the oncogenic role of mutant NRBP1 (Q73*) in HNSCC cells,
however, in-depth systematic functional analysis of NRBP1 in HNSCC cells and primary
tumors is required to establish its specific role in HNSCC.
Additionally, we observed large number of novel variants in HNSCC cells despite depletion
with dbSNP which is possibly due to lack paired normal blood samples or abundance of low
allele frequency ethnic specific SNP.

7.2 Development of Indian germline variant database from whole exome
sequences
As I observed very high number of novel variants in HNSCC cells variant analysis, I wanted
to develop the ethnic specific SNP database to deplete these low allele frequency SNPs in order
to identify the bona fide somatic variants while analysing the tongue cancer patients tumors
exome data.
For the identification of somatic variants in tumors, a typical cancer analysis involves
subtraction of matched normal DNA derived variants from tumor derived variants from the

considered as somatic in nature. Moreover, adopting such filtering approach depletes high-
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databases such as dbSNP and 1000 Genomes. Post this step, the remaining variants are
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same individual, followed by depletion of residual tumor-specific variants from the public SNP
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frequency variants, while unknown SNPs those with minor allele frequency from the
population which is not adequately respected in dbSNP and 1000 Genomes are likely to
confound the somatic mutation analysis in studies from non-Caucasian and non-European
Caucasian populations (5). To fill this gap of low allele frequency SNPs in public databases
there have been several global (NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) and Exome
Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) [110]) and ethnic specific (Indian Genome Variation
Consortium [112, 113] and HUGO Pan- Asian SNP Consortium [114]) initiatives worldwide.
A concerted effort to identify and catalog the novel SNPs present in Indian population was
lacked, posing a challenge in the identification of bona fide somatic mutation.
I developed the Tata Memorial Centre-SNP database “TMC-SNPdb” as the first, open source,
freely available database of 114,309 unique germline variants obtained from whole exome data
of 62 ‘normal’ samples from cancers patients of Indian origin. TMC-SNPdb is also provided
with a companion tool with command line and graphical user interface (GUI) for noncomputational biologists. The application of TMC-SNPdb in cancer somatic variant analysis
significantly depletes in low allele frequency false positive somatic variants over and above
dbSNP and 1000 Genomes across 132 whole exome sequencing data of 3 tumors types. The
availability of companion tool provides easy expandability of TMC-SNPdb in future by adding
more number of normal samples. There are two limitations of TMC-SNPdb. First; the
presumption of samples derived from cancer patients are normal and over subtraction of cancer
predisposing variants due to depletion with COSMICdb. These two limitations limit its
application in cancer predisposition studies.

in depleting false positive somatic variants in cancer studies involving paired normal as well
as orphan tumor sequencing. Since TMC-SNPdb is a pilot initiative and expected to grow via
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unmet need for an Indian population specific ‘normal’ variant database and would be helpful
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In spite of these caveats, I believe that TMC-SNPdb is a step towards fulfilling the significant
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usages of easy to use companion tool in future, as more number of normal sequence data is
available from Indian population. As on 15th Nov 2016, TMC-SNPdb has been downloaded
and used in 18 institutes across 4 different countries
(Figure 7.1).

XLVII Figure 7.1: TMC-SNPdb usage statistics
(as on 15th Nov 2016)

7.3 Integrated analysis of tobacco/ nut chewing HPV-negative early tongue
cancer tumors identifies recurrent transcript fusions
Recent large-scale genomic studies defined the landscape of HNSCC includes International
Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC-India) for gingiva-buccal tumors and individual group
efforts for tongue cancer revealed a frequent mutation in major hallmark genes; TP53,
CDKN2A, FAT1, PIK3CA, NOTCH1, KMT2D, and NSD1. While in TSCC genome
characterization most of the studies were limited to candidate genes or gene panels along with
few whole exome studies from Asia and India suggested a difference in genomic profile,
indicating unique molecular features associated with TSCC tumors among oral cancer subsites
[181, 182]. Most of the genomic analysis studies in TSCC have been restricted to advanced
stage samples (pT3-pT4) while underlying genomic alterations of the HPV-negative early stage

high throughput sequencing of fifty-four samples derived from HPV-negative early stage
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(pT1-pT2) tongue tumor genome remained unexplored.
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tongue cancer patients habitual of chewing betel nuts, areca nuts, lime or tobacco using whole
exome (n=47) and transcriptome (n=17) sequencing. The mutational profile of 53% TSCC
patient’s tumors displayed tobacco-associated signatures, consistent with predominant tobacco
chewing habit in our TSCC cohort. Somatic mutation analysis revealed the mutations in
hallmark genes such as TP53, NOTCH1, CDKN2A, HRAS, USP6, PIK3CA, CASP8, FAT1,
APC, and JAK1. The unique genetic association was observed in early stage TSCC tumors,
where, EGFR amplification was mutually exclusive to 11q13.3 (CCND1, FGF19, ORAOV1,
FADD) amplification, as reported in other HNSCC subtypes. These observations were also
verified in TCGA-tongue tumor cohort (n=79).
Importantly, this study presents the first glance of a portrait of 242 tumor specific transcript
fusions, followed by exhaustive validation of 12 candidate fusion transcripts (including the
discovery of 5 novel fusion transcripts) across 44 paired HPV-negative early TSCC tumor
samples and 4 HNSCC cell lines. Comparative analysis our data with various fusion database
revealed 48 previously described transcript fusion in various cancer types. Moreover, I
identified and validated five novel somatic recurrent fusion transcripts: LRP5-UBE3C (15%),
YIF1A-RCOR2 (13%), POLA2-CDC42EP2 (8%), SLC39A1-CRTC2 (4%), and BACH1GRIK1 (2%) in tumor samples. LRP5-UBE3C fusion transcript was recurrent in 9/48 samples
and fusion involves the exon 1 of LRP5 and exon 6 of UBE3C which affects extracellular
epidermal growth factor-1 repeat (EGF-1) and HECT domain, respectively. A truncated
version of LRP5 responsible for the constitutive active Wnt signaling in parathyroid tumor and
breast cancers and shown to a potential therapeutic target in those tumors [291, 376]. Second

RCOR2 has been shown to require for complex formation with Histone demethylase Lysine-
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first exon of YIP1A and sixth exon of RCOR2 affecting the SANT domain. The SANT domain
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potentially interesting validated recurrent transcript fusions is YIF1A-RCOR2, involving the
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specific demethylase LSD1 and mediate hedgehog signaling pathway [292]. Further
characterization is warranted to elucidate the biological significance of this novel validated
fusion transcripts. Recurrent transcript fusions described here could serve as an attractive
candidate to facilitate in diagnosis of HPV-negative early stage TSCC patients.
Overall, this study provides first systematic analysis of genomic alterations such as somatic
mutation, copy number alteration and discovery of novel transcript fusion in tobacco/ nut
chewing HPV-negative early TSCC patients of Indian origin.
Further, two very important observation were made from integrated genomic analysis, First;
unlike previous report inactivating mutations in HNSCC, we observed Notch pathway genes
harboring missense mutations, similar to those reported in leukemia and recent report from
Asian population, Second; EMT-related processes related genes were upregulated in early
stage tongue tumors. Hence I further explored for these two observations.

7.4 Pro-oncogenic role of NOTCH1 in early stage tongue cancer is required for
the maintenance of cancer stem-like population
Recent large-scale genomic characterization studies in HNSCC revealed inactivating
alterations such as mutation and deletions in NOTCH1 receptor suggesting a complex role of
NOTCH1 as candidate tumor suppressor. Few studies also noted the activating role of NOTCH1
via amplification, overexpression and prevalence of missense mutation in HNSCC highlighting

possible oncogenic role in India origin tumors.
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characterization work, NOTCH1 was found to be amplified in 3/4 HNSCC cells, suggesting a
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the context-dependent role of NOTCH1 in HNSCC tumors. Moreover, during HNSCC cell line
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So to further verify the observation made in HNSCC cell lines, here, I undertook an integrated
genomic approach to investigate the underlying genomic alterations in early tongue tumors by
analyzing the whole exome and transcriptome sequencing data in Notch pathway (n=48 gene)
including Notch receptor, ligands, target genes, and regulators. Unlike previously reported an
inactivating mutation in Notch pathway gene, including NOTCH1, I observed somatic
amplification, overexpression in early stage tongue tumors and further verified in large data set
i.e., TCGA-tongue cancer (n=126). Immunohistochemically, 40% of primary tumors displayed
activation of NOTCH1 (NICD) as compared to adjacent normal counterpart suggesting active
signaling in early stage tongue tumor cells.
Next, functional analysis of NOTCH1 in HNSCC cells harboring activation of Notch pathway
was performed using genetic and chemical perturbation approach. Interestingly, shRNA
hairpin-mediated knockdown or chemical inhibition of NOTCH1 signaling led to significant
reduction in soft agar colony formation, migration potential and cancer stem-like features of
HNSCC cells, highlighting their dependency on NOTCH1 expression. Notch signaling has
been previously shown to be implicated in the maintenance of cancer stem-like cell in several
cancer types [133, 295, 297, 331, 332]. Findings from this study are consistent with a recent
report in HNSCC, suggesting reproducibility of results [333, 334]. Thus, the targeted
elimination of these cells would be an attractive area of research for developing targeted
therapy in TSCC.
Clinically, activated NOTCH1 overexpression was associated with lymph node metastasis, the
non-smoking habit of early TSCC patients highlighting activated NOTCH1 as a reliable marker

statistical significance due to small samples size and awaits for verification in a large number
of samples.
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to predict lymph node metastasis. There was a trend towards poor disease-free survival was
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In summary, results from this part of thesis work strongly indicate the involvement of NOCTH1
signaling in TSCC tumors and might be required for the maintenance of cancer stem-like the
population in these tumors, and that, NOTCH1 could be a potential therapeutic target in early
stage TSCC patients.

7.5 MMP10 as a novel prognostic marker and target of miR-944 in early stage
tongue cancer
Several studies have been carried out on advanced stage TSCC primary tumor revealed the
global gene expression profile using microarray approach. Among the key candidate genes
highlighted from these studies includes CDK1, NDRG1, ADAM15, CDC7, MMP9, TNFRSF8,
NPM and CHES1 as a biomarker of OSCC progression [336, 337]. One of the major highlights
from these reports includes up-regulation of gene related to epithelial to mesenchymal (EMT)
processes such as matrix metalloproteinase (MMPs) family proteins and suggested as a robust
biomarker in HNSCC and tongue cancer [346, 348, 349, 369]. However, a major challenge in
the identification of reliable and robust gene expression based biomarkers requires the
increased reproducibility of gene signatures across different studies in tongue cancer in the
different population. The possible reasons behind this variability are due to biological,
technical and experimental differences across different studies posing a great difficulty in
translation of these biomarkers for the clinical benefit [343, 344].
To overcome these challenges the meta-analysis of multiple gene expression datasets seems to
be a valid approach. Application of such meta-analysis has been shown to have a potential to
deliver a robust and reliable candidate biomarkers in the prostate, breast cancer, ovarian and

was carried out which identified 739 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (561 up-regulated
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lung cancer [349, 377-380]. To perform the similar studies in TSCC, I performed whole
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and 178 down-regulated genes) in tongue tumor samples. A meta-analysis of previously
published 4 TSCC expression data set including TCGA-tongue (total 243 tumors and 79
adjacent normal samples) was performed to identify the differentially expressed genes in
individual studies. Analysis of commonly deregulated gene revealed several previously known
biological processes in tongue cancer including up-regulation of epithelial to mesenchymal
transition (EMT) processes, extracellular remodeling pathways and downregulation of
metabolism related pathways. Moreover, eight members of matrix metalloproteinase family
were showing consistent up-regulation across 3/5 gene expression data set. The qRT-PCR
based validation of 8 genes (MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP14, CXCL13, CCNB1, SNAI2)
was performed across 35 paired normal early stage TSCC tumors revealed significant upregulation in primary tumors as compared to normal tissue. I further explored the expression
of MMP10 gene because the role of MMP10 was not explored in TSCC. Immunohistochemical
analysis across 50 paired normal early stage TSCC tumors indicated significant overexpression
of MMP10 protein in tumors. Since there was no report describing the miRNAs regulating the
MMP10 expression, I performed the investigation and present miR-944 as first validated
miRNA controlling the expression of MMP10 gene via binding to its 3’ UTR using qRT-PCR
analysis in paired normal primary TSCC tumors and luciferase assay in cells.
I hope that the validation in large number patients samples coupled with functional analysis
would provide more detailed information regarding the specific role of the miR-944-MMP10
axis in early stage TSCC for designing the reliable molecular biomarkers in future.

using integrated genomics approach. Additionally, I present the first normal SNP database
from Indian patients and shown its significant applicability in somatic variant analysis, and
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Taken together, this thesis work presents a comprehensive landscape of known and several
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expected to grow further by addition of more number of normal samples. Alterations in
NOTCH1, MMP10 and discovery of novel transcript fusions from this thesis could be explored
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as a pathognomonic candidate in early TSCC patients in future.
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9. Chapter 9. Appendixes
9.1 Appendix I
Whole exome sequencing data statistics of samples included in TMC-SNPdb.
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9.2 Appendix II: Summary of sequencing data QC and variants statistics for each
patient.
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9.3 Appendix III: TMC-SNPdb –Variant subtraction tool user manual
Dependencies:

TMC-SNPdb subtraction tool depends on three python libraries sqlite3, Tkinter (for GUI
version) and pyvcf (version >= 0.6.7). These libraries can be installed using following
commands:

Get and Install sqlite
sqlite3 (http://www.sqlite.org/download.html)
wget http://www.sqlite.org/sqlite-autoconf-3070603.tar.gz
tar xvfz sqlite-autoconf-3071502.tar.gz
cd sqlite-autoconf-3071502
./configure --prefix=/usr/local
make
sudo make install

Get and Install PyVcf
pyvcf (http://pyvcf.readthedocs.org/en/latest/)
wget https://pypi.python.org/packages/source/P/PyVCF/PyVCF-0.6.7.tar.gz
tar xvfz PyVCF-0.6.7.tar.gz
sudo python setup.py install

Get and Install Python TKinter
python TKinter library for executing the GUI mode

Installation:
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sudo apt-get install python-tk
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To install 'tmc-snpdb' on your Linux system, please follow step 1 & 2.

1) Untar TMC-SNPdb package using following command:
> tar xvf tmcsnpdb1.0.tar.gz
2) Run the INSTALL script (as administrator) on your system
> chmod +x INSTALL
> sudo sh INSTALL
3) Subtraction tool runs in two modes, Graphical user interface (GUI) and command line
(CMD). Use 'tmc-snpdb' command on the terminal to execute it in CMD mode; Use 'tmcsnpdb-gui' to run the subtraction tool in GUI mode.

1) Running Subtraction program in Command line mode:

For CMD mode use the following command:
$ tmc-snpdb
Usage: tmc-snpdb [options]

Options:
-h, --help

show this help message and exit

-i

Input tumor VCF file (required)

-o

Output file after TMC-SNPdb subtraction (Optional)

-l
Load a custom normal variations database (with tmc-snpdb schema - refer
README/ SCHEMA document in the package). Give SQLITE file as input (Optional)

Output germline variant database. Required for creating custom database.
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--vcf_dir Directory path containing VCF files containing germline variants. Required for
creating custom database.
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Example:
*use the help option
tmc-snpdb -h
or
tmc-snpdb --help

Subtraction of user tumor vcf against TMC-SNPdb.
*To subtract germline variants from tumor VCF using TMC-SNPdb, use the command
(without specifying output file name).
tmc-snpdb –i input.vcf –o output.vcf (Optional)

Create a custom germline database:

User can create their own germline database with a set of normal/germline variant VCF files.
The following command can be used;

$ tmc-snpdb --vcf-dir directory/path/to/vcf --sql output.sqlite

The output SQLite file is created with the following schema:
chr - holds chromosome number data, e.g. 'chr2'
pos - integer storing the position on the chromosome, e.g. 190023
orig – reference base as found in the reference genome, e.g. 'A'
change - altered base found in the samples, e.g. 'T'

Following is sql syntax could be used to create custom sqlite database file format
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reccur - recurrence of a particular change (A->T as in the above example) in across samples
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CREATE TABLE tmcsnpdb
( "chr" TEXT,
"pos" INTEGER,
"orig" TEXT,
"change" TEXT,
"reccur" INTEGER
);

Output from this program can be loaded for subtraction from tumor samples using the '-l'
option of the program.
For example:
$ tmc-snpdb -i tumor.vcf -l custom_database.sql

Test Run:

Test VCF files are provided in the "data/test_vcf" directory. This directory contains two files;
test1.vcf (227779 variants) and test2.vcf (115884 variants)

Command line mode:
To subtract germline variants from tumor VCF using TMC-SNPdb, use the command
$ tmc-snpdb –i data/test_vcf/test1.vcf –o test1_output.vcf
'-o' - output is an optional argument
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Output file after subtraction from test1_output.vcf and test2_output.vcf will contains 224330
and
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In GUI mode:
Click on "UPLOAD A VCF FILE", select a file in /data/test_vcf
Directory in the file dialogue box. Then click on "RUN" to subtract variants.
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On an Intel-i5-3210M CPU @2.5GHz x 4-32 bit Ubuntu (14.04) system with 8 GB RAM
takes 72 minutes to process test1.vcf and 56 minutes to process test2.vcf.
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Menu to upload VCF file

Select VCF file to upload

Select a directory for creating
Menu to upload VCF directory
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custom germline database
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Error message if vcf files not
Confirm to create database
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selected
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9.4 Appendix IV: List of Notch pathway gene (n=48) and mutations identified in the
study.

S.no.

Gene Name

Mutation

1
2
3
4

JAG1
JAG2
DLL1
DLL3

None
None
None
None

Number of
samples
mutated
0
0
0
0

5

DLL4

p.R100G

69T,9T

Ligand

6

NOTCH1

p.R780Q
p.D573A
p.T859P
p.A465T
p.C554*

70T
8T
12T
38T
24T

receptor

7
8

NOTCH2
NOTCH3

None
None

0
0

receptor
receptor

9

NOTCH4

p.LLLLL1
2fs

23T

receptor

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

DVL1
DVL2
DVL3
EP300
MAML1
MAML2
MAML3
SNW1
CREBBP
HDAC1
HDAC2
NCOR2
NUMB
NUMBL
KAT2A
KAT2B
DTX1
DTX2
DTX3
DTX3L
DTX4
LFNG
MFNG

None
None
None
None
None
None

0
0
0
0
0
0

p.QQ508fs

25T

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

p.D122E

2T

None
None
None
None
None
None

0
0
0
0
0
0

Functional Class
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Negative regulator
Negative regulator
Negative regulator
Coactivator
Coactivator
Coactivator
Coactivator
Coactivator
Coactivator
Co-repressor
Co-repressor
Co-repressor
NOTCH1 negative regulator
NOTCH1 negative regulator
Transcription Regulator
Transcription Regulator
NOTCH1 Positive regulator
NOTCH1 Positive regulator
NOTCH1 Positive regulator
NOTCH1 Positive regulator
NOTCH1 Positive regulator
Modifier (likely positive regulator)
Modifier (likely positive regulator)
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Ligand
Ligand
Ligand
Ligand
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None

0

34

PSEN1

None

0

35

PSEN2

None

0

36

PSENEN

None

0

37

NCSTN

None

0

38

APH1A

None

0

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

ADAM17
RBPJ
RBPJL
CIR1
HES1
HES5
HEY1
PTCRA
HEYL
HEY2

None

0

p.M1R

70T

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Modifier (likely positive regulator)
Secretase complex(receptor
proteolysis)
Secretase complex(receptor
proteolysis)
Secretase complex(receptor
proteolysis)
Secretase complex(receptor
proteolysis)
Secretase complex(receptor
proteolysis)
receptor proteolysis
Transcription factor
Transcription factor
Transcription factor
Downstream effector
Downstream effector
Downstream effector
Others
Downstream effector
Downstream effector
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RFNG
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9.5 Appendix V: List of commonly up regulated genes in at least two datasets identified
from meta-analysis.
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Because below appendixes were large in size so they have been hyperlinked to google drive link
and can be assessed from there.

9.6

Appendixes V: List of deleterious non-silent mutations identified from exome
sequencing across 19 TSCC tumors.

9.7

Appendix VI: List of genes with DNA copy number gains in TSCC patients.

9.8

Appendix VII: List of genes with DNA copy number losses in TSCC patients.

9.9

Appendix VIII: List of significantly differentially expressed genes identified in HPVnegative early tongue tumors.

9.10 Appendix IX: List of gene sets identified for deregulated genes in HPV-negative early
tongue tumors.
9.11 Appendix X: Detailed list of transcript fusions identified in tongue tumors.
9.12 Appendix XI: Clinicopathologic features correlation analysis of fusion transcripts.
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9.13 Appendix XII: List of expressed genes in TSCC tumors.
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Abstract
Background: Several statistical tools have been developed to identify genes mutated at rates significantly higher
than background, indicative of positive selection, involving large sample cohort studies. However, studies involving
smaller sample sizes are inherently restrictive due to their limited statistical power to identify low frequency genetic
variations.
Results: We performed an integrated characterization of copy number, mutation and expression analyses of four
head and neck cancer cell lines - NT8e, OT9, AW13516 and AW8507– by applying a filtering strategy to prioritize for
genes affected by two or more alterations within or across the cell lines. Besides identifying TP53, PTEN, HRAS and
MET as major altered HNSCC hallmark genes, this analysis uncovered 34 novel candidate genes altered. Of these,
we find a heterozygous truncating mutation in Nuclear receptor binding protein, NRBP1 pseudokinase gene,
identical to as reported in other cancers, is oncogenic when ectopically expressed in NIH-3 T3 cells. Knockdown of
NRBP1 in an oral carcinoma cell line bearing NRBP1 mutation inhibit transformation and survival of the cells.
Conclusions: In overall, we present the first comprehensive genomic characterization of four head and neck cancer
cell lines established from Indian patients. We also demonstrate the ability of integrated analysis to uncover
biologically important genetic variation in studies involving fewer or rare clinical specimens.

Background
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is
the sixth-most-common cancer worldwide, with about
600,000 new cases every year, and includes cancer of the
nose cavity, sinuses, lips, tongue, mouth, salivary glands,
upper aerodigestive tract and voice box [1]. Recent large
scale cancer genome sequencing projects have identified
spectrum of driver genomic alterations in HNSCC
including CDKN2A, TP53, PIK3CA, NOTCH1, HRAS,
FBXW7, PTEN, NFE2L2, FAT1, and CASP8 [2–4]. These
landmark studies apply elegant statistical methodologies
like MutSig [5], Genome MuSiC [6], Intogen [7], InVEx
[8], ActiveDrive [9] and GISTIC [10] in identifying
significantly altered genes across large sample cohorts
by comparing rate of mutations of each gene with
* Correspondence: adutt@actrec.gov.in
1
Advanced Centre for Treatment, Research and Education in Cancer, Tata
Memorial Center, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 410210, India
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

background mutation rate to determine an unbiased
enrichment– a minimum ~150 patients or higher is required for identification of somatic mutations of 10 %
population frequency in HNSCC [11]. These genomewide analysis may not be directly applicable for studies
involving fewer or rare clinical specimen that are inherently restrictive due to the limited statistical power to
detect alterations existing at lower frequency.
On the other hand, given that a cancer gene could be
selectively inactivated or activated by multiple alterations, an integrative study design performed by combining multiple data types can potentially be helpful
to achieve the threshold for statistical significance
for studies involving fewer or rare clinical specimen.
For example, a tumor suppressor gene– deleted in
1 % of patients, mutated in another 3 %, promoterhypermethylated in another 2 % and out of frame fused
with some other chromosomal region in 2 %– may be
considered to be altered with a cumulative effect of 8 %

© 2015 Chandrani et al. Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
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based on integrative analysis [12, 13]. Combinatorial
sources of genetic evidence converging at same gene or
signalling pathway can also limit false positives by filtering strategy and potentially reducing the multiple hypothesis testing burden for identification of causal
genotype-phenotype associations [14]. Using similar approaches for posterior refinement to indicate positive
selection, Pickering et al. identified four key pathways in
oral cancer by integrating methylation to copy number
variation and expression [15]; and, more recently,
Wilkerson et al. proposed superior prioritisation of
mutations based on integrated analysis of the genome
and transcriptome sequencing than filtering based on
conventional quality filters [16]. These and several other
reports all together emphasize integration of multiplatform genomic data for identification of cancer
related genes [17].
Here, we perform characterization of four head and
neck cancer cell lines, established from Indian head and
neck cancer patients, using classical cytogenetic approach, SNP arrays, whole exome and whole transcriptome sequencing. Next, we apply the widely used
posterior filtering strategy of results obtained from
genome wide studies to effectively reduce the amount of
data obtained from individual platforms. Adopting such
an integrative approach allow us to identify biological
relevant alterations affected by two or more events even
from fewer samples.
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for copy number analysis using Genome Studio plugin cnvPartition 3.2 and an R package Genome Alteration Print (GAP) [20]. Inferred copy numbers were
then annotated with genomic features using BedTools
(v. 2.17.0) [21]. Copy number segments of more than
10 Mb in size were classified as arm-level amplifications and were identified as non-significant alterations. Focal amplifications (less than 10 Mb) were
used for further analysis.
Cytogenetic karyotyping

Methods

Cells grown in complete media (60–70 % confluent)
were treated with colcemid (0.1 ng/ul, Sigma, USA) to
arrest them in metaphase. After incubation of 6 h at
37oC and trypsinisation, cells were washed with prewarmed KCl (0.075 M) (Sigma, USA) and incubated
with KCl at 37 °C in water bath for 60 min. After the incubation is over, cells were fixed with Carnoy’s fixative
solution on pre chilled microscopic glass slides (chilled
in alcohol) by pipette around 70 μl of cell suspension,
drop by drop from height (50 cm). Slides were kept on
the water bath at 70 °C for few seconds followed by drying on heating block (set at 80 °C). Metaphase of cells
was confirmed by observing chromosomes using a phase
contrast inverted microscope (Zeiss, USA). Confirmed
metaphase captured cells were aged by keeping the slides
at 60 °C for 3 h followed by trypsin digest (Trypsin/EDTA
- concentration of 0.025 %, Sigma, USA). Giemsa stain
(Sigma, USA) (3 %) was applied using coplin Jar for
15 min on slides followed by washing with distilled water.

Cell culturing and single cell dilution for establishing
clonal cells

Exome sequencing

Four HNSCC tumor cell lines established within Tata
Memorial Center from Indian patients and described
before were acquired: NT8e, OT9, AW13516, AW8507
[18, 19]. All the cell lines were maintained in DMEM
media (Gibco, USA). For clonal selection, growing
culture was trypsinized and diluted as 1 cell per 100 ml
of media and dispensed in a 96 well plate with follow up
subculture of clones that survived.
SNP array analysis

Genomic DNA was extracted from pre-clonal and clonal
cell lines using PAXgene Tissue DNA Kit (Qiagen,
USA). 200 ng of good quality DNA from each sample
was submitted to Sandor Proteomics (Hyderabad, India)
for sample preparation and genome wide SNP array using
Illumina Infinium assay (Human660W-quad BeadArray
chip) following manufacturer’s standard protocol. Array
data was pre-processed using GenomeStudio (Illumina
Inc., USA) for quality control check. To retain only good
quality genotyping calls, a threshold GenCall score of 0.25
was used across all samples. A total of 396, 266 SNPs were
retained after this filtering. These SNPs were then used

Exome enrichment was performed using manufacturer’s
protocol for Illumina TruSeq exome enrichment kit in
which 500 ng of DNA libraries from six samples were
pooled to make total 3 μg DNA mass from which
62 MB of targeted exonic region covering 20,976 genes
was captured. Exome enriched library was quantified
and validated by real-time PCR using Kappa quantification kit at the Next-Generation Genomics Facility
(NGGF) at Center for Cellular and Molecul ar Platforms
(CCAMP, India). Whole exome libraries of AW13516,
AW8507 and OT9 were loaded onto Illumina HiSeq
1000 for 2 X 100 bp paired-end sequencing with expected coverage of ~ 100 X. NT8e cell line was sequenced with 2 X 54 bp paired-end and 2 X 100 bp
paired-end sequencing. Raw sequence reads generated
were mapped to NCBI human reference genome (build
GRCh37) using BWA v. 0.6.2 [22]. Mapped reads were
then used to identify and remove PCR duplicates using
Picard tools v. 1.74 (http:broadinstitute.github.io/picard/).
Base quality score recalibration and indel re-alignment
were performed and variants were called from each cell
line separately using GATK v. 1.6-9 [23, 24] and MuTect
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v. 1.0.27783 [25]. All the variants were merged and
dumped into local MySQL database for advanced analysis and filtering. We used hard filter for removing
variants having below 5X coverage to reduce false
positives. For cell lines we use dbSNP (v. 134) [26] as
standard known germline variants database and COSMIC
(v. 62) [27] as standard known somatic variants database.
Variants identified in cell lines, which are also there in
dbSNP but not in COSMIC were subtracted from the
database. Remaining variants were annotated using
Oncotator (v. 1.0.0.0rc7) [28], and three functional
prediction tools PolyPhen2 (build r394) [29], Provean
(v. 1.1) [30] and MutationAccessor (release 2) [31].
Variants found deleterious by any two out of three
tools were prioritized. Variants having recurrent prediction of deleterious function were prioritized. Variants from exome sequencing were compared to
variants identified from transcriptome sequencing for
cross-validation using in-house computer program.
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Integrated analysis

Genes identified to be altered by SNP array, transcriptome
sequencing and exome sequencing were then used for integrative analysis to prioritize the genes which are harbouring multiple types of alteration in same or different
cell line. Gene level converging of genomic data were emphasized in identification of biologically relevant alterations across platform and samples. Taking this into
consideration, we designed gene prioritization based on
three steps: 1) selection of genes harbouring positive correlation of focal copy number and gene expression; 2) selection of genes harbouring point mutations with
detectable transcript and or altered copy number, and 3)
selection of genes harbouring multiple type of alterations identified from above two gene lists (Additional
file 1: Figure S7). Circos plot representation of integrated genomics data was generated using Circos tool
(v. 0.66) [37].
Sanger sequencing validation

Transcriptome sequencing

Transcriptome libraries for sequencing were constructed
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, mRNA
was purified from 4 μg of intact total RNA using oligodT
beads (TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit, Illumina). 7
pmol of each library was loaded on Illumina flow cell
(version 3) for cluster generation on cBot cluster
generation system (Illumina) and clustered flow cell was
transferred to Illumina HiSeq1500 for paired end sequencing using Illumina paired end reagents TruSeq
SBS Kit v3 (Illumina) for 200 cycle. De-multiplexing was
done using CASAVA (version 1.8.4, Illumina). Actively
expressed transcripts were identified from sequencing
data by aligning them to the reference genome hg19
using Tophat (v. 2.0.8b) [32] and quantifying number
of reads per known gene using cufflinks (v.2.1.1)
pipeline [33]. All the transcripts were then binned
by log10(FPKM + 1) to differentiate the significantly
expressed transcripts from the background noise. Since
paired normal of these cell lines cannot be obtained, we
defined significant change in expression for those genes
whose expression is higher (>60 %) or lower (<40 %)
than the median expression as suggested in [34]. Gene
set enrichment was performed by submitting actively
expressed transcripts lists to MSigDB V4 [35] and
filtering resulting gene lists by p-value of enrichment.
Variants were identified from transcriptome sequencing
using GATK [23, 24]. Only variants having overlap with
exome sequencing were considered as true genomic
variants. Fusion transcripts were identified using
ChimeraScan (v.0.4.5) [36]. Candidate fusion events
supported by minimum 10 read pairs were used for
integration and visualization in Circos plot.

PCR products were purified using NucleoSpin Gel and
PCR Clean-up kit (MACHEREY-NAGEL) as per manufacture’s protocol and quantified using Nano-Drop 2000c
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and
submitted for sequencing in capillary electrophoresis 3500
Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies). Sanger sequencing
traces were analysed for mutation using Mutation
Surveyor [38]. The details of all the primers used for mutation analysis have been provided in Additional file 2:
Table S7.
DNA copy number validation

Quantitative-real time PCR and data analysis was performed using Type-it® CNV SYBR® Green PCR (cat. No.
206674) as per manufacturer’s instructions on 7900HT
Fast Real-Time PCR System. The details of all the
primers used for DNA copy number analysis have been
provided in Additional file 2: Table S8.
RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, quantitative real time PCR

Total RNA was extracted from cell lines using
RNeasy RNA isolation kit (Qiagen) and Trizol reagent
(Invitrogen) based methods and later resolved on
1.2 % Agarose gel to confirm the RNA integrity. RNA
samples were DNase treated followed (Ambion) by
first strand cDNA synthesis using Superscript III kit
(Invitrogen) and semi-quantitative evaluative PCR for
GAPDH was performed to check the cDNA integrity.
cDNA was diluted 1:10 and reaction was performed
in 10 μl volume in triplicate. The melt curve analysis
was performed to check the primer dimer or non-specific
amplifications. Real-time PCR was carried out using
KAPA master mix (KAPA SYBR® FAST Universal q PCR
kit) as per manufacturer’s instructions in triplicate on
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7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System. All the experiments
were repeated at least twice independently. The data was
normalized with internal reference GAPDH, and analysed
by using delta-delta Ct method described previously [39].
The details of all the primers used for expression analysis
have been provided in Additional file 2: Table S8.
Generation of p BABE-NRBP1-PURO constructs

The cDNA of Human NRBP1 was amplified from
AW13516 cell line using Superscript III (Invitrogen,
cat no 18080–093) in a TA cloning vector pTZ57R/
T(InsTAclone PCR cloning kit, K1214, ThermoScientific),
later site-directed mutagenesis was done using QuikChange
II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (cat.no. 200523) as per
manufacturer’s instructions. Later both wild type and
mutant NRBP1 cDNA sequenced confirmed using Sanger
sequencing and were sub-cloned in to retroviral vector
p BABE-puro using restriction digestion based cloning
(SalI and BamHI).
Generation of stable clone of NIH-3 T3 overexpressing
NRBP1

Two hundred ninety-three T cells were seeded in 6 well
plates one day before transfection and each constructs
(pBABE-puro) along with pCL-ECO helper vector were
transfected using Lipofectamine LTX reagent (Invitrogen)
as per manufacturer’s protocol. Viral soup was collected
48 and 72 h post transfection, passed through 0.45 μM
filter and stored at 4 °C. Respective cells for transduction
were seeded one day before infection in six well plate and
allowed to grow to reach 50–60 % confluency. One ml of
the virus soup (1:5 dilution) and 8ug/ml of polybrene
(Sigma) was added to cells and incubated for six
hours. Cells were maintained under puromycin
(Sigma) selection.
shRNA mediated knockdown of NRBP1 in HNSCC cells

We retrieved shRNA sequences targeting human NRBP1
from TRC (The RNAi Consortium) library database located in sh1 (3′ UTR) and sh2 (CDS). Target sequences
of NRBP1 shRNA constructs: sh1 (TRCN0000001437),
5′-CCCTCTGCACTTTGTTTACTTCT-3′; sh2 (TRCN0
000001439), 5′-TGTCGAGAAGAGCAGAAGAATCT-3′.
shGFP target sequences is 5′-GCAAGCTGACCCT
GAAGTTCAT-3′. p-LKO.1 GFP shRNA was a gift from
David Sabatini (Addgene plasmid # 30323) [40]. Cloning
of shRNA oligos were done using AgeI and EcoRI restriction site in p-LKO.1 puro constructs. Bacterial colonies
obtained screened using PCR and positive clone were
sequence verified using Sanger sequencing. Lentiviral
production and stable cell line generation performed as
described earlier [41]. In brief, Lentivirus were produced
by transfection of shRNA constructs and two helper vector in 293 T cells as described [42]. Transduction was
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performed in HNSCC cells by incubating for 6 h in presence of 10 μg/ml polybrene and post infection media was
replaced with fresh media. Puromycin selection was performed two days post infection in presence of 1 μg/ml.
Puromycin selected cells were harvested and total cell
lysate prepared and expression of NRBP1 was analysed
using anti-NRBP1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology;
sc-390087) and GAPDH (Santa Cruz Biotechnology;
sc-32233).
Soft Agar colony formation assay

The cells were harvested 48 h after transfection, and
an equal number of viable cells were plated onto soft
agar after respective treatments for determination of
anchorage-independent growth. For analysis of growth
in soft agar, 5 × 103cells were seeded in triplicate onto
a six well dish (Falcon) in 3 ml of complete medium
containing 0.33 % agar solution at 37 °C. Cells were fed
with 500 μl of medium every 2 days. From each well
randomly 10 field images were taken using Phase contrast Inverted microscope (Zeiss axiovert 200 m) and
colonies were counted manually.
Growth curve analysis - 25,000 cells/well were seeded
in 24 well plates and growth was assessed post day 2, 4
and 6 by counting the cells using a haemocytometer.
Percent survival were plotted at day 4 relative to day 2
and later normalized against scrambled or empty vector
control.
Western blot analysis

Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer and protein concentration was estimated using BCA method [43]. 50 and
100 μg protein was used for NIH-3 T3 and HNSCC cell
lines western analysis. The protein was separated on
10 % SDS-PAGE gel, transfer was verified using Ponceau
S (Sigma), transferred on nitrocellulose membrane and
blocked in Tris-buffered saline containing 5 % BSA
(Sigma) and 0.05 % Tween-20(Sigma). Later, blots
were probed with anti-NRBP1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; sc-390087), anti-total ERK1/2 (Cell signaling;
4372S), anti-Phospho ERK1/2 (Cell signaling; 4370S)
and anti- GAPDH antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology;
SC-32233). The membranes were then incubated with
corresponding secondary HRP-conjugated antibodies
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) and the immune complexes were visualized by Pierce ECL (Thermo Scientific,
USA) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Western blot
experiments were performed as independent replicates.
Statistical analysis

Chi-square and t-test were performed using R programming language and GraphPad Prism. A p-value cut-off
of 0.05 was used for gene expression, copy number and
variant analysis.
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Availability of supporting data

All genomics data have been deposited at the ArrayExpress (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), hosted by the
European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), under following
accession numbers: E-MTAB-3958 : Whole transcriptome
data; E-MTAB-3961 : Whole exome data; and, E-MTAB3960 : SNP array data

Results
We characterized genetic alterations underlying four
head and neck cancer cell lines followed by TCGA dataset to identify cumulative significance of biologically
relevant alterations by integrating copy number, expression and point mutation data.
Characterization of four HNSCC cell lines established from
Indian patients

Given that higher accumulative effect of individual genes
can be reckoned by integrative analysis, we argue that
these alteration can possibly be determined even with
fewer samples. As a proof of principle, we performed an
integrated characterization of karyotype analysis, copy
number analysis, whole transcriptome and exome sequencing of 4 HNSCC cell lines established from Indian patients. In brief, significantly altered chromosomal
segments based on copy number analysis were filtered
based on nucleotide variant information and aberrant expression of transcripts to allow prioritization of regions
harboring either deleterious mutation or expressing the
transcript at significantly high levels, in addition to the
stringent intrinsic statistical mining performed for each
sample.
Karyotype analysis

The hyperploidy status of AW13516, AW8507, NT8E
and OT9 cell lines were inferred by classical karyotyping
with an average ploidy of 62, 62, 66 and 64, respectively
that were largely consistent with ploidy as inferred form
SNP array analysis (Fig. 1a; Additional file 1: Figure S1)
and as reported for tumor cells lines [18, 19]. We specifically observed dicentric and ring chromosomes at elevated frequency indicating higher chromosomal instability
(CIN) [44]. Overall distribution of chromosomal aberrations in each HNSCC cell lines showed similar pattern,
representing an overall similar genomic structure of all
HNSCC cell lines.
Copy number analysis

We performed genotyping microarray using Illumina
660 W quad SNP array chips of all the cell lines (Additional
file 1: Figure S2). After stringent filtering of initial genotyping calls, on an average, 253 genomic segments of copy
number changes were obtained per cell line. By limiting
segment size at 10 Mb an average 166 focal segments were
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identified, including loss of copy number and LOH at 3p
which is known to have correlation to advanced stage of
tumor progression and poor clinical outcome [45, 46]; copy
number gain on 11q known to be associated with advanced
stage, recurrence and poor clinical outcome [47]; LOH at
8p and 9p which are known to be associated with advanced
stage and survival [48] (Additional file 2: Table S1); and
amplification of known oncogenes EGFR in AW13516,
OT9; MYC in AW13516 and AW8507 cells; JAK1 in
NT8E, AW8507; NSD1 in AW8507; and MET in
AW13516 and OT9 (Additional file 2: Table S2). Several
hallmark genes were found to be amplified in cell lines such
as CCND1, NOTCH1, and HES1 in all four cells; PIK3CA
in AW13516, AW8507; deletion of CDKN2A in AW13516;
FBXW7 in NT8E, AW13516 and OT9 cells were detected
and validated by real time PCR (Fig. 1b, Additional file 2:
Table S2) in each cell line.
Whole transcriptome analysis

Whole transcriptome sequencing revealed 17,067,
19,374, 16,866 and 17,022 genes expressed in AW13516,
AW8507, NT8e and OT9 respectively. Total ~5000 transcripts having less than 0.1 log10(FPKM + 1) were filtered
out because of biologically non-significant expression
level (Additional file 1: Figure S3). The upper quartile
(>60 %) was considered as highly expressed genes and
lower quartile (<40 %) was considered as lowly expressed
genes. Gene set enrichment analysis of upper quartile
showed enrichment of genes (data not shown) known to
be up regulated in nasopharyngeal carcinoma [49]. All
the transcripts showed 75 % overlap of expression profile
with each other (Additional file 1: Figure S4) indicating
overall similar nature of cell lines. Over expression of
hallmark of HNSCC such as CCND1, MYC, MET,
CTNNB1, JAK1, HRAS, JAG1, and HES1 and down
regulation of FBXW7, SMAD4 in at least 3 cell line were
observed and validated by quantitative real time PCR
(Additional file 2: Table S3). A positive correlation was
observed between transcriptome FPKM and qPCR Ct
values (Fig. 1c).
Analysis of mutational landscape

All the cell lines were sequenced for whole exome at
about 80X coverage using Illumina HiSeq. The relative
coverage of each coding region was comparable across
all four cell lines (Additional file 2: Table S4; Additional
file 1: Figure S5). The coding part of the four cell line
genome consist 28813, 47892, 20864 and 25029 variants
in AW13516, AW8507, NT8e and OT9 cell line, respectively. Filtering of known germline variants (SNPs)
and low quality variants left 5623, 4498, 2775, 5139 nonsynonymous variants in AW13516, AW8507, NT8e and
OT9 cell line, respectively (Additional file 2: Table S4).
Of 20 HNSCC hallmark variants predicted as deleterious
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Fig. 1 Genomic alterations identified in HNSCC cell lines. a Chromosomal aberrations identified by 25 independent karyotype of each cell line is
represented in circular form. Chromosome numbers in each cell line are indicated by n, as observed from karyotype (*) and predicted by SNP
array (^). b Heatmap representation of copy number changes in key hallmark genes identified by SNP array and validated by qPCR. Grey box
indicates validated and white box indicates invalidated copy number change in respective cell line. c Scatter plot representation of hallmark
gene’s expression. X-axis shows gene expression quantified by RNA sequencing and Y-axis shows gene expression quantified by RT-qPCR. Genes
showed positive correlation between RNA sequencing and RT-qPCR. d Several high-quality point mutations identified by exome sequencing were
validated by Sanger sequencing. Sanger sequencing trace were visualized using Mutation Surveyor software showing reference sequence trace in upper
panel and mutant sequencing trace in below panel. Arrows represent mutation position with reference and mutated base indicated above the arrow

by two of three algorithms used for functional prediction
[29–31], 17 variants could be validated by Sanger sequencing (Fig. 1d; Additional file 2: Table S5) including:
TP53 (R273H), TP53 (P72R), PTEN (H141Y), EGFR
(R521K), HRAS (G12S and R78W), and CASP8 (G328E).
Integrated analysis identifies hallmark alterations in
HNSCC cell lines

The first step of integration analysis involved identification of genes with positively correlated copy number
and expression data. While no significant correlation
was observed among expression and arm-level copy
number segments (Additional file 1: Figure S6a), median expression of focally amplified and deleted genes

positively correlated to their expression (Fig. 2a and
Additional file 1: Figure S6b). About 1000 genes with
focal copy number changes with consistent expression
pattern were identified from four cell lines. The second
step of integration analysis involved identification of mutated genes that were expressed. Number of missense mutations identified from transcriptome sequencing (67,641
variants) were much higher than from exome sequencing
(30,649 variants). Filtering of exome variants against transcriptome variants reduced total number of 9253 unique
missesne variants in all four cell lines (Fig. 2b). Two thousand four hundred seventy-nine missense mutations of
9523 total mutations found across all cells were used for
further integration with copy number and expression data
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Fig. 2 Integration of copy-number, gene expression and single nucleotide variants. a Box plot representations showing focal copy number variations
identified by SNP array on X-axis and gene expression quantified by RNA sequencing on Y-axis. Focally amplified or deleted genes from all four cell
lines showed a positive trend with over expression or under expression respectively. b Scatter plot representation of genes harboring single nucleotide
variants and it’s expression from all four cell lines. Variants identified by whole exome sequencing are displayed by genomic coordinates on X-axis and
normalized quantity of gene expression (by transcriptome sequencing) is displayed on Y-axis. Red line denotes 0.01 log10(FPKM + 1) filter which
removes ~50 % of the total variants

(Additional file 1: Figure S7). Next, as third step of integration, we sorted genes with altered copy number, expression levels and harboring non-synonymous mutations
for integrated analysis based on criterion as described in
methodology in four cell lines (Additional file 1: Figure S7).
Briefly, genes harbouring two or more type of alterations
were selected: harbouring positive correlation of focal copy
number and gene expression; or those harbouring point
mutations with detectable transcript harbouring the variant—based on which, we identified 38 genes having multiple types of alterations (Additional file 2: Table S6). These
include genes known to have somatic incidences in
HNSCC: TP53, HRAS, MET and PTEN. We also identified
CASP8 in AW13516 cell line which was recently identified
as very significantly altered by ICGC-India team in ~50 Indian HNSCC patients [50]. We additionally identified novel
genes like CCNDBP1, GSN, IMMT, LAMA5, SAT2 and
WDYHV1 to be altered by all three analysis i.e. CNV, expression and mutation. These all genes were also found to
be altered in TCGA dataset with minimum 3 % cumulative
frequency (Additional file 1: Figure S8). The overall convergence of copy number, expression and mutation data in
each cell line is represented as circos plot (Fig. 3a;
Additional file 1: Figure S9). Among the novel genes identified, of genes with at least one identical mutation previously
reported include a pseudokinase Nuclear receptor binding
protein NRBP1 harboring heterozygous truncating mutation (Q73*) in NT8e cells, identical to as reported in lung
cancer and altered in other cancers [51, 52].

as were observed in 2 of 3 HNSCC cells (Fig. 4a). To determine whether expression of mutant NRBP1 is required for tumor cell survival, we tested shRNA
constructs in two HNSCC cells expressing all three
forms of WT NRBP1 (OT9 cells) and mutant NRBP1
(NT8e cells). We demonstrate that even partial knockdown of mutant NRBP1 expression in the NT8e cells,
but not WT NRBP1 expression in the OT9, significantly
inhibited anchorage-independent growth and cell survival (Fig. 4b–d). We next tested the oncogenic role of
NRBP1. mRNAs harboring premature termination
(nonsense) codons are selectively degraded by
Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) [54]. However, mRNAs with nonsense mutations in the first exon
are known to bypass NMD [55]. When ectopically
expressed in NIH-3 T3 cells, mutant NRBP1 transcript
escape non-sense mediated degradation as determined
by real time PCR (Additional file 1: Figure S10). All
three isoform of NRBP1 were detected in NIH-3 T3
cells expressing wild type NRBP1 cDNA. However, only
two isoform of 51 kDa and 43 kDa were detected in cells
transfected with mutant NRBP1 cDNA (Fig. 4e upper
panel). The over expression of the mutant NRBP1 in
NIH3T3 cells conferred anchorage-independent growth,
forming significantly higher colonies in soft agar than
cells expressing wild type NRBP1 (Fig. 4f ). Transformation of NIH-3 T3 cells by NRBP1 over expression
was accompanied by elevated phosphorylation of the
MAPK (Fig. 4e lower panel).

Mutant NRBP1 is required for tumor cell survival and is
oncogenic in NIH3T3 cells

Integrated analysis of TCGA dataset for HNSCC hallmark
genes

NRBP1 encodes for three different nuclear receptor
binding protein isoform using three alternative translational initiation sites of 60 kDa, 51 kDa and 43 kDa [53],

Next, as a proof of principle, we computated cumulative
frequency of copy number variations, expression
changes and point mutations across 43 genes with ~3 %
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Fig. 3 Integrative genomic landscape of HNSCC. a Circos plot representations of genes identified by integrated genomic analysis of HNSCC cell lines.
From outside to inside: karyotype, CNVs, Gene expression (FPKM), SNVs and translocations. Red colour indicates copy number gain or higher gene
expression and blue colour indicates copy number loss or lower gene expression in CNV and FPKM tracks respectively. Non-synonymous mutations
are indicated as blue triangles and grey circles represents non-sense mutations in SNV track. Fusion transcripts identified by transcriptome sequencing
are shown as arc coloured by their chromosome of origin identified by ChimeraScan. b Heatmap representation of novel genes identified
by integrated analysis of four HNSCC cell lines and their incidence in 279 HNSCC samples from TCGA study. Amplification (red) and
deletions (blue) are indicated by filled box, over expression (red) and under expression (blue) are indicated by border line to the box,
mis-sense (green), non-sense (black) and in-frame (brown) mutations are indicated by smaller square box

and higher mutation frequency in HNSCC TCGA dataset. As expected and described for few genes [4, 56],
most of the genes were found to be altered at higher cumulative incidence than as reckoned by individual alterations (Fig. 5). Interestingly, three class of hallmark
genes involved in HNSCC could be distinctly identified:
genes that are primarily altered by mutations like TP53
and SYNE1; genes that are sparsely altered by amplification or overexpression in addition to mutations like
FAT1, NOTCH1, KMT2D, and FLG; and, genes that are
preferentially altered by amplification or over expression
over point mutations with higher cumulative effect than
known before. Of these, previously described genes like
PIK3CA, CDKN2A, TP63, EGFR, CASP8, NFE2L2, and
KRAS show more than twice cumulative effect of alteration while rest of the genes are altered at several folds
higher cumulative frequency based on integrated analysis. Furthermore, three genes– UBR5, ZNF384 and
TERT were found to be altered with cumulative frequency of 32, 19, and 16 %, respectively that has not
been previously described in HNSCC.

Discussion
We have characterized genetic alterations of unknown
somatic status underlying four head and neck cancer cell
lines of Indian origin patient by subjecting them to a
thorough karyotype based characterization, SNP array
based analysis, whole exome capture sequencing, and
mRNA sequencing.
Integrated analysis of the cell lines establish their resemblance to primary tumors. Consistent with literature,
most frequent copy number gains in head and neck cancer cells in this study were observed at 2q, 3q, 5p and
7p, and deletions at 3p, 9p, 10p, 11q, 14q, 17q and 19p,
as reported earlier [57, 58]. Integration of multiple platform with the copy number variation, allowed us to
identify the functionally relevant alterations including
several hall marks genes known to be involved in
HNSCC, viz. PIK3CA, EGFR, HRAS, MYC, CDKN2A,
MET, TRAF2, PTK2 and CASP8. Of the novel genes,
JAK1 was found to be amplified in two of the cell lines
and overexpressed in all 4 HNSCC cells; NOTCH1 known
to harbor inactivating mutations in HNSCC [3, 50] was
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Fig. 4 Mutant NRBP1 is required for tumor cell survival and is oncogenic in NIH3T3 cells. Knockdown of mutant NRBP1 expression with shRNA inhibits
transformation and survival of HNSCC cell lines. a Western blot analysis of total NRBP1 expression level in HNSCC cell lines. NRBP1 encodes for three
different nuclear receptor binding protein isoform: 60 kDa, 51 kDa and 43 kDa in NT8e cells (lane 1), OT9 cells (lane 2). AW13516 cells express only two
isoforms (lane 3). b Western blot representation of NRBP1 partial knockdown by two independent hairpins (shNRBP1#1 and shNRBP1#2) in NT8e and
OT9 cells. The hairpin constructs inhibit cell survival as assessed by cell counting as described in methods. c and anchorage-independent growth as
assessed by colony formation in soft agar d in the NT8e cells harboring an NRBP1 Q73* mutation, but not the OT9 cells, which express WT NRBP1.
shGFP, a hairpin specific for green fluorescent protein, was used as a negative control. All results are normalized to survival or colony formation by cells
infected with empty vector. Images were taken at 10X magnification. e Western blot analysis of NRBP1 wild type and mutant (Q73*) in NIH-3 T3 cells.
Vector control, NIH-3 T3 clones overexpressing wild-type and mutant NRBP1 is shown. NRBP1 Q73* mutation expresses 51 kDa isoform, while two
isoform of 60 kDa and 51 kDa can be seen in 3 T3 clones overexpressing wild-type NRBP1. Western blot analysis of total and phosphorylated MAPK in
NIH-3 T3 clones expressing NRBP1 wild type (lane 2) and mutant NRBP1 (Q73*). f Representative images (taken at 20x) of soft agar colony formed by
NIH-3 T3 cells expressing NRBP1 wild type and Q73*. Bar graph representation of number of soft agar colonies formed by stable NIH-3 T3 clones.
NIH-3 T3 cells expressing EGFR VIII was used as positive control and relative comparison of transforming ability of mutant NRBP1. *** P-value <0.0001,
** P-value <0.001

found to be amplified in all 4 and overexpressed in 2 of 4
HNSCC cells, known to be play dual role in a context
dependent manner [59].
We also observed missense mutations in several novel
genes such as CLK2, NRBP1, CCNDBP1, IDH1, LAMA5,
BCAR1, ZNF678, and CLK2. Of these, genes with at least
one identical mutation previously reported include NRBP1
(Q73*), a pseudo kinase, found in NT8e cells, earlier reported in lung and other cancers [51, 52], with an overall
9 % cumulative frequency alteration in TCGA HNSCC
dataset (Additional file 1: Figure S8). Of 48 pseudo kinases
known in human genome, several have been shown to retain their biochemical catalytic activities despite lack of one
or more of the three catalytic residues essential for its kinase activity, with their established roles in cancer [60–62].

Interestingly, several activating mutant alleles of
NRBP1 homolog Drosophila Madm (Mlf1 adapter molecule) 3 T4 (Q46*); 2U3 (C500*); 3G5 (Q530*); 7 L2 and
3Y2 (that disrupts splice donor site of first exon) are
known, wherein alternative translation start codons is
similarly suggestive for a varying degree of pinhead phenotype severity associated with the mutant alleles [53, 63].
Studies in the fruit fly have provided important insights into
mechanisms underlying the biology of growth promoting
NRBP1 homolog Drosophila Madm. A recent study suggests Drosophila Madm interacts with Drosophila bunA
that encodes a gene homologous to human Transforming
Growth Factor-β1 stimulated clone-22 TSC-22 [63]; that
were later shown to interact even in mammalian system
[64]. Interestingly, mammalian tumor suppressor TSC-22 is
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Fig. 5 Integrative genomic landscape of HNSCC tumors in TCGA dataset. Heatmap representation of hallmark genes in 279 HNSCC samples from
TCGA study with frequency of alterations based on integrated CNVs, gene expression and SNVs. Frequency of alterations in the gene based on
Cosmic database, Agrawal et al., Stransky et al. and TCGA study are also shown for comparison with integrated analysis. Amplification (red) and
deletions (blue) are indicated by filled box, over expression (red) and under expression (blue) are indicated by border line to the box, mis-sense
(green), non-sense (black) and in-frame (brown) mutations are indicated by smaller square box

known to play an important role in maintaining differentiated phenotype in salivary gland tumors [65], a subtype of
head and neck cancer. More recently, studies have shown
poor clinical outcomes are associated with NRBP1 over
expression in prostate cancer [64]. We provide the first
functional analysis of mutant NRBP1 and establish that
NIH-3 T3 cells expressing the mutant NRBP1 enhance
their survival and anchorage independent growth, while
its knock down diminishes survival and anchorageindependent growth by oral cancer cells expressing
activating NRBP1 mutations. Thus, NT8e cells harboring
mutant NRBP1 was found to be consistent with its
suggestive role in prostate cancer biology and other model
organisms. Interestingly, NRBP1 has also been shown to
be involved in intestinal progenitor cell homeostasis with
tumor suppressive function [66], suggesting its role is specific to the cellular context. This study identifies NRBP1
mutant to play an oncogenic role in head and neck cancer.
However, in depth systematic sequencing of NRBP1 in a
wide variety of tumor types may help indicate utility of
NRBP1 inhibition in human cancer.
Furthermore, based on TCGA data integrated analysis,
cumulative alteration frequency of TP63 (35 %), EGFR
(23 %) and NFEL2 (19 %) were found to be higher than
reported in COSMIC and cBioPortal, consistent with as
described in other reports [4, 56]. Of alterations not

defined before, UBR5, ZNF384 and TERT were found
to be altered at higher frequency at 32, 19, 16 %, respectively. Interestingly, recurrent UBR5-ZNF384 fusion
has been shown to be oncogenic in EBV-associated
nasopharyngeal subtype of HNSCC [67]; amplification
of TERT has been shown to be higher in lung squamous [68], suggesting these alterations as potential
squamous specific event, though that warrants detailed
systematic assessment.
In overall, this study underscores integrative approaches
through a filtering strategy to help reckon higher cumulative frequency for individual genes affected by two or
more alterations to achieve the threshold for statistical
significance even from fewer samples. The integrative
analysis as described here, in essence, is based on a linear
simplified assumption of disease aetiology that variation at
DNA level lead to changes in gene expression causal to
transformation of the cell. As a major deficiency, only
genes that are subject to multiple levels of biological regulation are likely to be determined by this approach than
genes that are primarily altered by single alteration like
amplification or over expression.

Conclusion
As a proof of principle, integrated analysis of copy
number variation, exome and transcriptome of 4 head
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and neck cancer cell lines and TCGA HNSCC dataset identify NRBP1, UBR5, ZNF384 and TERT as
novel candidate oncogenes in HNSCC. However, systematic functional experimental validation is required
to further guide and identify true driver events of
these alterations. Additionally, the genetically- defined
cellular systems characterized by integrated genomics
analysis in this study (NT8e, OT9, AW13516, AW8507),
together with the identification of novel actionable molecular targets, may help further facilitate the pre-clinical
evaluation of emerging therapeutic agents in head and
neck cancer.
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array. Genome alteration print (GAP) of (A) AW8507, (B) AW13516, (C)
NT8e AND (D) OT9 cell lines obtained by SNP array. First horizontal block
represents B-allele frequency, second block represents absolute copy
number, third block is log R ratio. Frequency of transcripts per binned log
transformed FPKM + 1. Raw RNA sequencing data was binned to obtain
frequency of genes per log10(FPKM + 1) in (A) AW8507, (B) AW13516,
(C) NT8e and (D) OT9. Horizontal dotted lines indicates percentile of
transcripts in the quadrant. Similarity of gene expression in HNSCC cell
lines. Number of genes commonly expressed between AW8507, AW13516,
NT8e and OT9 cell lines. Relative depth in exome sequencing. Relative
depth of sequencing for various genomic regions in (A) AW8507, (B)
AW13516, (C) NT8e and (D) OT9. Correlation of copy number with gene
expression. (A) Arm level and (B) focal copy number changes and gene
expression (y-axis) are shown for AW8507, AW13516, NT8e and OT9 cell
lines. Correlation of focal copy number with gene expression was 1.5
fold higher in AW8507, 5.2 fold higher in AW13516, 2.4 fold higher in
NT8e and 1.6 fold higher in OT9 cell line compare to arm level copy number
changes. P-value cut-off of 0.05 was used as threshold for statistical significance.* denotes P-value <0.05, ** <0.005, *** <0.0005. Schematic view of data
reduction in integrated genomic analysis. Flow chart depicts the reduction of
data at each stage of integration. First row indicates number of genes identified from each platform as raw calls. Second and third row indicates number
of genes left after each step of integration with main selection parameter
indicated outside the box. Integrative genomic alterations of genes in TCGA
dataset of HNSCC tumors. Heatmap representation of 38 genes in 279 HNSCC
samples from TCGA study with frequency of alterations based on integrated
CNVs, gene expression and SNVs. Amplification (red) and deletions (blue) are
indicated by filled box, over expression (red) and under expression (blue) are
indicated by border line to the box, mis-sense (green), non-sense (black) and
in-frame (brown) mutations are indicated by smaller square box. Circos plot
representation of HNSCC cell lines. Circos plot representations of integrated
genomic data of (A) AW8507, (B) AW13516, (C) NT8e and (D) OT9 cell lines.
From outside to inside: karyotype, CNVs, Gene expression (FPKM), SNVs
and translocations. Red colour indicates copy number gain or higher gene
expression and blue colour indicates copy number loss or lower gene
expression in CNV and FPKM tracks, respectively. Non-synonymous mutations
are indicated as blue triangles and grey circles represents non-sense mutations
in SNV track. Fusion transcripts identified by transcriptome sequencing are
shown as arc coloured by their chromosome of origin identified by
ChimeraScan. NRBP1 expression in NIH-3 T3 cells. qPCR analysis of NRBP1
gene expression in NIH-3 T3 stably expressing wild and mutant. Data was
normalized against GAPDH and fold change plotted. P value <0.0001 is
denoted as ***. (PDF 9017 kb)
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ABSTRACT
Background: Notch pathway plays a complex role depending on cellular contexts:
promotes stem cell maintenance or induces terminal differentiation in potential
cancer-initiating cells; acts as an oncogene in lymphocytes and mammary tissue or
plays a growth-suppressive role in leukemia, liver, skin, and head and neck cancer.
Here, we present a novel clinical and functional significance of NOTCH1 alterations
in early stage tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC).
Patients and Methods: We analyzed the Notch signaling pathway in 68 early
stage TSCC primary tumor samples by whole exome and transcriptome sequencing,
real-time PCR based copy number, expression, immuno-histochemical, followed by
cell based biochemical and functional assays.
Results: We show, unlike TCGA HNSCC data set, NOTCH1 harbors significantly
lower frequency of inactivating mutations (4%); is somatically amplified; and,
overexpressed in 31% and 37% of early stage TSCC patients, respectively. HNSCC cell
lines over expressing NOTCH1, when plated in the absence of attachment, are enriched
in stem cell markers and form spheroids. Furthermore, we show that inhibition of
NOTCH activation by gamma secretase inhibitor or shRNA mediated knockdown of
NOTCH1 inhibits spheroid forming capacity, transformation, survival and migration
of the HNSCC cells suggesting an oncogenic role of NOTCH1 in TSCC. Clinically, Notch
pathway activation is higher in tumors of non-smokers compared to smokers (50%
Vs 18%, respectively, P=0.026) and is also associated with greater nodal positivity
compared to its non-activation (93% Vs 64%, respectively, P=0.029).
Conclusion: We anticipate that these results could form the basis for therapeutic
targeting of NOTCH1 in tongue cancer.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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INTRODUCTION

quantitative PCR to estimate DNA copy number and
transcript levels, along with an immunohistochemical
analysis of Notch pathway components in paired tumornormal samples from tongue cancer patients. We found
somatic amplification at NOTCH1 in 12 of 38 tumors
(Figure 1A); overexpression of NOTCH1 transcripts was
observed in 16 of 45 samples (Figure 1B, 1C)-- consistent
with our analysis of the TCGA TSCC data set (n=126)
(Supplementary Figure 1B, 1C), not reported earlier.
Also, samples harboring amplification at NOTCH1
(P value <0.001) and DLL4 (P value <0.001) showed
significantly higher expression of transcript as compared
to no amplification. (Supplementary Figure S1D and
Supplementary Figure S2). Consistent with amplification
and over expression of Notch pathway components,
Immunohistochemical analysis for activated NOTCH1
intracellular domain (NICD) in a set of 50 patients
indicated strong immunoreactivity for active Notch
signaling present in 40% tumor samples (Figure 1D-1E,
Supplementary Figure S3A-S3C).

Recent large-scale genome wide studies have
underscored a complex role of NOTCH1 as a candidate
tumor suppressor harboring inactivating mutation and
deletions , as well as a driver of tumorigenesis harboring
activating missense mutations and amplifications in a
context dependent manner in HNSCC, and other cancers
[1-10]. In addition, Notch signaling pathway plays a
significant role in the maintenance of cancer stem-like
population of cells (CSCs) in several human cancers
[11-15] . Inhibition of Notch signaling prevents the
formation of secondary mammospheres by cell lines
derived from primary breast cancer patient samples.
However, the biological significance of cancer stem-like
cells (CSCs) in HNSCC has not been well characterized.
To understand the role of Notch signaling pathway
in early-stage (T1-T2) tongue tumors, we examined
the mutational landscape, copy number alterations and
differential expression of receptor, ligands, modifiers and
target genes of the Notch pathway, along with effect of
genetic and pharmacologic perturbation of Notch pathway
on cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) features of HNSCC cells.

Expression of NOTCH1 is required for survival,
migration and stemness of TSCC tumor cells

RESULTS

To assess the functional significance of Notch
pathway activation, we asked if the expression of NOTCH1
is essential for survival, migration and stem-like feature of
HNSCC cells in vitro. First, we checked for the presence
of Notch pathway transcript expression by real-time PCR
and western analysis of NOTCH1 protein using multiple
head and neck cancers cell lines (NT8e, AW13516,
CAL27 and DOK) [23]. NT8e and CAL27 cells showed
higher expression of NOTCH1 as compared to AW13516
and DOK cells (Supplementary Figure S4A, S4B). Next,
we tested a series of shRNA constructs to knockdown
NOTCH1 in these cells. The knockdowns were confirmed
by western blot analysis for NOTCH1 (Figure 2A) and
quantitative real-time PCR for NOTCH1 and its target
gene HES1 (Supplementary Figure S4C). We identified two
shRNA clones sh1 and sh2 that efficiently knocked down
expression of NOTCH1 compared to scrambled (SCR).
Knock down of NOTCH1 inhibited cell survival (Figure
2B), anchorage-independent growth (Figure 2C), in NT8e
and CAL27, and migration in NT8e (Figure 2D).
Expression of NOTCH1 and its pathway genes
maintains cancer stem-like cells (CSCs) in various
tumors, as determined by their ability to form spheroids
and expression of molecular markers ALDH1, CD133
and CD44 [12, 24]. An in vitro spheroid formation
assay was performed to examine the cancer stem cell
population (CSCs) in HNSCC cell lines (NT8e, CAL27,
AW13516, and DOK) expressing a variable level of
NOTCH1 expression (Supplementary Figure S4B). As
shown in Figure 3A, following 10 days of incubation
in undifferentiating stem cell media, NOTCH1 over
expressing NT8e cells showed a higher number of

All the samples with available genomic DNA were
tested for the presence of HPV using MY09/11 PCR and
E6 transcript PCR primers. 40 of 71 samples analyzed, all
were found to be HPV negative. Where exome sequence
was available, the absence of HPV was re-confirmed
using HPVDetector, as previously described [16]. TSCC
samples of Indian origin to be HPV negative is consistent
with other studies [17-19].

Notch pathway is activated in early TSCC patients
To characterize somatic alterations across 48 genes
of Notch signaling pathway in 29 early-stage (T1-T2)
tongue squamous cell carcinoma (TSCC) patient-derived
tumors, we analyzed 23 paired whole exome and 10
whole transcriptome tongue cancer tumor sequencing
data (unpublished data), as detailed in Supplementary
Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S1A. Fourteen
mutations were observed in 7 genes across 12 of 22
samples (Supplementary Table S1). Of note, inactivating
NOTCH1 mutation (4%) were found at a lower frequency
in our sample set than that reported from the Caucasian
population [7, 8, 20] but consistent with similar finding
from a recent Asian study [21, 22]. In further contrast
to Caucasian population, we observed Notch family
receptors, ligands, and downstream effector genes were
amplified or over expressed in 59% samples (17 of 29
patients) based on copy number variations called from
whole- exome and whole- transcriptome data. To extend
and validate these findings, we performed real-time
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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oralspheres with 32% and 0.21% NT8e cells for cancer
stem-like cells molecular marker such as ALDH and
CD133, respectively. Similarly, CAL27 cells also showed
a significantly higher number of oralspheres with 13.5%
and 1.59% CAL27 cells positive for ALDH and CD133
(Figure 3B, 3C). In contrast, AW13516 cells expressing
comparatively lower NOTCH1 levels showed a reduced
spheroid formation capacity with 0.34% ALDH positive
and 0.12% CD133 positive while DOK cells did not
show any oralsphere formation. To test whether a high
fraction of the NT8e population constitutes the stemlike cells, we sorted NT8e cells in ALDH positive and
ALDH negative fraction and assessed the sphereforming efficiency (Supplementary Figure S5A). With
subsequent passaging, the cells form ALDH negative
population could not maintain their spheroid formation

capacity while the ALDH positive population retained
their self-renewal capacity demonstrating that indeed
NT8e possess high ALDH positive cells are showing
cancer stem-like cells features (Supplementary Figure
S5B, S5C). NOTCH1 knockdown clones showed
significant reduction in oralsphere formation ability with
concomitant decrease in ALDH positive cells in NT8e
and AW13516 cells as compared to scrambled (SCR)
cells (Figure 3D, 3E), highlighting their dependency
on NOTCH1 expression with concomitant decrease
in ALDH positive population of cells, thus regulating
and promoting the survival of HNSCC CSCs. Next, we
attempted to overexpress activated NOTCH1 and fulllength NOTCH1 in AW13516 cells and checked for the
sphere forming efficiency. Activated NOTCH1 form more
number of spheres as compared to vector control cells

Figure 1: Activation of Notch pathway in early stage tongue squamous cell carcinoma. A. Schematic representation of

somatic mutation, copy number changes and expression changes identified in Notch pathway genes (N=48) using whole exome and
transcriptome sequencing. Red filled; copy number gains, Yellow; high transcript expression, blue; copy number loss and low transcript
expression, black; mutation, white; no events, grey; transcript not detected and black borderline boxes ;any two events. Thick black line
denoting separation of samples with exome and transcriptome sequencing. B. Schematic representation of DNA copy number alteration of
Notch pathway genes in a cohort of 41 paired tumor samples estimated by quantitative real-time PCR. Red blocks; high copy number, blue;
low copy number, black; diploid and grey color; experiment could not be done or data could not be acquired. C. Schematic representation
of gene expression of Notch signaling pathway and its downstream targets in the cohort of 44 paired tongue tumor samples. Colors denotes:
Red; upregulation, blue; down regulation, black; basal expression and grey color; experiment could not be done or results could not be
acquired D. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed for activated NOTCH1 in paired normal and tongue tumor samples (N=50).
Brown color indicates positive expression. Representative IHC stained photomicrographs from normal and tongue tumor samples are
shown. Scale bar, 100µM; corresponding H&E stained slides are shown in the upper panel. E. Tabular representation for quantification of
activated NOTCH1 immunostaining data. Significant differences of IHC staining scores between normal and tumor were estimated using
the Chi-square test and p value ≤0.05 was considered as threshold for statistical significance.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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Notch pathway inhibitors block stem-like
feature, proliferation, and survival of HNSCC
cells over expressing NOTCH1

post 5 days (Supplementary Figure S6, S6C). However,
given that AW13516 cells are HPV negative [25] and
harbor wild-type p16INK4A and mutant Tp53 [23],
ectopic expression of full-length NOTCH1 or NICD led
to continuous cell death and senescence mediated growth
arrest (Supplementary Figure S6, S6G), as described
earlier [26-28].

Finally, we investigated whether pharmacological
inhibition of Notch pathway activation would be effective
against HNSCC cell lines over expressing NOTCH1.

Figure 2: shRNA mediated knockdown and inhibition of NOTCH1 inhibits transformation, survival and migration
of HNSCC cells. A. shRNA constructs used to knock down NOTCH1 expression in NT8e, AW13516, and CAL27 cells. Anti-NOTCH1

immunoblot shows that hairpins knock down to varying extents in different cells. Actin is included as a loading control. SCR, scrambled
hairpin used as a negative control. B. Infection with 2 of 3 independent hairpins (shNOTCH1#1 and shNOTCH1#2) inhibited cell survival
of NT8e and CAL27 cells expressing higher NOTCH1 levels as compared to the AW13516 cells-- as assessed by plotting total cell count
on day 6 compared to day 2, normalized against cells infected with SCR. C. Infection with independent hairpins inhibit soft agar colony
formation by the NT8e and CAL27 cells expressing higher NOTCH1 levels compared to the AW13516 cells (upper panel). Colonies were
photographed after 3 weeks (Magnification: ×10). Bar graph representation of soft agar colony formation (lower panel). D. Wound healing
assay of knockdown clones of NT8e, CAL27 and AW13516 cells. NT8e cells with highest migration potential was most significantly
inhibited following infection with shNOTCH1 constructs. Percent inhibition of migration was calculated after 20 hours of wound incision.
E. Representative images of soft agar colony formation (upper panel) and bar graph representation of soft agar colony formation post
gamma secretase inhibitor (GSI-XXI) treatment in HNSCC cell lines F. Wound healing assay of NT8e, CAL27 and AW13516 cells were
performed post GSI-XXI inhibitor as indicated concentration and % migration was calculated after 20 hours of wound healing. Experiment
was performed in triplicate and colonies were counted and shown as mean ± SD and P value is denoted as *; P < 0.01, **; P < 0.001, ***;
P < 0.0001 versus non-targeting shRNA. Experiments were repeated two times independently.
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Treatment of the NT8e, CAL27, AW13516 and DOK
HNSCC cell lines with gamma secretase inhibitor (GSIXXI) that abolished the presence of activated NOTCH1
(Supplementary Figure S4D) that resulted in significant
reduction in soft agar colony formation (Figure 2E) and
cell survival (Supplementary Figure S4E) as compared
to vehicle treated in NT8e and CAL27 cells but not
AW13516 cells. Additionally, the migration potential
of NT8e cells was significantly inhibited by GSI-XXI,
consistent with our observation using shRNA knockdown
based approach (Figure 2F). Similarly, marked decrease in
spheroid forming ability and ALDH expression in NT8e

and AW13516 cells was observed post GSI-XXI treatment
(Figure 3F, 3G).

Activation of notch pathway correlates with
node positive and non-smoker TSCC patients
Of particular significance is the correlation between
clinicopathological characteristics and overall Notch pathway
activation: immuno-histochemical based expression of
activated NOTCH1 intracellular domain NICD (χ2=7.10,
P=0.029), amplification at DLL4 (χ2=7.5, P=0.023), and
transcript over expression of Notch pathway effector genes

Figure 3: Notch pathway is essential for cancer stem-like property of HNSCC cells. A. Oralsphere formation capacity

of HNSCC cells. Representative images of oralsphere are shown in HNSCC cells. Oralsphere (>75µm size) were counted manually in
triplicate via visualization under microscope and data was represented as Mean± SD. B. and C. Analysis of cancer stem-like cells (CSCs)
marker ALDH and CD133 in HNSCC cells. Percentage ALDH positive cells were calculated against DEAB control. D. Representative
images of oralsphere are shown in scrambled (SCR) and different shRNA clones (sh1, sh2 and sh3) of NT8e and AW13516 cells. Oralsphere
formation assay was performed in triplicate and counting was done by observing under phase contrast microscope and data was represented
as Mean± SD. E. ALDH staining for shRNA mediated knockdown clones and GSI-XXI treatment in HNSCC cells, respectively. Percentage
ALDH positive cells were calculated against DEAB control. F. and G. Representative images of oralsphere post GSI-XXI treatment. NT8e
and AW13516 cells post respective concentration treatment and ALDH positive cells. Number of oralsphere were counted and represented
as Mean± SD. ALDH staining for shRNA mediated knockdown clones and GSI-XXI treatment in HNSCC cells, respectively. Percentage
ALDH positive cells were calculated against DEAB control P-value *; ≥ 0.05 was considered as threshold for significance. All the above
experiment were performed by at least two times independently by separate individuals.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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Table 1: Clinical correlation analysis of Notch pathway alterations
Clinicopathologic Variable
features

N (%
along
column)

DLL3 Copy Number
P- value N, %
(N=26) N (% along row)
along
column
Gain
(N=8)

Nodal Status

Node
positive

19
(73%)

Diploid
(N=16)

Deleted
(N=2)

5
14 (74%)
(26%)

0 (0%)

Node
3
7 (27%)
negative
(43%)
Clinicopathologic Variable
features

2 (29%)

Clinicopathologic
features
Smoking

P- value

Up
Basal Down
(N=15) (N=12) (N=7)
0.023

2 (29%)

22
(65%)

12
(55%)

9
(41%)

12
(35%)

3
(25%)

3
6
(25%) (50%)

1
(5%)

0.007

N (%
HES5 Expression
P- value N, % Activated NOTCH1 IHC P- value
along (N=34) N (% along row)
along (N=49) N (% along row)
column)
column
Up
Basal Down
(N=15) (N=12) (N=7)

Nodal Status

HEY2 Expression
(N=34) N (% along
row)

Strong Moderate Weak
(N=15) (N=12) or No
(N=7)

Node
positive

23
(66%)

9
(39%)

12
2 (9%) 0.057+
(52%)

23
(66%)

13
(43%)

15 (50%) 2 (7%)

Node
negative

12
(34%)

4
(33%)

3
(25%)

12
(34%)

6
(32%)

6 (32%)

Variable

5
(42%)

7
(37%)

NOTCH1 transcript expression (N=35),
% along row

N (% along
column)

0.029

Up (N=14)

Basal (N=9)

Down (N=12)

Smoker

11 (32%)

2 (18%)

6 (55%)

3 (27%)

Non-smoker

24 (68%)

12 (50%)

3 (13%)

9 (38%)

P- value

0.026

All clinical correlation analysis were performed in SPSS and significant alterations has been presented in the table.
Patient’s samples showing strong and moderate staining of activated NOTCH1 was considered as having activated Notch
signaling. N; Number of samples, Up; upregulation, Down; downregulation. Chi-square test was used to calculate statistical
significance. Significant P-value are highlighted in bold font. P-value ≤ 0.05 was considered as threshold for significance. +
denotes; marginally significant.
HEY2 (χ2=9.8, P=0.007) and HES5 (χ2=5.71 P=0.057)
significantly correlated with lymph node metastases
(Table 1) and poor prognosis (Supplementary Figure S7A).
Interestingly, this was consistent also with our analysis of the
TCGA tongue cancer patient dataset (Supplementary Figure
S7B), and with other cancers [24, 29, 30].
In addition, NOTCH1 expression significantly
correlated with a non-smoking habit of patients
(χ2=7.325, P=0.026), where 12 of 24 non-smokers
patients derived tumors showed upregulation of NOTCH1
transcript, consistent with previously described NOTCH1
upregulation in non-smokers in other diseases including
lung adenocarcinoma [31-33]. We also observed a
significant correlation with AJCC (American Joint
committee on Cancer) TNM tumor staging wherein
stage III-IVA showed increases activation of NOTCH
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

pathway (χ2=7.84, P=0.02). However, no statistically
significant correlation was observed between the activated
NOTCH1 expression with the sex, age, alcohol and
tobacco consumption in the cohort, as represented in
Supplementary Table S2. Next, we performed an interim
analysis and assessed disease-free survival (DFS) by IHC
defined activated NOTCH1 (strong and moderate staining)
status vs non-activated NOTCH1 (weak or no staining)
status. DFS was defined as time interval between the date
of registration and the date of first documented evidence of
relapse at any site (local, regional, metastatic, or secondary
primary) or death from any cause, whichever earlier.
There was no statistically significant difference was
observed in tumors with activated NOTCH1 compared to
those with non-activated NOTCH1 tumors, as shown in
Supplementary Figure S7C.
6
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Taken together, we present a novel clinicopathological
correlation such that expression of Notch pathway
components and activated NOTCH1 levels predispose
TSCC patients to lymph node metastasis, and that nonsmokers TSCC patients tend to have higher NOTCH1 levels
as compared to smokers. Clinically, determination of NICD
by immuno-histochemistry could be a good predictor of
nodal status. This could be a biomarker to predict lymph
node metastasis for therapeutic utility among early stage
tongue cancer patient to help patient stratification for
treatment [34, 35].

Patient Samples
Tumor-normal paired samples were collected
at Tata Memorial Hospital and Advanced Centre
for Treatment, Research and Education in Cancer
(ACTREC), Mumbai. Sample set and study protocols
were approved by (ACTREC-TMC) Internal Review
Board (IRB) and most of the patients were recruited
from 2010-2013 with a predefined inclusion criteria of
early (pT1 and pT2) stage. Percent tumor content was
determined using hematoxylin and eosin based staining
by two independent pathologists which varied from 60 to
90%. Patient samples and characteristics are provided in
the Supplementary Table S3.

DISCUSSION
We demonstrate that 40% TSCC tumors have
strong Notch pathway activation and that this property
may be important in the maintenance of stem cell
component in these tumors. Genetic or chemical
perturbation of NOTCH pathway using shRNA and
GSI-XXI showed decrease soft agar colony formation,
migration potential and cancer stem-like features
of HNSCC cells, highlighting their dependency on
NOTCH1 expression. Thus, targeted elimination of these
cells may provide a new lead in treatment of head and
neck cancer. These findings are consistent with reports
where Notch signaling has been shown to be required
for stem cell-like features in several cancer types [4, 13,
37]. Interestingly, genetic determinants of cancer stem
cells share features with their role in the development
of tumorigenesis [38]. These findings are consistent
with reports where Notch signaling has been shown to
be required for stem cell-like features in several cancer
types, including HNSCC [14, 15].
Clinically, NOTCH1 transcript expression
significantly correlate with non-smoking habit of patients,
consistent with previous reports in other pathological
conditions including lung adenocarcinoma [31-33];
lymph node metastasis in tongue cancer correlate with
poor prognosis and survival of the patients, thus activated
NOTCH1 could serve as a reliable marker to predict lymph
node metastasis [35]. Moreover, AJCC TNM tumor stage
III-IVA significantly correlates with activation of NOTCH
pathway as compared to stage I-II, consistent with reports
in HNSCC [39]. The sample size in this study, however,
is underpowered to reach the statistical significance for
survival data. No significant difference was observed in
disease-free survival of the patients with IHC defined
activated NOTCH1 tumors as compared to non-activated
NOTCH1, as shown in Supplementary Figure S7C.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that a considerable
fraction of TSCC tumors has upregulated Notch
pathway and that this property may be important for the
maintenance of stem cell component in these tumors. And
that, NOTCH1 could be a potential therapeutic target in
these patients.

www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

DNA and RNA extraction
DNA from tongue primary paired normal-tumor
tissue samples were extracted using DNeasy Blood
and tissue DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was quantified using
Nanodrop 2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc.) and DNA quality was checked by resolving
on 0.8% agarose gel. Total RNA was extracted from
tongue primary paired normal-tumor samples and cell
lines using RNeasy RNA isolation kit (Qiagen) and Trizol
reagent (Invitrogen) based methods and later resolved on
1.2% Agarose gel to confirm the RNA integrity.

Exome capture and NGS DNA sequencing
Two different Exome capture kits were used
to capture exome for different samples. The TruSeq
Exome Enrichment kit (Illumina) was used to capture
62Mb region of human genome comprising of 201,121
exons representing 20,974 gene sequences, including
5’UTR, 3’UTR, microRNAs and other non-coding
RNA and NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome Library v3.0
was also used to capture 64 Mb region of the human
genome. Exome library preparation and sequencing
was performed as per manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, 2 µg genomic DNA was sheared using Covaris
(Covaris Inc) for generating the fragment size of 200300bp size. DNA libraries were prepared from both
the kits were quantified by qPCR using KAPA Library
Quant Kit (Kapa Biosystems) in ABI 7,900HT system
(Life Technologies). Seven pmol of 6-plex DNA library
pool was loaded per lane on flow cell (Flow Cell v3) to
generate clusters using TruSeq PE (Paired-End) Cluster
Kit v3-cBot-HS kit and clustered flow was sequenced
for 201 cycles on HiSeq-1,500 System (Illumina) using
TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina) at in-house core NGS
facility.
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Identification of somatic mutations from exome
Sequencing

kit and clustered flow was sequenced for 201 cycles
on HiSeq-1500 System (Illumina) using TruSeq PE
Cluster Kit v3 and TruSeq SBS Kit v3 (Illumina) to
generate at least 30 million reads per sample. Post
sequencing, de-multiplexing was carried out on the
basis of index sequences using CASAVA (version 1.8.4,
Illumina). Transcriptome data analysis was performed
using Tuxedo-suite pipeline [51]. In brief, alignment of
short reads was done against reference genome (hg19)
using TOPHAT2 v. 2.0.8b [52] in which 95-99% of
reads were mapped to the reference genome. Cufflinks
v.2.0.2 was used to find the expressed transcripts
in the data and quality control steps was performed
using CummeRbund package v2.0. All the actively
expressed transcripts per samples were then binned
by log10(FPKM+1) to differentiate the significantly
expressed transcripts from the background noise and
transcripts represented by <0.1 log10(FPKM+1) were
filtered out from further analysis. Since paired normal
of these tumors cannot be obtained, we defined a
significant change in expression for those genes whose
expression is higher (>80%) or lower (<20%) than the
median expression as suggested [53].

Paired-end raw sequence reads generated were
mapped to the human reference genome (build hg19)
using BWA v. 0.6.2 [40]. Mapped reads were then used
to identify and remove PCR duplicates using Picard
tools v1.100 (http:broadinstitute.github.io/picard/).
Base quality score recalibration and indel re-alignment
performed and variants were called from each sample
separately using GATK 2.5-2 Unified Genotyper and
MuTect v. 1.0.27783 [41]. Post subtraction of variants
from its paired normal, remaining variants was taken
for further analysis if they were having ≥5 altered
reads. Furthermore, all samples variants were further
filtered against pooled normal variants database (N=62)
to reduce the possibility of the germline variation We
further annotated variants using Oncotator v1.1.6.0 [42]
and dbSNP v142 [43] and COSMIC database v68 [44]
using an in-house developed script. Later, we performed
functional prediction tool based analysis for somatic
non-synonymous variants using nine different tools such
as: dbNSFP v2.0 (includes SIFT, Polyphen2_HDIV,
Polyphen2_HVAR, LRT, Mutation Taster, Mutation
Accessor and FATHMM) [45], CanDRA v1.0 [46] and
Provean v.1.1 [47]. Variants called deleterious in nature
by at least one software was taken for further analysis.
We confirmed the identity of mutations by manual
visualization in IGV [48, 49].

Analysis of the cancer genome atlas tongue
cancer data
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset of
HNSCC including DNA copy number dataset (gistic2
threshold) from 452 HNSCC tumor tissue, RNA seq
expression (Illumina HiSeq) dataset from 541 HNSCC
was downloaded from UCSC Cancer genome browser
on 20th June 2014. Later, tongue cancer patient data for
DNA copy number (n=126) and gene expression (n=129
has been taken for further analysis. For expression and
DNA copy number the median centered RSEM counts
and gene-level copy number estimates have been used,
respectively (n=126). Notch pathway genes (n=13) data
has been retrieved and heatmaps were generated using
MeV 4.9.0. The RNAseq gene expression data has been
retrieved for Notch pathway genes (n=13) and raw data
has been median centered using Cluster 3.0 software. The
median centered RSEM counts for each gene has been
used to generate heatmap using MeV 4.9.0. Fold change
criteria was ≥1.5 fold change for upregulation, ≤1.499 fold
change for down-regulation and in between -1.5 to 1.499
fold change was denoted as a basal expression. DNA copy
number and Expression correlation analysis and clinical
correlation analysis have been performed using SPSS.
P=value <0.05 was criteria for statistical significance.

Somatic copy number analysis from exome
sequencing data
BAM files prepared for variant calling were used
for copy number analysis using Control-FREEC [50].
Paired tumor-normal samples BAM files were fed into
Control-FREEC along with target region for Illumina
and Nimblegen exome kits as bed file. Read count were
generated and normalized for GC content for each of the
target region followed by computation of ratio of read
count in a tumor to normal. Read count ratio was converted
to copy numbers followed by segmentation using lasso
method. Segmented copy number data generated by
control-FREEC was further used for annotation and postprocessing using R programming.

Transcriptome sequencing and data analysis
Transcriptome libraries for sequencing were
constructed according to the TruSeq RNA library
protocol (Illumina). Briefly, mRNA was purified from
4 µg of intact total RNA using oligodT beads and
library preparation was done as per manufacturer’s
instructions (TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit,
Illumina). 7pmol of quantified cDNA libraries were
loaded on Illumina flow cell (v3) to generate clusters
using TruSeq PE (Paired-End) Cluster Kit v3-cBot-HS
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

Tissue processing
Surgically resected oral tumor tissues and matched
nonmalignant (cut margins) adjacent tissues were obtained
from patients with informed consent after IRB approval
8
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from ACTREC. These tissues were processed for paraffin
embedding and sectioned at 4µm for H/E staining for
evaluation of tumor.

480 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) twice independently and
relative copy number analysis was performed as described
previously [54]. The threshold for calling high and low
copy number was ≥2.5 and ≤1.5, respectively and ≤2.5 and
1.5≤ ; diploid.

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry was done following the
standard protocol of DAKO Envision Flex. Briefly,
the slides were microwaved by incubating them for
10 minutes in high pH antigen Retrieval Solution
(DAKO;DM828), then allowed to cool to room
temperature before rinsing with Tris-buffered saline wash
buffer (DAKO;DM831). Endogenous peroxidase activity
was blocked by incubating the slides for 20 minutes in
3% hydrogen peroxide (EnVision/HRP, Dako). After
rinsing in wash buffer, the sections were incubated for
3hours at room temperature with the monoclonal human
anti-activated Notch1 antibody (Cat.ab8925; dilution
1:50) in Tris-HCl buffer antibody diluent (Dako; K8016).
Slides were rinsed in wash buffer (DAKO; DM831)
and incubated for 90 minutes with peroxidase-labeled
polymer conjugated to goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulins
(EnVision/HRP, Dako; SM801). The chromogenic
reaction was carried out with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine
chromogen solution for 5 minutes, resulting in the
expected brown-colored signal. Finally, after rinsing
with deionized water, the slides were counterstained with
hematoxylin, dehydrated, mounted with toluene-based
mounting medium (Thermo Scientific Richard-Allan)
and cover slip.

Quantitative real-time RT-PCR for expression
analysis
Prepared cDNA was diluted 1:10 and reaction were
performed in 10µl volume in triplicate. The melt curve
analysis was performed to check the primer dimer or nonspecific amplifications. Real-time PCR was carried out
using KAPA master mix (KAPA SYBR® FAST Universal
qPCR kit) in 10 µl volume in triplicate on Light cycler
480 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) machine. All the
experiments were repeated at least twice independently.
The data was normalized with internal reference
GAPDH, and analyzed by using delta-delta Ct method
described previously The criteria were ≥2 fold change for
upregulation, ≤0.5 fold change for down-regulation and in
between 1.99-0.501 fold change as a basal expression. The
details of all the primers used for expression analysis have
been provided in Supplementary table S4.

Cell culture
Cell lines established from different sub-sites of
head and neck cancer: AW13516 from tongue, NT8e from
upper aero-digestive tract, CAL27 cells from tongue [55]
and partially transformed cell line DOK (tongue) [56] were
used in this study. AW13516 and NT8e were acquired from
Tata Memorial Hospital while CAL27 and DOK cells were
procured from ATCC and Sigma, respectively. All cells
were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Pan
biotech, Germany). Culture media was supplemented with
10% FBS (Gibco, US), 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin solution
(Sigma) and maintained at 37°C in an incubator with 5%
CO2. DOK cells were grown with 5ug/ml hydrocortisone
(Sigma) as a supplement. Trypsinization was performed
using 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Invitrogen) and freezing of
cells performed in 90 % FBS (Gibco, US) and 10% DMSO
(Sigma) and were stored in liquid Nitrogen for long term
storage. All the cell lines were authenticated using a short
tandem repeat (STR) analysis kit (Gene Print v10, Promega,
USA). The results are shown in Supplementary Table S5.

Immunohistochemical staining analysis
Evaluation of immunohistochemical staining of
activated Notch1 expression was scored as 0, 1+, 2+ and
3+. The percentage of cells with positive staining was
scored from 0 to 4 (0=0% positive cells; 1: <10% positive
cells; 2: 10-49% positive cells; 3: 50-80% positive cells;
4: >80% positive cells) and staining intensity was scored
from 0 to 3 (0, negative; 1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong).
The two scores were then multiplied. Final scores of 0-2
were scored as 0, 3-5 as 1, 6-8 as 2 and 9-12 as 3.6

Quantitative real-time PCR for copy number
analysis
Primers details used for copy number study has been
provided in Supplementary Table S4. All primers used have
been tested for their specificity by performing evaluative
PCR as well as melt curve analysis during quantitative realtime PCR. Amplification efficiency for all primer was tested
with series of dilutions (0.625 ng, 1.25 ng, 2.5 ng, 5 ng,
10 ng) of genomic DNA and PCR amplification efficiency
was ~97%(~R2=0.979) (Supplementary Figure S8A, S8B).
Based on above quality control, 10 ng of genomic DNA per
10 µl reaction volume in triplicates were run on Light cycler
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

Retrovirus production, infection and drug
selection
Retroviral shRNA constructs were purchased from
TransOMIC technologies, USA. Target sequences of
NOTCH1 shRNA constructs: sh1 5’-CAGTGAGCGA
TGACTGCACAGAGAGCTCCTAT-3’, sh2 5’-CAGT
GAGCGATGGACGGACCCAACACTTACAT-3’, and
sh3 5’-CAGTGAGCGAGACGAGGACCTGGAGA
CCAAAT-3’. 293T cells were seeded in 6 well plates
9
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one day before transfection and each construct (pMLP
Retroviral-puro) along with pCL-ECO and pVSVG
helper vector were transfected using Lipofectamine LTX
reagent (Invitrogen). The viral soup was collected 48 and
72 hours post transfection, passed through 0.45µM filter
and stored at 4OC. Respective cells for transduction were
seeded one day before infection in a six-well plate and
allowed to grow to reach 50-60% confluency. One ml of
the virus soup (1:5 dilution) and 8µg/ml of polybrene
(Sigma) was added to cells and incubated for six hours.
Cells were maintained under puromycin (Sigma)
selection.

4 ml of complete medium containing 0.33% agar solution
along with respective treatments of GSI-XXI at 37°C in
CO2 incubator. Ten images per well were photographed
after 21 days using inverted phase contrast microscope and
colonies were counted manually.

MTT assay
A Thousand cells per well (six replicate per
concentration) were seeded in 96-well plate followed by
incubation with the drug for 72 hours and subsequently
incubated with MTT (0.5 mg/ml) for 4 hours. Later, MTT
assay was performed and data was acquired at 570nm
using Microplate reader. Percentage cell viability was
calculated against vehicle treated control.

Overexpression of NOTCH1 and selection
The human full-length NOTCH1 (pcDNANOTCH1) [57] was obtained from Artavanis-Tsakonas
Laboratory (Havard Medical School) and activated
NOTCH1 (pEGFP-NICD) [58] constructs was obtained
from Annapoorni Rangarajan (Indian Institute of
Sciences (IISc), Bangalore, India). Cells expressing
pcDNA-NOTCH1 or pEGFP-NICD were generated by
transfection with 10µg of DNA using Lipofectamine
3000 (Invitrogen) as per manufacturer’s instructions.
After 48hours, cells were cultures for 8-10 days in
complete medium supplemented with 1mg/ml of G418
for antibiotics selection of transfected cells or cells were
sorted based on GFP expression using BD FACSAria
II. Pooled GFP sorted or antibiotics selected cells were
later used for oralsphere assay. In case of 293T cells, post
48hours transfection cells were taken for RNA extraction
and protein extraction for quantitative real-time PCR and
western blot analysis, respectively.

Wound healing assay
The cells were grown in 6 well plates to 95%
confluency and were replaced with fresh medium
containing 5/ml mitomycin C (Sigma). After 2 hours
incubation, the medium was discarded and wounds were
scratched with the help of sterile 10µl pipette tip. Cells
were washed with PBS to remove the detached cells
during creating a wound. The cells were fed with fresh
medium and observed by time-lapse microscopy, and
images were taken every 10 min for 20 hr. Migration was
measured using Image J software.

Oralsphere formation assay
Ninety-six hundred cells were seeded in 1.2 % agar
coated 6-well plates supplemented with stem cell media
(recombinant EGF (20 ng/ml), human basic FGF (20
ng/ml), L-glutamine (2 mM), B-27 supplement and N2
supplement) and allowed to grow for 10 days. After every
five days media, additional media was supplemented. Five
hundred cells from NT8e, AW13516 and CAL27 shRNA
clones were seeded on an ultra-low adherent 96-well plate
in stem cell medium. Oralspheres were then cultured and
maintained in low adherent 24-well plates. Additionally,
the parent NT8e, AW13516, and CAL27 cells were also
checked for the spheroid formation capacity upon 5 µM
and 10 µM GSI-XXI administration using the same
conditions.

Western blotting
Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (Sigma) and protein
concentration was estimated using BCA (MP biomedicals)
method [59]. Forty microgram protein was separated
on 10% SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to nitrocellulose
membrane and transfer was verified using Ponceau S
(Sigma). Later the blots were blocked in Tris-buffered
saline containing 5% BSA (Sigma) and 0.01% Tween20(Sigma) and were probed with full-length NOTCH1 (sc6014-R, Santacruz biotechnology), anti-activated NOTCH1
antibody (Abcam; ab8925) and anti-actin (A5316, Sigma)
antibody. The membranes were then incubated with
corresponding secondary HRP-conjugated antibodies (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, USA) and the immune complexes
were visualized by Pierce ECL (Thermo Scientific,
USA) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Western blot
experiments were performed in triplicate.

ALDH activity and CD133 staining
The ALDH activity was checked using
ALDEFLUOR™ detection kit (StemCell Technology,
01700) following the kit protocol and data was acquired
on FACS Caliber and analysis was carried out using
CellQuest software. For CD133 staining was performed
using CD133 (AC133) antibody (MACS Miltenyi
Biotech) in FACS buffer for 15 min in dark at 4 °C. The
cells were then washed twice with staining buffer and
acquired on FACS Caliber, BD Biosciences.

Anchorage-independent growth assay
For analysis of growth in soft agar, 5 × 103 cells
were seeded in triplicate onto a six-well dish (Falcon) in
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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β-Galactosidase activity staining
Ten thousand cells were seeded in 12 well plates in
triplicates and next day, AW13516 cells, vector control
and overexpressing full length NOTCH1 were washed
with 1X PBS and fixed with 0.5ml of fixative solution
in the Abcam Senescence detection kit (Ab65351) for
10–15min at 25°C. Fixed cells then washed twice with
1X PBS and incubated for 8 hours with 0.5ml of staining
solution containing 20mg/ml of X-gal. Stained cells
were microscopically analyzed using Olympus IX-71.
Images were analyzed using Image J and percentage
β-Galactosidase positive cells were plotted.
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Abstract
Cancer is predominantly a somatic disease. A mutant allele present in a cancer cell genome is considered somatic when it’s absent in the paired normal genome along with
public SNP databases. The current build of dbSNP, the most comprehensive public SNP
database, however inadequately represents several non-European Caucasian populations, posing a limitation in cancer genomic analyses of data from these populations. We
present the Tata Memorial Centre-SNP database (TMC-SNPdb), as the first open source,
flexible, upgradable, and freely available SNP database (accessible through dbSNP build
149 and ANNOVAR)—representing 114 309 unique germline variants—generated from
whole exome data of 62 normal samples derived from cancer patients of Indian origin.
The TMC-SNPdb is presented with a companion subtraction tool that can be executed
with command line option or using an easy-to-use graphical user interface with the ability to deplete additional Indian population specific SNPs over and above dbSNP and
1000 Genomes databases. Using an institutional generated whole exome data set of 132
samples of Indian origin, we demonstrate that TMC-SNPdb could deplete 42, 33 and 28%
false positive somatic events post dbSNP depletion in Indian origin tongue, gallbladder,
and cervical cancer samples, respectively. Beyond cancer somatic analyses, we anticipate utility of the TMC-SNPdb in several Mendelian germline diseases. In addition to
dbSNP build 149 and ANNOVAR, the TMC-SNPdb along with the subtraction tool is available for download in the public domain at the following:
Database URL: http://www.actrec.gov.in/pi-webpages/AmitDutt/TMCSNP/TMCSNPdp.html
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Introduction

and 1000 Genomes databases. We demonstrate that
‘TMC-SNPdb’ effectively filters false positive somatic
events across 75 tumor whole exome data.

Materials and methods
Ethical approval and informed consent
The sample set and study protocol was approved by
Institutional Review Board (project no. 116 for cervical
adenocarcinoma samples; project no. 88 for head and neck
cancer samples, project 104 for gallbladder cancer samples). Cervical squamous carcinoma whole exome data
have been described earlier in (19). Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Extraction of DNA
All ‘normal’ tissue samples under study were verified by an
onco-pathologist to not harbor any cancer. A total of 62
samples ‘normal’ samples (16 peripheral venous blood and
46 adjacent normal tissue) were obtained for analysis: peripheral venous blood from patients with cervical squamous
cell carcinoma (n ¼ 10), cervical adenocarcinoma (n ¼ 18)
(adjacent normal tissue; n ¼ 12 and peripheral venous
blood; n ¼ 6) and adjacent normal tissue from patient with
tongue squamous cell carcinoma (n ¼ 23) and gallbladder
(n ¼ 11) were obtained from Tata Memorial Hospital
(TMH). Genomic DNA from tissues was extracted
using DNeasy blood and tissue DNA extraction kit
(Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Quantification of DNA was assessed using Nanodrop
2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.)
and DNA integrity was determined by resolving on 0.8%
Agarose gel. DNA was also quantified using Qubit ds DNA
BR assay kit (Life Technologies, USA). DNA samples showing DNA concentration >50 ng/ml and intact DNA visualized on agarose gel were used for whole exome sequencing.

Exome capture, library preparation and
sequencing
Three different library preparation kits were used to prepare libraries for different tumor types (Supplementary
Table S1). First, TruSeq Exome Enrichment kit (v2 and v3,
Illumina) was used to capture 62 Mb region (>3 40 000
probes) of human genome comprising 201 121 exons representing 20 974 gene sequences, including 50 UTR, 30 UTR,
microRNAs and other non-coding RNA. For exome library preparation, two microgram genomic DNA was
sheared using Covaris (Covaris Inc) for generating fragment sizes of 200–300 bp. Fragments end repairing,
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Somatic mutations sequentially accumulate in cancer cell
genomes. In addition, a typical cancer genome contains
several polymorphic ‘normal’ germline variants (1–3).
Subtracting the tumor DNA variants against matched normal DNA derived from the same individual and those polymorphic in the population is, therefore, essential to
identify an exclusive somatic event (4). Apropos, a critical
aspect of any tumor genome sequence analysis involves depletion of paired normal variants followed by depletion of
residual variants from public databases of common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) such as dbSNP (5) and
1000 Genomes Project (6). A sequence variant not
observed in matched normal derived genome sequence and
absent from public SNP database is considered somatic in
origin. Adopting such an analytical approach ensures filtering of paired-germline and population-specific polymorphic variants from dbSNP and 1000 Genomes Project
for Caucasian population (7).
However, despite depletion against dbSNP, unknown
SNPs especially those with lower minor allele frequency not
represented in dbSNP, are likely to confound somatic mutation analyses in studies involving non- Caucasian and
non-European Caucasian populations (5). Two exhaustive
initiatives addressing this issue are the publicly available
exome variation datasets: NHLBI Exome Sequencing
Project (https://esp.gs.washington.edu/EVS/) and Exome
Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) (http://exac.broadinsti
tute.org/) (8). Information gathered from these studies is an
integral part of variant annotation tools like Annovar (9).
Multiple studies such as the Indian Genome Variation
Consortium (10, 11) and HUGO Pan- Asian SNP
Consortium (12) have described the genomic distinctiveness of Indian population based on varying allele frequency
of known SNPs, complex origin, genetic diversity (13–16),
and high variation of male lineages (Y-chromosome)
within the population (17, 18). However, a concerted effort to comprehensively identify and catalogue novel SNPs
present exclusively in Indian population is yet to be undertaken. Lack of Indian specific SNP database has been an
important impediment in cancer research, especially in efforts to discover bona fide novel somatic mutations.
Here, we describe Tata Memorial Centre-SNP database
‘TMC-SNPdb’ as the first, open source, freely available
database of unique germline variants obtained from whole
exome data of 62 ‘normal’ samples from tongue, gallbladder, and cervical cancer patients of Indian origin. ‘TMCSNPdb’ is presented with an easy-to-use graphic user interface feature to enable researchers to call true somatic
mutations by depleting against Indian population specific
SNPs, in addition to those already catalogued in dbSNP
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Exome sequencing variant analysis for TMC-SNP
database
Paired-end raw sequence reads were mapped to human reference genome (build hg19) using BWA v. 0.6.2 (20).
Quality control analysis of bam files was carried out using
qualimap (v0.7.1) (21). Mapped reads were then used to
identify and remove PCR duplicates using Picard tools
v.1.74 (http:broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Base quality
score recalibration and indel re-alignment were performed
and variants were called from each sample separately using
GATK Unified Genotyper (version 2.5-2) (22).

Development of TMC-SNP database
To restrict our analysis to high quality germline variants
we applied filters of minimal base coverage and recurrence

in cohort. In house developed scripts (Awk and Perl) were
used to merge all 62 VCF files from normal tissues and mutational recurrence was calculated. We applied a standard
filter of coverage 5 reads for altered alleles. Additionally,
we included variants with coverage 5 but recurrent in 4
normal samples. Using these filters, we identified high
quality variants in the dataset. High quality variants were
further annotated using COSMICdb (version 68) (23) and
dbSNP (version 142) (5). Remaining variants were further
depleted against dbSNP and COSMICdb to remove all
known somatic and germline variants. Finally, all remaining variants constitute the TMC-SNP database. A detailed
schema of resource and data representation is provided in
Supplementary Figure 3.

Application of TMC-SNP database in analyzing
tumor samples
GATK (version 2.5-2) and MuTect (version 1.0.2) (24)
were utilized to generate raw variants of tumor samples
and filtered against its matched normal . Variants obtained
from GATK and MuTect were merged and variants
having 5 reads for altered allele were kept for further
downstream analysis. Similar analysis was carried out for
three cancer types. Comparison with dbSNP(version142)
and COSMICdb(version 68) was performed using in-house
developed scripts in Perl and Awk which were later used to
calculate the percentage changes in variants in different
cancer type post filtration with dbSNP and TMC-SNP
database. Functional annotation of variants was performed
using Oncotator (variant annotation tool) (25).

Germline variant subtraction program
TMC-SNPdb is distributed as a SQLite file containing variant information table. A companion tool for subtraction of
germline variants from tumor sample has been developed
in python (version 3.4). It depends on PyVCF (version  1.6) and sqlite3 python packages. The variants in
TMC-SNPdb are characterized by a unique combination
of chromosome number, genomic position, reference allele,
altered allele for each variant and subtraction was carried
out based on these unique fields for each variant in VCF
file. The tool is an executable compatible with Linux operating system and has been tested on several Linux platform
such Red Hat (version 6.5), Fedora (version 22) and
Ubuntu (version 14.04). It can be executed using a command line interface (‘TMC-SNP’) or a graphical user interface (GUI) (‘TMC-SNP_GUI’). The GUI mode additionally
depends on TKinter python library (version  2.4).
Moreover, the tool has a feature which lets users create
their own germline variant database from VCF format files
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purification, A-tailing, adaptor ligation and quality control
steps were carried out using TruSeq DNA Sample Prep
Kit (Illumina) following manufacturer’s instructions.
Qualitative and quantitative analysis of genomic DNA
libraries were performed using High Sensitivity DNA chip
on 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent) and qPCR with KAPA
Library Quant Kit (Kapa Biosystems). Exome enrichment
was done by incubation at 93  C for 1 min (decreasing 2  C
per cycle for 18 cycles) followed by 58  C for 19 h in ABI
9700 PCR system (Life Technologies) using 500 ng of genomic libraries.
Second, NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Exome Library (v3.0,
Roche) targeting 64 Mb of the human genome was also
used for library preparation. The protocol was adopted
from the manufacture’s application note (http://www.nim
blegen.com/products/lit/NimbleGen_SeqCap_EZ_SR_PreCaptured_Multiplexing.pdf). Sequencing libraries were
exome captured and later quality-controlled using a bioanalyzer (Agilent 2100) and libraries were qPCR quantified
using KAPA Library Quant Kit (Kapa Biosystems) prior to
cluster generation on an Illumina cBOT.
Third, SureSelect Human All Exon Kit, v5 (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was also used to capture 50 Mb of the human genome using > 5 50 000 probes.
One microgram of genomic DNA was utilized for library
preparation and a similar protocol was followed as previously stated. Eluted exome-enriched library fragments
were PCR amplified and purified.
qPCR quantified 7 pmol of 6-plex DNA library pool
was loaded per lane on flow cell (Flow Cell v3) to generate
clusters using TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3-cBot-HS kit and
clustered flow was sequenced for 201 and 301 cycles on
HiSeq-1500 and NextSeq System (Illumina) using TruSeq
SBS Kit v3 (Illumina), respectively.
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of normal samples. The output obtained from the tool is in
VCF format. Detailed user manual with snapshots of the
GUI and schematic representation of overall usages
are provided in Supplementary file 1 and Supplementary
Figure S2.

Availability of supporting data

Results
Development of TMC-SNP database
We analyzed whole exome sequencing at a median of 88x
coverage for 62 normal samples derived from cancer patients, comparable with similar reports (26) as detailed in
Supplementary Table S1. Of note, coverage among 4 of 62
samples were <30 due to high duplication reads and low
yield in these samples. Germline mutations were called
using GATK (22): a total of 15 015 608 germline variants
were identified across the complete dataset. As shown
in Figure 1, standard quality filters of minimal 5 coverage
or recurrence in at least four samples for each variant led
to about 90% reduction in raw variants (see Materials and
Methods section for details). The remaining 1 422 336
variants of higher confidence were further depleted
against dbSNP v142. 1 305 937 of 1 422 336 variants,
constituting 92% SNPs were depleted. To remove variants
known to be somatically associated with cancer in literature but figured as a germline event in our study (most
likely due to inadequate or non-uniform coverage of
their paired normal samples), we further depleted 2090
variants (2%) overlapping with COSMICdb with an assumption of these variants to be false somatic events in our
data set. Finally, a total of 114 309 variants were identified
after filtering with dbSNP and COSMICdb as a pool of
previously unknown germline variants of high confidence
recurring in the Indian population to constitute the ‘TMCSNPdb’.

Characteristic features of TMC-SNP database
A total 114 309 variants were annotated using Oncotator
for functional features (25). A distribution pattern of

Figure 1. Development of TMC-SNPdb using whole exome sequencing.
Schematic flow representation of steps followed during development of
TMC-SNP database. The whole exome sequencing of 62 normal tissue
obtained from three different tissues of cancer patients was performed
and analysed using GATK (Genome Analysis Tool Kit) to generate VCF
files. Raw variants obtained were further filtered using mentioned criteria to find a list of variants absent in dbSNP v142 and COSMICdb v68.
Remaining variants constitutes the ‘TMC-SNPdb’ shown at the end of
the funnel.

coding (17 973) and non-coding variants germline variants (96 336) is shown in Figure 2A. Of 17 973 coding
variants, 11 466 were of non-synonymous (NS) (63%)
and 6507 were synonymous variants (S) (36%) with NS/
S ratio 1.76, consistent with previous reports for exome
data from normal samples (27, 28). Furthermore, we
observed a high frequency of missense (58%) and silent
variants (30%) as compared with indel (3%), nonsense
(2%) and splice site (6%) region (Supplementary
Figure 1A). Of all the SNPs present in TMC-SNPdb, distribution varied across the genome as follows: protein-coding
exon (15.7%), intron (40%), IGR (25.8%), 30 UTR (9.
5%), 50 UTR (2.37%), RNA (3.74%) and lincRNA (1.
7%), consistent with earlier report from exome sequencing
data (Supplementary Figure S1B) (29, 30). Next, we computed the allele frequency of all 114 309 variants present in
the TMC-SNPdb, across 62 samples. Given that TMCSNPdb predominantly enlists low frequency germline
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The raw sequence data has been deposited at the
ArrayExpress
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experi
ments/E-MTAB-4618),
hosted
by
the
European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). The ‘TMC-SNPdb’ has been
submitted to Annovar (http://annovar.openbioinformatics.
org/en/latest/user-guide/download/) and dbSNP (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snp_viewTable.cgi?handle¼TMC_
SNPDB) for public access.
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variants prevalent among Indian population, similar to
1000 genomes and ExAC wherein about 99% of SNPs are
estimated to have a minor allele frequency over 1% (8,
26), Similarly, in TMC-SNPdb >90% of variants present
exist at a minor allele frequency5% (Figure 2B).
Furthermore, a comparative measure of variability added
by the TMC-SNPdb variants to the known pool of SNPs per
chromosome was reckoned following comparison with
dbSNP variants across the genome. Interestingly, we found
maximal variability at the Y-chromosome among 2418 of
8885 SNPs (27%), while the distribution of the variants
across the autosomal chromosomes was found to be uniformly distributed among 106 184 of 1 346 256 SNPs
(7.6%) similar to the dbSNP (Figure 2C). Of note, variants
at Y-chromosome tend to be more localized geographically
than those of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and autosomes,
which is reflective of the degree of inter-population genetic
differences (31–33). Y-chromosomes have been shown to
harbor population specific unique haplotype in Indian population and have frequently been used as a marker for studying human demographic history (34, 35). The higher
variability at the Y-chromosome found in TMC-SNPdb is
thus consistent with several earlier reports describing a high
variation of male lineages within Indian population (17, 18)
that further emphasizes the Indian specific characteristics of
the TMC-SNPdb germline variants, and a need for distinct
Indian specific germline database .

Finally, a significant characteristic feature of TMCSNPdb is the companion subtraction tool with command
line and GUI based interface. The user can deplete their
data set against TMC-SNPdb or create a customized normal variant database. The program has been tested to run
on various Linux platforms such Fedora, Ubuntu and
Red Hat operating systems. (Detailed user manual
and snapshot of different steps have been provided in
Supplementary Materials S1, S2 and Supplementary Figure
S2). Using the companion tool on an 8GB machine, it takes
56 and 72 min to filter standard VCFs containing 115 884
and 227 779 raw variants (provided as example file with
tool) against the TMC-SNPdb variants, respectively.

Application of ‘TMC-SNPdb’ in depleting germline
variants predominant among indian population
With the flexibility of using GUI interface or through the
command line (refer to Supplementary Material S1), we
tested the robustness and practical utility of ‘TMC-SNPdb’
across various cancer types to infer the extent of depletion
of population specific variants over and above the dbSNP.
We analyzed 132 samples of three cancer types: head and
neck cancer (n ¼ 43), cervical cancer (n ¼ 62) and gallbladder cancer (n ¼ 27). Significant fold reduction of variants
was observed following TMC-SNPdb subtraction in addition to depletion by dbSNP in all cancer types studied. Of
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Figure 2. Overall overview of characteristic features of TMC-SNP database. (A) Circle plot of coding and non-coding variants obtained in the dataset.
(B) Percent minor allele frequency distribution of variants in ‘TMC-SNPdb’ across 62 normal samples. Percentage frequencies are presented on the
top of each bar. (C) Genome-wide distribution of percent frequency of variants obtained in each chromosome as compared with dbSNP database.
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613 055 variants found across 24 head and neck cancer
tumor samples about 92% SNPs were depleted post
dbSNP subtraction with 84 001 candidate somatic variants. Subsequent depletion using TMC-SNPdb identified
35 819 additional variants as Indian specific germline variants existing at varying frequency in normal Indian population. In overall, TMC-SNPdb allowed us to filter an
additional 42.6% of post dbSNPs depleted SNPs. in 24
tongue cancer samples (Table 1). Similarly, TMC-SNPdb
significantly reduced about 33.3% and 27.7% SNPs in 17
gallbladder and 34 cervical tumor whole exome data, as
tabulated in detail in Table 1.

Discussion

Table 1 Application of TMC-SNPdb across cancer types to filter germline variants in Indian population
S.No.

1
2
3

Cancer type

Tongue cancer
Cervical cancer
Gall-bladder

Total
variants

Number
of samples

Number and percentage (along row) of novel variants
Post dbSNP depletion

Post TMC-SNPdb depletion

Overall reduction by
TMC-SNPdb post
dbSNP depletion

613 055
923 547
328 245

24
34
17

84 001 (13.7%)
99 032 (10.7%)
26 530 (8%)

48 182 (7.8%)
71 594 (7.7%)
17 682 (5.3%)

42.6%
27.7%
33.3%

Total number of variants observed for each cancer types and reduction in number and percent variants post dbSNP and post TMC-SNPdb subtraction is tabulated for three cancer types. Number of samples analysed across tumor is also denoted.
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TMC-SNPdb is a freely available open access Indian population specific germline variant database consisting of 114
309 germline variants using whole exome sequencing of 62
normal tissues from patients with different types of cancer.
Its usage is analogous to depletion against pooled normal
variants from unrelated normal samples of Indian origin
for paired or orphan tumor samples. The utility of subtraction against pooled normal variants has been well
described as a reference for depletion, especially for orphan
tumor samples wherein paired normal variant data for the
tumor samples are not available (36–39). Our dataset and
companion tool can be used, along with other public databases, as ‘normal’ counterpart to identify disease specific
somatic mutations, especially in cancer exome studies.
Using TMC-SNPdb across 132 whole exome data of
3 tumor types, we show that it can significantly deplete
false positive somatic variants.
TMC-SNPdb is presented with a companion program
with command line or user-friendly GUI interface for noncomputational biologists. It has two built-in features: first,
a user can input tumor VCF to subtract against TMCSNPdb and second, create a custom database of germ line
mutation with the availability of multiple normal VCF files
and then subtract with tumor VCF to deplete germ line
variants. The subtraction program has been tested on

several Linux platforms such as Fedora, Ubuntu and Red
Hat system. Because it is an open source tool, it could be
further modified to alter filtering parameters for analysis
indicative of its expandability and universal applicability
on Linux platforms.
There are two major limitations of TMC-SNPdb database. First, it is presumed that a sample derived from cancer patients represents ‘normal’ genome variation.
However, because of their diseased status, a fraction of
such individuals are likely to harbor cancer predisposing
variants in their germline. Any such germline variant that
is novel in Indian population (not yet included in
Caucasian databases) and which predisposes to cancer
(e.g. in BRCA 1 gene) would be characterized as ‘normal’
population variation in TMC-SNPdb. Thus, this database
will be limited in application to analyses that seek to evaluate germline predisposition to cancer. Second, majority of
‘normal’ samples were obtained from sites adjacent to a
tumor with histopathological based inspection for the absence of tumor cells. However, it is possible that these tissues harbors some bona fide somatic mutations due to
effect of field cancerization (40, 41). Thus, depleting
against TMC-SNPdb could potentially ‘over-subtract’ mutations that are bona fide somatic. To minimize this possibility, we have filtered TMC-SNPdb variants against
COSMIC database to remove any known cancer related
somatic variants. However, there remains a residual potential for missing ‘somatic’ mutations that are novel in
tumors of Indian patients and present in adjacent ‘normal’
tissue. With these caveats, we believe that TMC-SNPdb
with its companion tool is a step towards fulfilling a significant unmet need for an Indian population ‘normal’
variant database, especially in somatic mutation analyses
in tumors from Indian patients.
In summary, TMC-SNPdb is an open source database of
‘normal’ germline variants derived from Indian—nonEuropean Caucasian—population, not yet included in the
public databases with predominant Caucasian representations. It comes along with a companion tool that can apply
this information for somatic cancer genome analyses by
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depleting against the TMC-SNPdb. This database is flexible
to accommodate the need for customization by allowing inclusion of similar datasets from additional individuals.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at Database Online.
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